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Abstract
This thesis addresses the development of techniques to build fully-automatic
tools for analyzing sequential programs written in imperative languages like
C or C++. In order to do the reasoning about programs, the approach taken
in this thesis follows the constraint-based method used in program analysis.
The idea of the constraint-based method is to consider a template for can-
didate invariant properties, e.g., linear conjunctions of inequalities. These
templates involve both program variables as well as parameters whose values
are initially unknown and have to be determined so as to ensure invariance.
To this end, the conditions on inductive invariants are expressed by means
of constraints (hence the name of the approach) on the unknowns. Any
solution to these constraints then yields an invariant. In particular, if linear
inequalities are taken as target invariants, conditions can be transformed
into arithmetic constraints over the unknowns by means of Farkas’ Lemma.
In the general case, a Satisﬁability Modulo Theories (SMT) problem over
non-linear arithmetic is obtained, for which eﬀective SMT solvers exist.
One of the novelties of this thesis is the presentation of an optimization
version of the SMT problems generated by the constraint-based method in
such a way that, even when they turn out to be unsatisﬁable, some useful
information can be obtained for reﬁning the program analysis. In particular,
we show in this work how our approach can be exploited for proving termi-
nation of (sequential) programs, disproving termination of non-deterministic
programs, and do compositional safety veriﬁcation. Besides, an extension
of the constraint-based method to generate universally quantiﬁed array in-
variants is also presented.
Since the development of practical methods is a priority in this thesis,
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all the techniques have been implemented and tested with examples coming
from academic and industrial environments.
The main contributions of this thesis are summarized as follows:
• A new constraint-based method for the generation of universally quan-
tiﬁed invariants of array programs. We also provide extensions of the
approach for sorted arrays.
• A novel Max-SMT-based technique for proving termination. Thanks
to expressing the generation of a ranking function as a Max-SMT
optimization problem where constraints are assigned diﬀerent weights,
quasi-ranking functions –functions that almost satisfy all conditions for
ensuring well-foundedness– are produced in a lack of ranking functions.
Moreover, Max-SMT makes it easy to combine the process of building
the termination argument with the usually necessary task of generating
supporting invariants.
• A Max-SMT constraint-based approach for proving that programs do
not terminate. The key notion of the approach is that of a quasi-
invariant, which is a property such that if it holds at a location dur-
ing execution once, then it continues to hold at that location from
then onwards. Our technique considers for analysis strongly connected
subgraphs of a program’s control ﬂow graph and thus produces more
generic witnesses of non-termination than existing methods. Further-
more, it can handle programs with unbounded non-determinism.
• An automated compositional program veriﬁcation technique for safety
properties based on quasi-invariants. For a given program part (e.g.,
a single loop) and a postcondition, we show how to, using a Max-
SMT solver, an inductive invariant together with a precondition can
be synthesized so that the precondition ensures the validity of the
invariant and that the invariant implies the postcondition. From this,
we build a bottom-up program veriﬁcation framework that propagates
preconditions of small program parts as postconditions for preceding
program parts. The method recovers from failures to prove validity of
a precondition, using the obtained intermediate results to restrict the
search space for further proof attempts.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
At the same time that the complexity of computer systems is growing
rapidly, today’s information society is becoming increasingly dependent on
such systems. Consequently, exploring techniques to produce reliable soft-
ware is an issue of increasing importance.
Although software engineering methodologies try to overcome human
limitation for managing complexity, software development is still currently
a time-consuming, costly, and error-prone activity. Because of this, the
construction of computer-aided tools that assist in the design and the im-
plementation of computer systems is an important challenge.
Formal speciﬁcation provides a means of describing informal software
requirements in a rigorous and high-level way reducing the ambiguity of
the problem domain. They can be used not only to aid the design and the
implementation of computer systems, but also to verify their correctness.
In particular, the formal veriﬁcation of a program consists in proving that
its semantics, what the program executions actually do, satisﬁes its spec-
iﬁcation, what the program executions are intended to do. In spite of its
usefulness, formal methods are not widely used to verify programs in the
industrial software environment, and its application is usually restricted to
safety-critical software. One of the reasons for its uncommon use is that,
even in the cases where automatic proof checkers are available, programmers
are often required to annote the source code with auxiliary information like
loop invariants and ranking functions, which are necessary to prove the pro-
gram correctness.
With the aim of reversing this situation, this thesis addresses the de-
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velopment of techniques to build fully-automatic tools that are capable of:
modeling program semantics from source code, discovering key properties
of interest, and using them to verify speciﬁcations and prove termination of
programs.
In order to do the reasoning about programs, the approach taken in
this thesis follows the constraint-based method [Colo´n et al., 2003; Bradley
et al., 2005] used in program analysis. The idea is to consider templates for
candidate invariant properties, such as (conjunctions of) linear inequalities.
These templates contain both the program variables V as well as template
variables X , whose values have to be determined to ensure the required
properties. To this end, the conditions on inductive invariants are expressed
by means of constraints of the form ∃X .∀V.F(X ,V). Any solution to these
constraints then yields an invariant. In the case of linear arithmetic, Farkas’
Lemma [Schrijver, 1998] is often used to handle the quantiﬁer alternation in
the generated constraints. Intuitively, it allows one to transform ∃∀ prob-
lems encountered in invariant synthesis into ∃ problems1. In the general
case, a Satisﬁability Modulo Theories (SMT) problem [Biere et al., 2009]
over non-linear arithmetic is obtained, for which eﬀective SMT solvers ex-
ist [Borralleras et al., 2012; Jovanovic´ and De Moura, 2012; Larraz et al.,
2014b].
One of the novelties and main contributions of this thesis is the presen-
tation of an optimization version of the SMT problems generated by the
constraint-based method in such a way that, even when they turn out to
be unsatisﬁable, some useful information can be obtained for reﬁning the
program analysis. In particular, we show in this work how our approach can
be exploited for proving termination of (sequential) programs [Larraz et al.,
2013a], disproving termination of non-deterministic programs [Larraz et al.,
2014a], and do compositional safety veriﬁcation [Brockschmidt et al., 2015].
Besides, an extension of the constraint-based method to generate universally
quantiﬁed array invariants [Larraz et al., 2013b] is also presented.
As the development of practical methods is a priority in this thesis, all the
techniques have been implemented and tested with examples coming from
academic and industrial environments2. The author of this thesis was the
developer of a ﬁrst prototype called CppInv, which applies the techniques
1The reader is referred to Section 3.2.2 for further information.
2See Sections 3.3.5, 4.3.6, 4.4.6, and 5.4 for more details.
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described in Chapters 3 and 4 to programs written in a subset of C++.
A new tool called VeryMax, that implements the compositional analysis
framework explained in Chapter 5, is currently developed by a group of
researchers (including the author of the thesis) as the continuation of the
line of work started with CppInv.
1.1 Thesis Outline
The thesis document is organized as follows: Chapter 2 describes the the-
oretical frameworks used in this thesis to model programs, and to solve all
program analysis problems. Firstly, the chapter introduces the Satisﬁability
Modulo Theories (SMT) problem, and its optimization version, the Max-
SMT problem, which compose the bases of the solving technology employed
in this work. They are based on the known propositional satisfiability (SAT)
problem, which consists in determining whether a propositional formula is
satisfiable, i.e., if it has a model : an assignment of Boolean values to vari-
ables that satisﬁes the formula.
On the other hand, the Satisfiability Modulo Theories (SMT) problem,
one of the extensions of SAT, consists in deciding the satisﬁability of a given
quantiﬁer-free ﬁrst-order formula with respect to a background theory. In
this setting, a model is an assignment of values from the theory to variables
that satisﬁes the formula. In this thesis, we will use the theories of quantifier-
free linear arithmetic, where literals are linear inequalities, and the more
general theory of quantifier-free non-linear arithmetic, where literals are
polynomial inequalities.
Another extension of SAT is Max-SAT [Biere et al., 2009], which gener-
alizes SAT to ﬁnding an assignment such that the number of satisﬁed clauses
in a given formula F is maximized. This problem in turn can be generalized
to the weighted partial Max-SAT problem, where some clauses in F are soft
clauses with an assigned weight, and the others are hard clauses. Here, we
look for a model of the hard clauses that minimizes the sum of the weights
of the satisﬁed soft clauses.
The last extension presented is Max-SMT [Nieuwenhuis and Oliveras,
2006; Larraz et al., 2014b], which combines Max-SAT and SMT, and is
derived from SMT analogously to how Max-SAT is derived from SAT. So in
a (weighted partial) Max-SMT problem a formula is of the form H1 ∧ . . . ∧
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Hn∧ [S1, ω1]∧ . . .∧ [Sm, ωm], where the hard clauses Hi and the soft clauses
Sj (with weight ωj) are disjunctions of literals over a background theory,
and the aim is to ﬁnd a model of the hard clauses that minimizes the sum
of the weights of the satisﬁed soft clauses.
Finally, in Chapter 2 transition systems are introduced as the program-
ming model used through this thesis to represent programs, and two simple
applications of the use of SMT solvers in program analysis are described.
Chapter 3 starts presenting the invariant inference problem, and re-
viewing the main approaches to the problem. Discovering invariants, as-
sertions over the program variables that remain true whenever the location
is reached, is crucial for program veriﬁcation. However, it is a tedious and,
sometimes, diﬃcult task for the programmer. For this reason, the design
of techniques to discover automatically invariants attracted researchers at-
tention from the beginning of the ﬁeld. Despite this, it has not been until
recently, with the lastest technological advances in constraint solving and
theorem proving, that practical methods have been applied to programs of
interest.
Chapter 3 continues describing the constraint-based method [Colo´n et al.,
2003] to generate invariants over scalar program variables in detail. Then,
our extension of the method for generating universally quantiﬁed array in-
variants is presented. Unlike other techniques, our technique does not re-
quire extra predicates nor assertions. It does not need the user to provide a
template either, but it can take advantage of hints by partially instantiating
the global template considered here. This work corresponds to the following
paper [Larraz et al., 2013b].
In Chapter 4 we show how Max-SMT can be used in constraint-based
program termination proving originated in [Bradley et al., 2005]. Thanks
to expressing the generation of a ranking function as a Max-SMT optimiza-
tion problem where constraints are assigned diﬀerent weights, quasi-ranking
functions –functions that almost satisfy all conditions for ensuring well-
foundedness– are produced in a lack of ranking functions. By means of trace
partitioning, this allows our method to progress in the termination analy-
sis where other approaches would get stuck. Moreover, Max-SMT makes it
easy to combine the process of building the termination argument with the
usually necessary task of generating supporting invariants. The technique
was presented in [Larraz et al., 2013a].
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We then show how Max-SMT-based invariant generation can also be ex-
ploited for proving non-termination of programs. The construction of the
proof of non-termination is guided by the generation of quasi-invariants
– properties such that if they hold at a location during execution once,
then they will continue to hold at that location from then onwards. The
check that quasi-invariants can indeed be reached is then performed sepa-
rately. Our technique considers for analysis strongly connected subgraphs
of a program’s control ﬂow graph and thus produces more generic witnesses
of non-termination than existing methods. Furthermore, it can handle pro-
grams with unbounded non-determinism and is more likely to converge than
previous approaches. This method can be found in [Larraz et al., 2014a].
In Chapter 5 we present an automated compositional program veriﬁca-
tion technique for safety properties based on quasi-invariants. For a given
program part (e.g., a single loop) and a postcondition ϕ, we show how to
synthesize an inductive invariant together with a precondition such that the
precondition ensures validity of the invariant and the invariant implies ϕ.
From this, we build a bottom-up program veriﬁcation framework that prop-
agates preconditions of small program parts as postconditions for preceding
program parts. The method recovers from failures to prove the validity of a
precondition, using the obtained intermediate results to restrict the search
space for further proof attempts.
As only small program parts need to be handled at a time, our method is
scalable and distributable. The derived conditions can be viewed as implicit
contracts between diﬀerent parts of the program, and thus enable an in-
cremental program analysis. The techniques presented in this chapter have
been included in [Brockschmidt et al., 2015].
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Chapter 2
Preliminaries
This chapter is devoted to the theoretical frameworks used in this thesis to
model programs, and to solve all program analysis problems. In Section 2.1
we present the Satisﬁability Modulo Theories (SMT) problem, and its op-
timization version, the Max-SMT problem, which compose the bases of the
solving technology employed in this work. Later, in Section 2.2 we intro-
duce transition systems, the programming model used through this thesis
to represent programs. Finally, in order to illustrate the use of the concepts
introduced in the chapter, in Section 2.3 we present two simple applications
of the use of SMT solvers in program analysis.
2.1 SAT and SMT solving
Many of the problems arising in applications of automatic reasoning can
be formulated as the problem of checking the satisﬁability of a formula in
a certain logic. For many logics of interest, this problem is undecidable.
For satisﬁability of ﬁrst-order formulas, for example, several eﬃcient semi-
decision procedures exist, which can prove the unsatisﬁability of a formula in
ﬁnite time, but may run forever when their input formula is satisﬁable. For
other cases (e.g., certain logics with built-in integers) not even semi-decision
procedures can exist.
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2.1.1 Propositional satisfiability
Probably the easiest satisﬁability problem one can think of is that of propo-
sitional satisﬁability (SAT). In this case, the atomic formulas are nothing
but syntactic symbols, which are combined by means of boolean connectives
to construct the formula. A boolean formula is in Conjunctive Normal Form
(CNF) if it is a conjunction of clauses, each clause being a disjunction of
literals, and each literal being a propositional variable or its negation. Since
any formula can be converted into CNF format in a satisfiability preserving
polynomial-time process [Tseitin, 1983; Plaisted and Greenbaum, 1986], it
is usually assumed that all formulas are in CNF format.
Example 2.1. Consider the following boolean formula (¬x1 ∨¬x2∨¬x3)∧
x1∧(x2∨¬x3) in CNF format. It is satisﬁable: the assignment {x1, x2,¬x3}
(i.e., setting x1 and x2 to true, and x3 to false) is a model of it. If the clause
¬x1 ∨ x3 is added, the conjunction becomes unsatisfiable. A complete SAT
solver is a tool that, given a set of clauses, either ﬁnds a model for it or
reports unsatisﬁability.
Most state-of-the-art SAT solvers [Moskewicz et al., 2001; Goldberg
and Novikov, 2002; Ee´n and So¨rensson, 2004; Ryan, 2004; Biere, 2008] use
Conflict-driven Clause Learning, and are originally based on the Davis-
Putnam-Logemann-Loveland (DPLL) procedure [Davis and Putnam, 1960;
Davis et al., 1962] (see, e.g., [Nieuwenhuis et al., 2006] for details and more
references).
Despite the NP-completeness of the problem, a lot of work has been
done in developing algorithms that can handle larger and larger practical
problems. The past few years have seen enormous progress in the devel-
opment of SAT solvers (see www.satlive.org) and there is no doubt that
they have now grown out of academic curiosity to become a viable indus-
trial strength reasoning and deduction engine for production tools. More
and more problems are eﬃciently encoded into propositional logic, which
increases the interest in developing such eﬃcient SAT solvers.
There exist several optimization versions of the SAT problem. In Max-
SAT, the aim is to ﬁnd a model that maximizes the number of satisﬁed
clauses. In Partial Max-SAT the input consists of two sets of clauses, the
hard ones and soft ones, and the problem is to ﬁnd a model for the hard
clauses that maximizes the number of satisﬁed soft clauses. In Weighted
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(Partial) Max-SAT each soft clause has a weight and the aim is to minimize
the sum of the weights of the falsiﬁed soft clauses.
A very naive approach to (unweighted) Max-SAT solving consists, ﬁrst
of all, in extending each original clause Ci to obtain clause Ci ∨ bi, where
bi is a fresh variable. Then, any model of the formula Fk, consisting of
all the extended clauses plus a CNF encoding of the cardinality constraint∑
bi ≤ k, is an assignment that falsiﬁes at most k original clauses. Hence,
the goal is to ﬁnd k such that Fk is satisﬁable but Fk−1 is not. Such a k
can be found with diﬀerent methods: using binary search, or starting with
k = 0 and increasing it while Fk is unsatisﬁable, or starting with k equal to
the number of clauses and decreasing it until Fk is unsatisﬁable.
Another less naive way to tackle Max-SAT is via branch-and-bound tech-
niques. Roughly speaking, once an assignment falsifying k clauses has been
found, these techniques look for an assignment falsifying less than k clauses.
As soon as one can infer that the current partial assignment cannot be
extended to one with the aforementioned property, it is discarded and an-
other assignment is tried. The key point is to develop powerful but eﬃcient
pruning techniques that allow one to discard partial assignments as soon
as possible; some examples are [Alsinet et al., 2008; Heras et al., 2008; Lin
et al., 2008; Pipatsrisawat et al., 2008].
Example 2.2. Consider the following set of clauses {x1 ∨ b1, ¬x1 ∨ x3 ∨
b2, x2 ∨ ¬x3 ∨ b3, ¬x1 ∨ ¬x2 ∨ ¬x3} where a clause without a bi variable is
considered hard, otherwise soft. The assignment {x1,¬x2, x3,¬b1,¬b2, b3} is
an optimal solution. Now suppose clauses are weighted: [b1, 1], [b2, 2], and
[b3, 3]. In that case the previous assignment is no more an optimal solution,
the only one is the assignment {¬x1, x2, x3, b1,¬b2,¬b3} with weight 1.
2.1.2 Satisfiability Modulo Theories
The SAT problem can be considered an instance of a more general prob-
lem, namely, the Satisfiability Modulo Theories (SMT) problem [Biere et al.,
2009], which consists in deciding the satiﬁsﬁability of arbitrary boolean for-
mulas whose atoms belong to a certain theory.
The richer the theory is, the easier it is to express the desired proper-
ties. For example, when reasoning about software, it helps to work with
logics including standard data types, such as arrays, lists, bit-vectors or
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trees. Arithmetic operators are also really helpful, and hence the possibility
of using Presburger arithmetic, linear and non-linear arithmetic, or other
fragments is highly desirable.
Example 2.3. Consider the following SMT formula over linear arithmetic
(y = x + 1 ∧ y ≤ z ∧ z < x). Clearly, the formula is unsatisﬁable, that is,
there is no real numbers x, y and z that satisfy the formula.
During the last years many successively more sophisticated techniques for
deciding satisﬁability modulo theories have been developed, most of which
can be classiﬁed as being eager or lazy.
In the eager approaches the input formula is translated, in a single
satisﬁability-preserving step, into a propositional formula, which is checked
by a SAT solver for satisﬁability. The lazy approaches [Armando et al., 2000;
De Moura et al., 2002; Audemard et al., 2002; Barrett et al., 2002; Flanagan
et al., 2003] instead abstract each atom of the input formula by a distinct
propositional variable, use a SAT solver to ﬁnd a propositional model of
the formula, and then check that model against the theory. Models that
are incompatible with the theory are discarded from later consideration by
adding a proper lemma to the original formula. This process is repeated un-
til a model compatible with the theory is found or all possible propositional
models have been explored.
The eager approach allows one to use existing SAT solvers as-is and
leverage their performance and capacity improvements over time. On the
other hand, the loss of the high-level semantics of the underlying theories
means that the SAT solver has to work a lot harder than necessary to dis-
cover obvious facts like, for instance, the commutative property of reals.
There also exist optimization versions of the SMT problem. The problem
of Max-SMT merges Max-SAT and SMT, and is deﬁned from SMT analo-
gously to how Max-SAT is derived from SAT. E.g., the Weighted Max-SMT
problem consists in, given a weighted formula, to ﬁnd an assignment that
minimizes the sum of the weights of the falsiﬁed clauses in the background
theory. Henceforth, we will refer to the Weighted Max-SMT problem plainly
as the Max-SMT problem.
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2.1.3 Barcelogic SMT/Max-SMT solver
All the methods developed for this thesis have been implemented, some of
them in a tool called CppInv (Chapters 3 and 4), and other ones in a tool
called VeryMax (Chapter 5). These tools parse programs written in a sub-
set of C++, abstract their program semantics and discover linear program
properties that holds at some program locations. In order to infer such prop-
erties, the inference problem is encoded into an SMT/Max-SMT problem
over non-linear arithmetic, and then sent to the Barcelogic solver [Boﬁll
et al., 2008].
Solving non-linear arithmetic constraint over the integers is undecidable.
The situation is not much better when considering the reals since, although
the problem is decidable as it was shown in [Tarski, 1953], using the related
algorithms in practice is unfeasible due to their complexity.
Therefore, all methods used in practice for both integer or real solu-
tion domains are incomplete and are focused on either proving satisﬁa-
bility or proving unsatisﬁability. In this thesis we are particularly inter-
ested on the former because each found solution represents a new dis-
covered property. That is the reason we choose the Barcelogic solver.
Barcelogic has proved to be very eﬀective in ﬁnding solutions [Borralleras
et al., 2012]; e.g., it won the division of quantiﬁer-free non-linear integer
arithmetic (QF NIA) in the 2009 edition of the SMT-COMP competition
(www.smtcomp.org/2009), and since then (as of 2013) no other competing
solver in this division had solved as many problems.
The Max-SMT(NA) solver for mixed non-linear arithmetic in Barcel-
ogic [Larraz et al., 2014b] improves and extends the techniques presented
in [Borralleras et al., 2012] for solving SMT(NIA) problems. This is achieved
by allowing integer and real variables in the underlying linear arithmetic
solver, and wrapping this solver with a branch-and-bound scheme for opti-
mization [Nieuwenhuis and Oliveras, 2006].
2.2 Modelling programs
SAT/SMT solvers are useful tools for program analysis. But, in order to
reason about programs, it is necessary to model program semantics using
an abstraction based on some logic. Transitions systems are a convenient
framework to describe imperative programs.
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int main() {
int x, y, z;
ℓ1: while (x+ 1 = y && y ≤ z) {
ℓ2: if (z < x) x++;
else z--;
}
ℓ3:
}
ρτ1 : x+ 1 = y, y ≤ z, x
′ = x, y′ = y, z′ = z
ρτ2 : z < x, x
′ = x+ 1, y′ = y, z′ = z
ρτ3 : z ≥ x, x
′ = x, y′ = y, z′ = z − 1
ρτ4 : x+ 1 < y, x
′ = x, y′ = y, z′ = z
ρτ5 : x+ 1 > y, x
′ = x, y′ = y, z′ = z
ρτ6 : y > z, x
′ = x, y′ = y, z′ = z
ℓ1
ℓ2 ℓ3
τ1
τ2 τ3
τ4 τ5
τ6
Θ(ℓ1) ≡ true
Figure 2.4. Program and its transition system.
2.2.1 Transition Systems
A transition system S = (V,L,Θ,T ) consists of a tuple of variables V, a set
of locations L, a map Θ from locations to formulas characterizing the initial
values of the variables, and a set of transitions T . Each transition τ ∈ T is
a triple (ℓ, ℓ′, ρ), where ℓ, ℓ′ ∈ L are the pre and post locations respectively,
and ρ is the transition relation: a formula over the program variables V and
their primed versions V ′, which represent the values of the variables after
the transition. In general, to every formula ϕ over the program variables V
we associate a formula ϕ′ which is the result of replacing every variable xi
in ϕ by its corresponding primed version x′i.
The logic chosen to model the transition relations depends on the kind
of properties one wants to analyze. From now on, we assume that variables
take integer values and programs are linear, i.e., the initial conditions Θ and
transition relations ρ are described as conjunctions of linear inequalities.
See Fig. 2.4 for an example of a program together with a corresponding
representation as a transition system.
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2.2.2 States and Executions
A state is a pair (ℓ, σ) consisting of a location ℓ ∈ L and an assignment σ of
a value to each of the variables in V. To ease the reading, we will sometimes
refer to (ℓ, σ) as the state σ at location ℓ, and we may omit the location if it
is clear from the context. A state (ℓ, σ) is initial if σ |= Θ(ℓ). We denote an
evaluation step with transition τ = (ℓ, ℓ′, ρ) by (ℓ, σ) →τ (ℓ
′, σ′), where the
assignments σ, σ′ satisfy the transition relation ρ. We use →S if we do not
care about the executed transition, and→∗S to denote the transitive-reﬂexive
closure of →S . A computation is a sequence of states (ℓ0, σ0), (ℓ1, σ1), ...
such that σ0 |= Θ(ℓ0), and for each pair of consecutive states there exists
τi ∈ T satisfying (ℓi, σi)→τi (ℓi+1, σi+1). A state (ℓ, σ) is reachable if there
exists a computation ending at (ℓ, σ). A transition system is terminating if
all its computations are ﬁnite, and non-terminating otherwise.
A transition τ = (ℓ, ℓ′, ρ) is disabled if it can never be executed, i.e., if for
all reachable state (ℓ, σ), there does not exist any σ′ such that (σ, σ′) |= ρ.
A transition τ is called finitely executable if in any computation, τ is only
executed a ﬁnite number of times (in particular, if τ is disabled). Otherwise,
i.e., if there exists a computation where τ is executed inﬁnitely, we say that
τ is infinitely executable.
2.2.3 Locations and Cutsets
When modeling a program as a transition system, it is necessary to select
a set of locations that are associated to points in the original program. For
instance, in the example of Fig. 2.4, location ℓ1 maps to the beginning of the
while loop, location ℓ2 is associated with the beginning of the if statement
and location ℓ3 maps to the end of the main program. But that is not the
only way to build the set of locations. In many cases, intermediate locations
like ℓ2 can be ignored merging the incoming transitions with the transitions
that exit the location (see Fig. 2.6). That can be the case, for instance, if
one is only interested in properties that hold at the beginning of the loop.
In particular, in many applications it is important to construct a cutset, a
set of locations (called cutpoints) such that every cyclic path of the program
contains a location within the set.
The number of cutpoints has a strong inﬂuence on the complexity of the
program analyses. As will be seen in later chapters, the size of the generated
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ρτ2.1 : x+ 1 = y, y ≤ z, z < x, x
′ = x+ 1, y′ = y, z′ = z
ρτ3.1 : x+ 1 = y, y ≤ z, z ≥ x, x
′ = x, y′ = y, z′ = z − 1
ρτ4 : x+ 1 < y, x
′ = x, y′ = y, z′ = z
ρτ5 : x+ 1 > y, x
′ = x, y′ = y, z′ = z
ρτ6 : y > z, x
′ = x, y′ = y, z′ = z
ℓ1 ℓ3
τ2.1
τ3.1
τ4
τ5
τ6
Θ(ℓ1) ≡ true
Figure 2.6. Simpliﬁed transition system for program of Fig. 2.4.
SMT problems depends on the number of template properties associated to
each cutpoint. Therefore, it seems desirable to look for cutsets of small
cardinality. Although the problem of ﬁnding a minimum cutset for an arbi-
trary directed graph is NP-complete [Karp, 1972], a linear time algorithm
is known [Shamir, 1979] for practical ﬂowcharts of programs. Nevertheless,
one also have to take into account that reducing the number of locations can
entail, in general, an increment of the number of transitions. Therefore, in
practice, the choice of a set of locations depends on selecting the appropriate
threshold for the resulting number of locations and transitions.
2.3 SMT and program analysis
In order to illustrate the use of the concepts introduced in this chapter, and
the close relationship between them, in what follows we present two simple
applications of the use of SMT solvers in program analysis.
The ﬁrst example of application is the detection of an unfeasible transi-
tion, which allows one to simplify a transition system for subsequent analy-
ses, and detect simple cases of unreachable locations.
Example 2.5. Consider the transition system of Fig. 2.6 which models
program of Fig. 2.4 using only ℓ1 and ℓ3 as locations.
Note that there are two transitions (τ2.1 and τ3.1) that cycle back to the
entry of the while loop (location ℓ1), but only the one that passes through
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the else branch of the conditional statement (τ3.1) is executable. That
happens because the conditions of the while and the if statements are
incompatible. In order to detect it we can send two queries to the solver
about the satisﬁability of the SMT formulas that models the transitions
(its corresponding transition relations ρ2.1 and ρ3.1). Since the transition
relation for the if branch (τ2.1) is unsatisﬁable (see example 2.3), we can
conclude that the transition will never be executed and, therefore, the x
increment is unreachable.
Another application is to check whether an assertion at some location
of the program holds whenever the control ﬂow reaches the location. Let
ρτ1(V,V
′), . . . , ρτm(V,V
′) be the transition relations associated with each of
the transitions τ1, . . . , τm that reaches a location where an assertion ϕ(V)
is claimed to be hold. Then, it must be fulﬁlled that for all values of the
program variables V and V ′, the formula ρτ1(V,V
′)∨. . .∨ρτm(V,V
′)→ ϕ(V ′)
is satisﬁed. Since an SMT solver only can check if there are some values
that satisfy a formula, it is necessary to transform the original problem into
an equivalent one that can be solved by the SMT tool. Checking that a
formula is satisﬁed for all values of the variables is equivalent to check that
there is no values that satisﬁes the negation of the formula, i.e. (ρτ1(V,V
′)∨
. . . ∨ ρτm(V,V
′)) ∧ ¬ϕ(V ′) is unsatisﬁable.
Example 2.7. Consider again the program of Fig. 2.4. The assertion x ≤ z
holds at the end of the loop for all values of x and z that satisfy the loop
condition independently the transition taken to return (τ2.1 or τ3.1). As
there is only one feasible transition that cycle back (see example 2.5), we
can check the assertion always holds asking the solver if the SMT formula
(x + 1 = y ∧ y ≤ z ∧ z ≥ x ∧ x′ = x ∧ y′ = y ∧ z′ = z − 1) ∧ (x′ > z′) is
unsatisﬁable.
The applications described previously have one common feature, they
consist in checking some known property reducing the problem to SMT
queries. In the literature, this kind of use of SAT/SMT solvers can be found
in the derivation of counterexamples, from the models found by the solver,
that explain faults [Prasad et al., 2005; Cadar et al., 2008; McMillan, 2003b;
Xie and Aiken, 2005; Beyer et al., 2004; Majumdar and Xu, 2007; Godefroid
et al., 2008; Jackson and Vaziri, 2000]. In contrast, the inference of unknown
properties that fulﬁll some conditions has no straightforward encoding.
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Chapter 3
Invariant Inference
In the late 60s, Hoare [Hoare, 1969] proposed an axiomatization based on
mathematical basis of all the constructs of a simple imperative programming
language as a mean to prove partial correctness of programs, where termi-
nation needs to be proved separately. Similar ideas for ﬂowcharts, instead
of text programs, have been published previously by Floyd [Floyd, 1967].
In Hoare logic, every piece of code is described using a precondition and
a postcondition, which are assertions about the values of program variables
before and after its execution. In this context, the intended function of
a program is not speciﬁed by making assertions that ascribe to particular
values of each variable, but asserting general properties of the values and the
relationships holding between them. The kind of properties and assertions
which are looked for are called invariants, from which loop invariants are a
special and fundamental class of them. Speciﬁcally, an invariant at some
program location is an assertion over the program variables that remains
true whenever the location is reached.
Discovering invariants is crucial for program veriﬁcation, but also a te-
dious and, sometimes, diﬃcult task for the programmer. For this reason,
heuristic methods for mechanically deriving invariants attracted researchers
attention soon [German and Wegbreit, 1975; Wegbreit, 1974; Katz and
Manna, 1973; Hegbreitt, 1973; Elspas et al., 1972]. Most of these meth-
ods are associated to the veriﬁcation process and, therefore, are dependent
of the output speciﬁcation of the program. They try to ﬁnd an inductive
invariant, an assertion that holds the ﬁrst time the location is reached and
is preserved under every cycle back to the location, strengthening the post-
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condition until the assertion fulﬁlls the inductive conditions. In [Katz and
Manna, 1976], invariants that are only dependent of the program code are
generated using ad-hoc recursive equations.
All these works were focused on assertions about numerical relation-
ships over program variables. That is because of their role in some many
algorithms and its importance as fundamental types within programming
languages. Likewise, this thesis is also centered on numerical invariants. In
particular, it tackles the generation of universally quantiﬁed loop invariants
over array and scalar variables. But before presenting our inference tech-
nique, the most important approaches for automatic invariant generation
are reviewed.
3.1 Background: approaches
3.1.1 Abstract Interpretation
Abstract interpretation is a foundational framework for specifying program
property inference as iterative approximations over a suitable domain (a lat-
tice of facts in which the invariants are expected to lie) [Cousot and Cousot,
1977b]. The main idea behind this approach is to perform an approximate
symbolic execution of the program until an assertion that remains unchanged
is reached. However, in order to guarantee termination, the method intro-
duces imprecision by use of a domain-speciﬁc extrapolation operator called
widening. A complementary narrowing [Cousot and Cousot, 1992] opera-
tor is then used to improve the precision of the solution. Several widening
heuristics [Wang et al., 2007; Gulavani et al., 2008; Gopan and Reps, 2007,
2006] have been developed to tailor speciﬁc classes of programs.
The set of numerical abstract domains studied includes the interval do-
main [Cousot and Cousot, 1977a] (that discovers variable bounds
∧
i xi ∈
[ai, bi]), the linear equalities domain [Karr, 1976] (
∧
j
∑
i αijxi = βj), the
octagon domain [Mine´, 2006] (
∧
j ±x ± y ≤ βj), its generalization to more
than two variables the octahedra domain [Clariso´ and Cortadella, 2004], the
polyhedron domain [Cousot and Halbwachs, 1978] (
∧
j
∑
i αijxi ≤ βj), and
the congruence domain [Granger, 1991] (
∧
i xi ∈ aiZ + bi), where ai, bi, αij
and βj are integers.
Although some of them are clearly more expressive than the others, e.g.,
the polyhedron domain compared with the octagon domain, in practice the
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preference between them also depends on its space and temporal computa-
tional requirements. For instance, the octagon domain is usually preferred
to the polyhedron domain because the former has a memory and worst-case
time cost polynomical, whereas the latter has a memory and time cost that
is unbounded in theory and exponential in practice [Mine´, 2006].
Besides conjunctions of numerical domains, there exist disjunctive com-
pletions of domains [Cousot and Cousot, 1979] including powerset extensions
over linear inequalities [Giacobazzi and Ranzato, 1998; Gulavani and Raja-
mani, 2006].
Regarding the synthesis of quantiﬁed invariants for programs with ar-
rays, in [Gopan et al., 2005] the index domain of arrays is partitioned
into several symbolic intervals I, and then each subarray A[I] is associ-
ated to a summary auxiliary variable AI . Although assignments to indi-
vidual array elements can thus be handled precisely, in order to discover
relations among the contents at diﬀerent indices, hints must be manu-
ally provided. This shortcoming is overcome in [Halbwachs and Pe´ron,
2008], where additionally relational abstract properties of summary vari-
ables and shift variables are introduced to discover invariants of the form
∀α : α ∈ I : ψ(A1[α + k1], ..., Am[α + km], x), where k1, . . . , km ∈ Z, Ai are
array variables, and x are scalar variables.
3.1.2 Predicate Abstraction
Predicate abstraction [Graf and Sa¨ıdi, 1997] can be seen as an instance
of abstract interpretation. It diﬀers from standard abstract interpretation
because the abstraction is parametrized by, and speciﬁc to a program. The
process consists in selecting a set of predeﬁned predicates, typically provided
manually by the user or computed heuristically from the program code and
the assertions to be proved, and then generate an invariant built only over
those predicates.
For programming language researchers, predicate abstraction was popu-
larized by the model checking community, and in particular the SLAM [Ball
and Rajamani, 2002, 2000] and BLAST [Beyer et al., 2007a; Henzinger et al.,
2002, 2004] model checkers.
Although predicate abstraction was initially used to compute quantiﬁer-
free invariants, strategies to discover universally quantiﬁed invariants [Flana-
gan and Qadeer, 2002; Lahiri and Bryant, 2007; Jhala and McMillan, 2007]
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and disjunctions of universally quantiﬁed invariants in the context of shape
analysis [Podelski and Wies, 2005] have been proposed.
3.1.3 Computational algebra
The computational algebra approach leverages recurrence solving and alge-
braic techniques to discover invariant properties. In [Kova´cs, 2008], con-
struction of invariant equalities over numeric scalar is presented. Later, this
method is generalized to the construction of invariant inequalities using a
combination of quantiﬁer elimination techniques together with a program
instrumentation using an auxiliary loop counter variable [Henzinger et al.,
2008]. For a restricted class of loops that do not contain any branching
statements and under non-deterministic treatment of the loop condition, re-
currence solving over the loop body is used in [Henzinger et al., 2010b] to
compute universally quantiﬁed array invariants. Some of the previous limi-
tations are eliminated in a subsequent work [Henzinger et al., 2010a] where
loops with restricted branching control-ﬂow are supported.
3.1.4 First-order theorem proving
First-order theorem solvers are general tools to perform deductive reasoning
provided that one is able two express the axiomatization of the theories
of interest. In particular, two kind of theorem provers have been used for
invariant inference.
On the one hand, interpolating provers have been used to generate induc-
tive invariants for proving properties of sequential circuits [McMillan, 2003b]
and sequential programs [McMillan, 2006], as well as abstraction reﬁne-
ment [Henzinger et al., 2004] and universally quantiﬁed invariants [McMil-
lan, 2008]. The method consists in over-approximating image computation
based on interpolation.
On the other hand, saturation theorem provers have been used to gen-
erate invariants with alternations of quantiﬁers for loop programs without
nesting [Kova´cs and Voronkov, 2009; Hoder et al., 2011]. In this approach,
one describes ﬁrst the loop dynamics by means of ﬁrst-order formulas, pos-
sibly using additional symbols denoting array updates or loop counters, and
then a saturation theorem prover eliminates auxiliary symbols and reports
the consequences without these symbols, which are the invariants.
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3.1.5 Constraint solving
A constraint-based method for generating linear invariants was presented
in [Colo´n et al., 2003]. The method reduces the problem of linear invariant
generation to a non-linear constraint solving problem. In [Beyer et al.,
2007b], a constraint-based algorithm for the synthesis of invariants expressed
in the combined theory of linear integer arithmetic (LIA) and uninterpreted
function symbols (EUF) is presented. By means of the reduction of the array
property fragment to EUF+LIA, it is claimed that the techniques can be
extended for the generation of universally quantiﬁed invariants for arrays.
However, the technique has some limitations, namely, only properties where
indices occurs in array accesses of the program can be generated.
The ﬁrst of the goals of this thesis is to extend the language of array
invariants that can be discovered using the constraint-based approach and
achieve it without requiring extra predicates or assertions, only extracting
properties from the semantics of the source code.
3.2 Scalar invariant generation
This section review in detail the constraint-based method for the generation
of linear invariants over scalar program variables, which establishes the basis
of the work done about generation of universally quantiﬁed array invariants.
3.2.1 Problem definition
We assume that every program is modeled with a transition system with
transition relations over integer linear arithmetic (see Section 2.2) and we
want to ﬁnd an invariant map µ that assigns an invariant µ(ℓ) to each of
the locations ℓ. The main idea behind the technique explained in [Colo´n
et al., 2003] is to represent a linear invariant c1x1 + · · ·+ cnxn + d ≤ 0 over
the program variables xi in terms of unknown coeﬃcients c1, . . . , cn, d and
generate constraints on the coeﬃcients such that any solution corresponds
to an inductive invariant.
Theorem 3.1. Let µ be a map from locations to properties such that:
• For every location ℓ ∈ L: Θ(ℓ) |= µ(ℓ)
• For every transition τ = (ℓ, ℓ′, ρ) ∈ T : µ(ℓ) ∧ ρ |= µ(ℓ′)′.
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int isqrt(int N) {
int a = 0, s = 1, t = 1;
ℓ1: while (s ≤ N) {
a = a+ 1;
s = s+ t+ 2;
t = t+ 2;
}
return a;
}
ℓ1
τ1
s ≤ N
a′ = a+ 1
s′ = s+ t+ 2
t′ = t+ 2
Θ(ℓ1) ≡ a = 0, s = 1, t = 1
Figure 3.3. Program computing the integer square root of a natural number, and
its transition system.
Then µ is an invariant map, and we say µ and its associated properties are
inductive. We refer to the ﬁrst condition of the Theorem as the initiation
condition and to the second one as the consecution condition.
Example 3.2. Consider the program of Fig. 3.3 for computing the ﬂoor of
the square root of a natural number N . An inductive invariant for location
ℓ1 is −2a+ t− 1 ≤ 0 since:
• (a = 0 ∧ s = 1 ∧ t = 1) |= −2a+ t− 1 ≤ 0
• (−2a+ t− 1 ≤ 0)∧ (s ≤ N ∧ a′ = a+1∧ s′ = s+ t+2∧ t′ = t+2) |=
−2a′ + t′ − 1 ≤ 0
3.2.2 SMT encoding of the problem
Note that, given two formulas F and G with free variables x, saying that
F(x) |= G(x) holds is the same that saying ∀x(F(x) → G(x)) holds. As it
showed in Section 2.3, using SMT solvers to check if an known inequality
holds whenever a location is reached is straightforward. However, in order
to discover some coeﬃcients such that an inequality is inductive invariant,
it is necessary to transform an ∃∀ problem into an ∃ problem which can be
handled directly by an SMT solver.
It is a well-known fact that given a conjunction of equalities and inequal-
ities over a set of real variables1, we can construct a logical consequence
adding a multiple of one or more inequalities. The formalization of this
1Recall that an equality A = B is equivalent to the conjunction of two inequalities
A ≤ B and B ≤ A.
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elementary mathematical concept is the following result from polyhedral
geometry:
Theorem 3.4 (Farkas’ Lemma). [Schrijver, 1998] Consider the following
system of linear inequalities over real-valued variables x1, . . . , xn:
S :


a11x1 + · · ·+ a1nxn + b1 ≤ 0
...
...
... ≤ 0
am1x1 + · · ·+ amnxn + bm ≤ 0


When S is satisﬁable, it entails a given linear inequality
ψ : c1x1 + · · ·+ cnxn + d ≤ 0
if and only if there exist non-negative real numbers λ0, λ1, . . . , λm, such that
c1 =
m∑
i=1
λiai1, . . . , cn =
m∑
i=1
λiain, d = (
m∑
i=1
λibi)− λ0
Furthermore, S is unsatisﬁable if and only if the inequality 1 ≤ 0 can be
derived as shown above.
Although Farkas’ lemma is applied to a conjunction of inequalities, an
equality can be represented using two inequalities whose coeﬃcients are
the same with the sign changed. Therefore, regarding lambda values, an
equality can be treated like an inequality where the lambda multiplier has
no restriction, i.e. it can be positive, negative or zero.
Example 3.5. Consider the program of Fig. 3.3. Suppose we want to ﬁnd
an inductive invariant µ(ℓ1) : c1a+ c2s+ c3t+ d ≤ 0 at ℓ1 where c1, c2, c3, d
are unknown coeﬃcients. Thus, our problem is to ﬁnd coeﬃcients such that
Θ(ℓ1) |= µ(ℓ1) and µ(ℓ1) ∧ ρτ1 |= µ(ℓ1)
′. As it was shown in Example 3.2,
for c1 = −2, c2 = 0, c3 = 1, and d = −1, µ(ℓ1) is an inductive invariant.
Therefore, according to Farkas’ Lemma, there should exist λ0, . . . , λ3 and
λ′0, . . . , λ
′
5 such that:
• λ0, λ
′
0, λ
′
1, λ
′
2 ≥ 0
• λ1(a = 0)+λ2(s−1 = 0)+λ3(t−1 = 0) ≡ c1a+ c2s+ c3t+d+λ0 ≤ 0
• λ′1(c1a + c2s + c3t + d ≤ 0) + λ
′
2(s − N ≤ 0) + λ
′
3(a
′ − a − 1 = 0) +
λ′4(s
′−s− t−2 = 0)+λ′5(t
′− t−2 = 0) ≡ c1a
′+c2s
′+c3t
′+d+λ′0 ≤ 0
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that rewritten as equations like in Farkas’ lemma are the following:
• λ0, λ
′
0, λ
′
1, λ
′
2 ≥ 0
• c1 = λ1 = λ
′
3, c2 = λ2 = λ
′
4, c3 = λ3 = λ
′
5
• d = −λ0 + λ2 − λ3 = λ
′
1d− λ
′
3 − 2λ
′
4 − 2λ
′
5
• λ′1c1 − λ
′
3 = 0, λ
′
1c2 + λ2 − λ4 = 0
• λ′1c3 − λ
′
4 − λ
′
5 = 0, −λ
′
2 = 0
In fact, λ0 = 0, λ1 = −2, λ2 = 0, λ3 = 1, λ
′
0 = 0, λ
′
1 = 1, λ
′
2 = 0, λ
′
3 =
−2, λ′4 = 0, λ
′
5 = 1 is a solution for the inductive invariant −2a+t−1 ≤ 0. In
general, for every c1, . . . , c3, d such that there also exist multipliers λ0, . . . , λ3
and λ′0, . . . , λ
′
5 which satisfy the encoding of the inductive conditions using
Farkas’ lemma, then µ(ℓ1) is an inductive invariant.
As it can be observed in Example 3.5, the problem that we obtain after
encoding the inductive conditions is a satisﬁability problem in propositional
logic over non-linear arithmetic (note that λ′1 multiply the unknown coef-
ﬁcients c1, . . . , c3, d). The nonlinearity does not come from Farkas’ lemma
per se, but from the existence of an inequality in the system S which have
unknown coeﬃcients aji and bj. Moreover, if one is interested in linear
invariants with integer coeﬃcients, as some unknowns are integer (the in-
variant coeﬃcients) and some are real (the multipliers λ0, λ1, . . . , λm), an
SMT problem in mixed arithmetic is obtained.
Since Farkas’ Lemma applies to reals, one may lose some inductive invari-
ants, namely those that only hold using the fact that the program variables
are integers. In order to perform (partial) integer reasoning, the following
variation of Farkas’ Lemma, based on the Gomory-Chva´tal cutting plane
rule [Robinson and Voronkov, 2001], is employed in practice:
Lemma 3.6. Let Ax + b ≤ 0 (A ∈ Rm×n, b ∈ Rm) be a system of linear
inequalities over integer variables xT = (x1, . . . , xn), and c
Tx + d ≤ 0 (c ∈
Z
n, d ∈ Z) be a linear inequality. If there is λ ∈ Rm, such that λ ≥ 0,
cT = λTA, λT b > d− 1, then Ax+ b ≤ 0 entails cTx+ d ≤ 0.
Proof. If Ax+ b ≤ 0 is unsatisﬁable, then the result follows trivially. So let
us consider x ∈ Zn such that Ax+b ≤ 0. As λ ≥ 0, we have λTAx+λT b ≤ 0.
Since cT = λTA, and λT b > d − 1, we have cTx = λTAx ≤ −λT b < 1 − d.
But x ∈ Zn and c ∈ Zn. Hence, cTx+ 1 ≤ 1− d, i.e., cTx+ d ≤ 0.
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3.3 Array invariant generation
Arrays are among the oldest and most important data structures, and are
used by almost every program. In order to verify the correctness of programs
manipulating arrays, usually one has to take into account invariant relation-
ships among values stored in arrays and scalar variables. However, due to
the unbounded nature of arrays, invariant generation for these programs is
a challenging problem.
This section presents a novel method for generating universally quan-
tiﬁed loop invariants over array and scalar variables, and it is one of the
ﬁrst contributions of this thesis. The method builds upon the so-called
constraint-based approach and is able to generate automatically a quite gen-
eral family of properties that allows handling a wide variety of programs.
Namely, let v = (v1, . . . , vn) and a = (A1, . . . , Am) be, respectively, the
scalar and the array variables of a program. Given an integer k > 0, the
method generates invariants of the form:
∀α : 0 ≤ α ≤ C(v)− 1 : Σmi=1Σ
k
j=1aijAi[dijα+ Eij(v)] + B(v) + bαα ≤ 0 ,
where C, Eij ,B are linear polynomials with integer coeﬃcients over the scalar
variables v and aij , dij , bα ∈ Z for all i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, j ∈ {1, . . . , k}.
Example 3.7. Consider the program showed on the left side of Fig. 3.8. An
array A is ﬁlled with zeros from the middle outwards, moving alternatively
to the left and to the right. An inductive loop invariant for this program is
P ≡ ∀α : 0 ≤ α < r − l − 1 : A[α+ l + 1] = 0.
3.3.1 Modelling programs with arrays
Henceforth, we will consider programs that consist of unnested loops and
linear assignments, conditions and array accesses. We will model programs
by means of transition systems (cf. Section 2.2), where the tuple of variables
V contains the scalar variables v, and the array variables a. The size of an
array A ∈ a is denoted by |A| and the domain of its indices is {0 . . . |A| − 1}
(i.e., indices start at 0, as in C-like languages). We assume that arrays
can only be indexed by expressions built over scalar variables. Hence, by
means of the read/write semantics of arrays, we can describe transition
relations as array equalities (possibly guarded by conjunctions of equalities
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int main() {
int l=4, r=5, A[8];
while (l>=0 and r<8)
if (???)
A[r++]=0;
else
A[l--]=0;
}
l1
∀α : 0 ≤ α < 8 ∧ α 6= l : A′[α] = A[α]
τ4 : l
′ = l − 1 ∧ r′ = r ∧ A′[l] = 0 ∧
∀α : 0 ≤ α < 8 ∧ α 6= r : A′[α] = A[α]
τ3 : r
′ = r + 1 ∧ l′ = l ∧ A′[r] = 0 ∧
l2
l3
L = {l1, l2, l3}
v = (l, r), a = (A) T = {τ1, τ2, τ3, τ4}
τ2 : l ≥ 0 ∧ r < 8 ∧ Id(l, r, A)
τ1 : (l < 0 ∨ r ≥ 8) ∧ Id(l, r, A)
Θ(l1) : l = 4 ∧ r = 5
Figure 3.8. Program and its transition system. Predicate Id(u1, . . . , uk) is short for
u1 = u
′
1 ∧ · · · ∧ uk = u
′
k, i.e., indicates those variables that remain identical after a
transition.
and disequalities between scalar expressions) and quantiﬁed information of
the form ∀α : 0 ≤ α ≤ |A| − 1 ∧ P (α) : A′[α] = A[α], where P does
not depend on array variables. Selected a location ℓ for which an array
invariant is searched, we will discard every intermediate location ℓ′ placed
in the middle of a return path from ℓ to itself, merging the corresponding
transitions as it was explained in Section 2.2.3.
Example 3.9. On the right side of Fig. 3.8 is showed the transition system
associated with the program considered in Example 3.7. Since we want
to ﬁnd an array invariant at location ℓ1, we ignore location ℓ3 merging
transitions τ2 and τ3 into a new transition τ3.1 and transitions τ2 and τ4 into
a new transition τ4.1, both of them connecting now location ℓ1 with itself.
The resulting transition relations are:
ρτ3.1 : l ≥ 0 ∧ r < 8 ∧ r
′ = r + 1 ∧ l′ = l ∧ A′[r] = 0 ∧
∀α : 0 ≤ α < 8 ∧ α 6= r : A′[α] = A[α]
ρτ4.1 : l ≥ 0 ∧ r < 8 ∧ l
′ = l − 1 ∧ r′ = r ∧ A′[l] = 0 ∧
∀α : 0 ≤ α < 8 ∧ α 6= l : A′[α] = A[α] .
Note the use of quantiﬁed information to describe which array elements
remain with the same value in contrast to which ones have changed.
3.3.2 Illustration of the method
Similarly as it was explained in Section 3.2 for invariants over scalar vari-
ables, we tackle the generation of array invariants of the form described, by
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ﬁnding expressions C, Eij ,B and coeﬃcients aij, dij , bα such that the induc-
tive conditions (recall Theorem 3.1) are satisﬁed. For do that, we encode
the conditions into SMT problems using Farkas’ lemma and leverage the
solver to ﬁnd solutions for the unknowns.
Example 3.10. Suppose we want to ﬁnd an array invariant µ(ℓ1) of the
form ∀α : 0 ≤ α < C(v) : aA[dα+ E(v)] + B(v) + bαα ≤ 0 for the program
of Example 3.9, like the invariant P of Example 3.7. In that case, we should
ﬁnd C, E ,B, a, d, bα such that Θ(ℓ1) |= µ(ℓ1), µ(ℓ1) ∧ ρτ3.1 |= µ(ℓ1)
′ and
µ(ℓ1) ∧ ρτ4.1 |= µ(ℓ1)
′.
A way to ensure that a universally quantiﬁed array invariant satisfy the
initiation condition is to force that the domain of the universally quantiﬁed
variable is empty, what it could be achieved imposing constraints over C(v).
Although at ﬁrst this restriction could seem a limitation, in fact, it is very
common that the starting point of the index variables that manipulate arrays
fulﬁls this condition. That is also true even when the array invariant already
holds for some initial range.
Example 3.11. Following Example 3.10, note that the solution C(v) =
r − l − 1 fulﬁlls that the initial conditions Θ(ℓ1) entail the property P ≡
∀α : 0 ≤ α < r − l − 1 : A[α + l + 1] = 0. In particular, we need to see
that l = 4 ∧ r = 5 |= P . This is trivial, since l = 4 and r = 5 imply that
r − l − 1 is 0, i.e., the domain of the universally quantiﬁed variable α in P
is empty.
The next step is to ensure that the consecution condition holds, i.e., the
property is preserved after any transition that cycles back. If the domain
of the universally quantiﬁed variable have changed after the transition, it
is necessary to check that every array element currently indexed fulﬁlls the
property. Here we can ﬁnd two cases, namely, the array element have been
considered in previous iterations, or it is the ﬁrst time that occurs. In the
former case, a suﬃcient condition to prove that the property is preserved is
to ensure that the array element have not been modiﬁed. In the later case,
it is necessary to ensure the property holds for the new array element.
Example 3.12. Consider transition τ3.1 of the transition system of Exam-
ple 3.9. We have to check that:
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P ∧ l ≥ 0 ∧ r < 8 ∧ r′ = r + 1 ∧ l′ = l ∧ A′[r] = 0
∧ ∀α : 0 ≤ α < 8 ∧ α 6= r : A′[α] = A[α] |= P ′ .
Now notice that the expression r′ − l′ − 1, which determines the domain
of α in P ′, also has the property that r′ − l′ − 1 = (r + 1) − l − 1 =
(r − l − 1) + 1. This means that, after τ3.1, the domain of α has exactly
one new element, α = r − l − 1. First, let us see that, after the transition,
property A′[α+ l′+1] = A′[α+ l+1] = 0 holds for the other values of α, i.e.,
α ∈ {0, . . . , r − l − 2}. Indeed this is the case: since ∀α : 0 ≤ α < 8 ∧ α 6=
r : A′[α] = A[α], all positions of A′ except for the r-th remain the same.
But A′[r] = A′[(r − l − 1) + l′ + 1] precisely corresponds to α = r − l − 1.
Hence from P we have that A′[α+ l′ + 1] = 0 for all α ∈ {0, . . . , r − l − 2}.
Now we only need to check A′[α+ l′+1] = 0 for α = r− l− 1, which follows
from the premise A′[r] = 0. In conclusion, P ′ holds.
As regards τ4.1 we have to check that:
P ∧ l ≥ 0 ∧ r < 8 ∧ l′ = l − 1 ∧ r′ = r ∧ A′[l] = 0
∧ ∀α : 0 ≤ α < 8 ∧ α 6= l : A′[α] = A[α] |= P ′ .
Again, the expression r′− l′−1 also satisﬁes that r′− l′−1 = r−(l−1)−1 =
(r − l − 1) + 1. Hence the domain of α has exactly one new element. But
unlike in the previous case, l changes its value. To prove P ′ from P , it
is convenient to rewrite P so that array accesses are expressed in terms of
A[α+ l′+1]. By making a shift, P is equivalent to ∀α : 1 ≤ α < r′− l′−1 :
A[α + l′ + 1] = 0. Again, since ∀α : 0 ≤ α < 8 ∧ α 6= l : A′[α] = A[α], all
positions of A′ except for the l-th remain the same. But A′[l] = A′[l′ + 1]
precisely corresponds to α = 0. Therefore A′[α + l′ + 1] = 0 for all α ∈
{1, . . . , r′ − l′ − 2}. Further, as A′[l] = 0, we have that A′[α+ l′ + 1] = 0 for
α = 0. Thus P ′ holds.
Apart from proving that P is invariant, we may also want to check
that the array accesses that occur in it are correct. As regards initiation
transitions, since the domain of α at the beginning is empty, there is nothing
to check. Regarding consecution transitions, for example for τ3.1 we have to
see that
l≥0∧r<8∧r′=r+1∧l′= l→ ∀α : 0≤α<r′−l′−1 : α+l′+1≥0∧α+l′+1<8,
where for the sake of simplicity we have ignored the array variable. Now,
given that array accesses are linear functions in α, it is suﬃcient to check
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correctness for α = 0 and α = r′− l′− 2, i.e., that the above premises entail
l′ + 1 ≥ 0 ∧ l′ + 1 < 8 ∧ r′ − 1 ≥ 0 ∧ r′ − 1 < 8. Let us assume that
we have already looked for linear inequality invariants over scalar variables
(e.g., with the technique explained in Section 3.2), and have found that
l ≤ r− 1 is a loop invariant. Adding this invariant to the transition relation
suﬃces to prove the above implication. A similar argument applies for τ4.1.
In general, our invariant generation method guarantees that the array ac-
cesses occurring in the synthesized invariants are correct. As in the example,
this is achieved by ensuring that the accesses of the extreme values of uni-
versally quantiﬁed variables are correct. Since this often requires arithmetic
properties of the scalar variables of the program, in practice it is convenient
that, prior to the application of our array invariant generation techniques, a
linear relationship analysis for the scalar variables has already been carried
out.
3.3.3 Formal description of the method
Let a = (A1, . . . , Am) be the tuple of array variables. Given a positive
integer k > 0, our method generates invariants of the form
∀α : 0 ≤ α ≤ C(v)− 1 : Σmi=1Σ
k
j=1aijAi[dijα+ Eij(v)] + B(v) + bαα ≤ 0 ,
where C, Eij and B are linear polynomials with integer coeﬃcients over the
scalar variables v = (v1, . . . , vn) and aij, dij , bα ∈ Z, for all i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}
and j ∈ {1, . . . , k}.
This template covers a quite general family of properties. See Sec-
tion 3.3.5 for a sample of diverse programs for which we can successfully
produce useful invariants and which cannot be handled by already existing
techniques.
The invariant generation process at the cutpoint of the unnested loop
under consideration is split into three steps, in order to make the approach
computationally feasible:
1. Expressions C are generated such that the domain {0 . . . C−1} is empty
after every initiation transition reaching the cutpoint, and C does not
change or is increased by one after every consecution transition. This
guarantees that any property universally quantiﬁed with this domain
holds after all initiation transitions and the domain includes at most
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one more element after every consecution transition. We avoid the
synthesis of diﬀerent expressions that under the known information
deﬁne the same domain. In the running example, we generate C(l, r) =
r − l − 1.
2. For every expression C obtained in the previous step and for every array
Ai, linear expressions diα + Ei over the scalar variables are generated
such that: (i) Ai[diα+ Ei] is a correct access for all α in {0 . . . C − 1};
(ii) none of the already considered positions in the quantiﬁed property
is changed after any execution of the consecution transitions; and (iii),
after every consecution transition, either Ei does not change or its value
is Ei− di. Namely, if C does not change, then E
′
i = Ei ensures that the
invariant is preserved. Otherwise, the invariant has to be extended for
a new value of α. If Ei does not change, from the previous condition
for all α ∈ {0, . . . , C − 1} we have A′i[diα + E
′
i ] = Ai[diα + Ei]. So we
will try to extend the invariant with α = C. Otherwise, if E ′i = Ei− di,
then for all α ∈ {1, . . . , C} we have A′i[diα + E
′
i] = Ai[di(α − 1) + Ei].
So we will try to extend the invariant with α = 0.
In the running example, we generate d11 = 1 and E11 = l + 1.
3. For the selected C we choose k expressions Eij for every array Ai among
the generated Ei, such that for each consecution transition either all
selected Eij remain the same after the transition, or all have as new
value Eij−dij after the transition. Then, in order to generate invariant
properties we just need to ﬁnd integer coeﬃcients aij and bα and an
expression B such that, depending on the case, either the property
is fulﬁlled when α = C at the end of all consecution transitions that
increase C or it is fulﬁlled when α = 0 at the end of all consecution
transitions that increase C. Further, B and bα have to fulﬁll that the
quantiﬁed property is maintained for α ∈ {0 . . . C − 1}, assuming that
the contents of the already accessed positions are not modiﬁed.
For instance, in the running example for k = 1 we generate a11 = 1,
B = bα = 0, corresponding to the invariant ∀α : 0 ≤ α < r − l − 1 :
A[α + l + 1] ≤ 0; and a11 = −1, B = bα = 0, corresponding to the
invariant ∀α : 0 ≤ α < r − l − 1 : −A[α+ l + 1] ≤ 0.
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Next we formalize all these conditions, which ensure that every solution
to the last phase provides an invariant, and show how to encode them as
SMT problems.
While for scalar linear templates the conditions of Theorem 3.1 can be
directly transformed into constraints over the parameters (recall the tech-
nique described in Section 3.2), this is no longer the case for our template
of array invariants. To this end we particularize Theorem 3.1 in a form
that is suitable for the constraint-based invariant generation method. The
proof of this specialized theorem, given in detail below, mimics the proof of
invariance of the running example given at the beginning of this section.
Let τ I1 . . . τ
I
p be the initiation transitions to our cutpoint and τ
C
1 . . . τ
C
q
the consecution transitions going back to the cutpoint.
Theorem 3.13. Let C, B and Eij be linear polynomials with integer coef-
ﬁcients over the scalar variables, and aij, dij, bα ∈ Z, for i ∈ {1 . . . m} and
j ∈ {1 . . . k}. If
1. Every initiation transition τ Ir with transition relation ρτIr satisﬁes ρτIr ⇒
C′ = 0.
2. For all consecution transitions τCs with transition relation ρτCs , we have
ρτCs ⇒ (C
′ = C ∨ C′ = C + 1).
3. For all consecution transitions τCs , all i ∈ {1 . . . m} and j ∈ {1 . . . k},
we have ρτCs ∧ C
′ > 0⇒ 0 ≤ E ′ij ≤ |Ai|− 1 ∧ 0 ≤ dij(C
′− 1)+E ′ij ≤
|Ai| − 1.
4. For all consecution transitions τCs we have either
(a) ρτCs ∧ C
′ > 0⇒ E ′ij = Eij for all i ∈ {1 . . . m} and j ∈ {1 . . . k},
or
(b) ρτCs ⇒ C
′ = C + 1 ∧ E ′ij = Eij − dij for all i ∈ {1 . . . m} and
j ∈ {1 . . . k}.
5. For all consecution transitions τCs , we have ρτCs ⇒ ∀α : 0 ≤ α ≤ C−1 :
A′i[dijα+ Eij ] = Ai[dijα+ Eij ] for all i ∈ {1 . . . m} and j ∈ {1 . . . k}.
6. For all consecution transitions τCs , we have
• ρτCs ∧ C
′ = C + 1 ⇒ Σmi=1Σ
k
j=1aijA
′
i[dijC + E
′
ij] + B
′ + bαC ≤ 0,
if case 4a applies.
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• ρτCs ⇒ Σ
m
i=1Σ
k
j=1aijA
′
i[E
′
ij] + B
′ ≤ 0, if case 4b applies.
7. For all consecution transitions τCs , we have
• ρτCs ∧ 0 ≤ α ≤ C − 1 ∧ x+B+ bαα ≤ 0⇒ x+B
′+ bαα ≤ 0 for
some fresh universally quantiﬁed variable x, if case 4a applies.
• ρτCs ∧ 0 ≤ α ≤ C−1 ∧ x+B+ bαα ≤ 0⇒ x+B
′+ bα(α+1) ≤ 0
for some fresh universally quantiﬁed variable x, if case 4b applies.
Then ∀α : 0 ≤ α ≤ C − 1 : Σmi=1Σ
k
j=1aijAi[dijα + Eij ] + B + bαα ≤ 0 is
invariant.
Proof. Following Theorem 3.1, we show that the property holds after each
initiation transition, and that it is maintained after each consecution tran-
sition.
The ﬁrst condition easily holds by applying 1, since we have that ρτIr ⇒
C′ = 0 for every initiation transition τ Ir , which implies ∀α : 0 ≤ α ≤ C
′ − 1 :
Σmi=1Σ
k
j=1aijA
′
i[dijα+E
′
ij]+B
′+bαα ≤ 0, since the domain of the quantiﬁer
is empty.
For the consecution conditions we have to show that for all consecution
transitions τCs , we have ρτCs ∧ ∀α : 0 ≤ α ≤ C − 1 : Σ
m
i=1Σ
k
j=1aijAi[dijα +
Eij ]+B+ bαα ≤ 0 implies ∀α : 0 ≤ α ≤ C
′− 1 : Σmi=1Σ
k
j=1aijA
′
i[dijα+E
′
ij ]+
B′ + bαα ≤ 0.
By condition 2, we have ρτCs ⇒ (C
′ = C ∨C′ = C+1), and by condition 4
either ρτCs ∧ C
′ > 0 ⇒ E ′ij = Eij for all i ∈ {1 . . . m}, j ∈ {1 . . . k}, or
ρτCs ⇒ C
′ = C + 1 ∧ E ′ij = Eij − dij for all i ∈ {1 . . . m}, j ∈ {1 . . . k}. We
distinguish three cases:
1. C′ = C and all E ′ij = Eij. Then we have to ensure ∀α : 0 ≤ α ≤ C − 1 :
Σmi=1Σ
k
j=1aijA
′
i[dijα + Eij] + B
′ + bαα ≤ 0. By condition 5, we can
replace A′i by Ai in the given domain, and hence we have to show that
∀α : 0 ≤ α ≤ C − 1 : Σmi=1Σ
k
j=1aijAi[dijα+ Eij] + B
′ + bαα ≤ 0. Then,
since the array part coincides with the one of the assumption, we can
replace it in both places by some fresh variable x. Now it suﬃces to
show that, assuming x + B + bαα ≤ 0, we have x + B
′ + bαα ≤ 0 for
all value of x, which follows from the premises and condition 7.
2. C′ = C+1 and all E ′ij = Eij . Then we have to ensure ∀α : 0 ≤ α ≤ C :
Σmi=1Σ
k
j=1aijA
′
i[dijα+Eij ]+B
′+bαα ≤ 0. By conditions 1 and 2 we have
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0 ≤ C, and hence C = C′−1 belongs to the domain {0 . . . C} and C′ > 0.
Then, by condition 3, we have that 0 ≤ dijC+Eij ≤ |Ai|−1 = |A
′
i|−1
for all i and j. Therefore, we can extract the case α = C from the
quantiﬁer obtaining ∀α : 0 ≤ α ≤ C − 1 : Σmi=1Σ
k
j=1aijA
′
i[dijα+ Eij] +
B′ + bαα ≤ 0 and Σ
m
i=1Σ
k
j=1aijA
′
i[dijC + Eij] + B
′ + bαC ≤ 0. The ﬁrst
part holds as before by the premises and conditions 5 and 7, and the
second part holds by the premises and condition 6.
3. C′ = C+1 and all E ′ij = Eij−dij . Then we have to ensure ∀α : 0 ≤ α ≤
C : Σmi=1Σ
k
j=1aijA
′
i[dijα+Eij−dij ]+B
′+bαα ≤ 0. Since, by conditions 1
and 2, we have 0 ≤ C, we have that C belongs to the domain {0 . . . C}.
By condition 3, we have 0 ≤ E ′ij = Eij − dij ≤ |A′i| − 1. Therefore,
we can extract the case α = 0 from the quantiﬁer obtaining ∀α : 1 ≤
α ≤ C : Σmi=1Σ
k
j=1aijA
′
i[dijα + Eij − dij ] + Σ
n
u=1B
′ + bαα ≤ 0 and
Σmi=1Σ
k
j=1aijA
′
i[Eij − dij ] + B
′ ≤ 0. For the ﬁrst one, replacing α by
α + 1 we have ∀α : 1 ≤ α + 1 ≤ C : Σmi=1Σ
k
j=1aijA
′
i[dij(α + 1) + Eij −
dij ] + Σ
n
u=1B
′ + bα(α + 1) ≤ 0, or equivalently ∀α : 0 ≤ α ≤ C − 1 :
Σmi=1Σ
k
j=1aijA
′
i[dijα + Eij] + Σ
n
u=1B
′ + bα(α + 1) ≤ 0, which holds by
applying conditions 5 and 7 as before. The second part holds again by
the premises and condition 6, using the fact that E ′ij = Eij − dij .
As we have described, our invariant generation method consists of three
phases. The ﬁrst phase looks for expressions C satisfying conditions 1 and 2.
The second one provides, for every generated C and for every array Ai,
expressions Ei with their corresponding integers di that fulﬁll conditions 3,
4 and 5. Note that, to satisfy condition 4, we need to record for each
expression and transition whether we have E ′i = Ei or E
′
i = Ei − di, so as to
ensure that all expressions Eij have the same behavior. Finally, in the third
phase we have to ﬁnd coeﬃcients aij and bα and an expression B fulﬁlling
conditions 6 and 7.
Solutions to all three phases are obtained by encoding the conditions of
Theorem 3.13 into SMT problems in non-linear arithmetic thanks to Farkas’
Lemma. Note that, because of array updates, transition relations may not
be conjunctions of literals (i.e., atomic predicates or negations of atomic
predicates). As in practice the guarded array information is useless until
the last phase, in the ﬁrst two phases we use the unconditional part of a
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transition relation ρ, i.e., the part of ρ that is a conjunction of literals,
denoted by U(ρ).
Encoding Phase 1 Let C be c1v1 + . . . + cnvn + cn+1, where v are the
scalar variables and c are the integer unknowns. Then conditions 1 and 2
can be expressed as:
∃c∀v, v′
p∧
r=1
(U(ρτIr )⇒ C
′ = 0) ∧
q∧
s=1
(U(ρτCs )⇒ C
′ = C ∨ C′ = C + 1).
We cannot apply Farkas’ Lemma directly due to the disjunction in the
conclusion of the second condition. To solve this, we move one of the two
literals into the premise and negate it. As the literal becomes a disequal-
ity, it can be split into a disjunction of inequalities. Finally, thanks to the
distributive law, Farkas’ Lemma can be applied and an existentially quanti-
ﬁed SMT problem in non-linear arithmetic is obtained. We also encode the
condition that each newly generated C must be diﬀerent from all previously
generated expressions at the cutpoint, considering all already known scalar
invariants.
Encoding Phase 2 Here, for each C obtained in the previous phase and
for each array Ai, we generate expressions Ei and integers di that satisfy
conditions 3 and 5, and also condition 4 as a single expression and not
combined with the other expressions.
The encoding of condition 3 is direct using Farkas’ Lemma. Now let us
sketch the encoding of condition 4. Let Ei be e1v1+ . . .+envn+en+1, where
e are integer unknowns. Then, as Ei is considered in isolation, we need
∃e, di ∀v, v′
∧q
s=1 ρτCs ⇒ ((C
′ = C+1 ∧ E ′i = Ei− di) ∨ C
′ ≤ 0 ∨ E ′i = Ei) .
To apply Farkas’ Lemma, we use a similar transformation as for condition 2.
In addition, it is imposed that the newly generated expressions are diﬀerent
from the previous ones.
Regarding condition 5, the encoding is rather diﬀerent. In this case, for
every consecution transition τCs , array Ai and expression G ⇒ A
′
i[W ] = M
in ρτCs , we ensure that
∀α
(
ρτCs ∧ 0 ≤ α ≤ C − 1 ∧ G⇒ (W 6= diα+ Ei ∨ M = Ai[W ])
)
.
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To avoid generating useless expressions, we add in the encoding a condition
stating that if E ′i = Ei then for every consecution transition where C is
incremented, there is at least an access Ai[W ] in the transition such that
W = di(C
′−1)+E ′i. Otherwise, i.e., if E
′
i = Ei−di, then for every consecution
transition where C is incremented, there is at least an access Ai[W ] in the
transition such that W = E ′i .
Encoding Phase 3 Condition 7 is straightforward. Regarding condi-
tion 6, the encoding does not need non-linear arithmetic, but requires to
handle arrays:
∃a, b, bα ∀v, v′, A,A′∧q
s=1 (ρτCs ⇒ Σ
m
i=1Σ
k
j=1aijA
′
i[E
′
ij] + B
′ ≤ 0) ∧
(ρτCs ∧ C
′ = C + 1 ⇒ Σmi=1Σ
k
j=1aijA
′
i[C + E
′
ij ] + B
′ + bαC ≤ 0) .
Here, the use of the guarded array information is crucial. However, since we
want to apply Farkas’ Lemma, array accesses have to be replaced by new
universally quantiﬁed integer variables. In order to avoid losing too much
information, we add the array read semantics after the replacement; i.e., if
A[i] and A[j] have been respectively replaced by fresh variables zi and zj ,
then i = j ⇒ zi = zj is added.
3.3.4 Extensions
Relaxations on Domains
Let us consider the following program:
int A[2*N], min, max, i;
if (A[0] < A[1]) { min = A[0]; max = A[1]; }
else { min = A[1]; max = A[0]; }
for (i = 2; i < 2*N; i += 2) {
int tmpmin, tmpmax;
if (A[i] < A[i+1]) { tmpmin = A[ i ]; tmpmax = A[i+1]; }
else { tmpmin = A[i+1]; tmpmax = A[ i ]; }
if (max < tmpmax) max = tmpmax;
if (min > tmpmin) min = tmpmin; }
It computes the minimum and the maximum of an even-length array si-
multaneously, using a number of comparisons which is 1.5 times its length.
To prove correctness, the invariants ∀α : 0 ≤ α ≤ i − 1 : v[α] ≥ min and
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∀α : 0 ≤ α ≤ i − 1 : v[α] ≤ max are required. To discover them, two
extensions of Theorem 3.13 are required:
• The domain of the universally quantiﬁed variable α cannot be forced
to be initially empty. In this example, when the loop is entered, both
invariants already hold for α = 0, 1. This can be handled by applying
our invariant generation method as described in Section 3.3.3, and for
each computed invariant trying to extend the property for decreasing
values of α = −1, −2, etc. as much as possible. Finally, a shift of α is
performed so that the domain of α begins at 0 and the invariant can
be presented in the form of Section 3.3.3.
• The domain of the universally quantiﬁed variable α cannot be forced
to increase at most by one at each loop iteration. For instance, in this
example at each iteration the invariants hold for two new positions of
the array. Thus, for a ﬁxed parameter ∆, Condition 2 in Theorem 3.13
must be replaced by ρτCs ⇒ (C
′ = C ∨ C′ = C+1 ∨ · · · ∨ C′ = C+∆).
In this example, taking ∆ = 2 is required. Further, conditions 4b, 6
and 7 must also be extended accordingly in the natural way.
Sorted Arrays
The program below implements binary search: given a non-decreasingly
sorted array A and a value x, it determines whether there is a position in A
containing x:
assume(N > 0);
int A[N], l = 0, u = N-1;
while (l <= u) {
int m = (l+u)/2;
if (A[m] < x) l = m+1;
else if (A[m] > x) u = m-1;
else break; }
To prove that, on exiting due to l > u, the property ∀α : 0 ≤ α ≤ N − 1 :
A[i] 6= x holds, one can use that ∀α : 0 ≤ α ≤ l − 1 : A[α] < x and
∀α : u + 1 ≤ α ≤ N − 1 : A[α] > x are invariant. To synthesize them, the
fact that A is sorted must be taken into account. The following theorem
results from incorporating the property of sortedness into Theorem 3.13:
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Theorem 3.14. Let C, B and Eij be linear polynomials with integer coef-
ﬁcients over the scalar variables, and aij, dij, bα ∈ Z, for i ∈ {1 . . . m} and
j ∈ {1 . . . k}. If
1. For all i ∈ {1 . . . m} and j ∈ {1 . . . k} we have bα ≥ 0, and dij > 0 ⇒
aij ≥ 0, and dij < 0⇒ aij ≤ 0.
2. Each initiation transition τ Ir with transition relation ρτIr fulﬁlls ρτIr ⇒
C′ = 0.
3. Each initiation transition τ Ir with transition relation ρτIr fulﬁlls
ρτIr ⇒ ∀β : 0 < β ≤ |A
′
i| − 1 : A
′
i[β − 1] ≤ A
′
i[β] for all i ∈ {1 . . . m}.
4. Each consecution transition τCs with transition relation ρτCs fulﬁlls
ρτCs ⇒ C
′ ≥ C.
5. For all consecution transitions τCs all i ∈ {1 . . . m} and j ∈ {1 . . . k}
we have
ρτCs ∧ C
′ > 0⇒ 0 ≤ E ′ij ≤ |Ai|− 1 ∧ 0 ≤ dij(C
′− 1)+E ′ij ≤ |Ai|− 1.
6. For all consecution transitions τCs we have one of the following:
(a) ρτCs ∧ C
′ > 0 ∧ aij > 0⇒ E
′
ij ≤ Eij and
ρτCs ∧ C
′ > 0 ∧ aij < 0 ⇒ E
′
ij ≥ Eij for all i ∈ {1 . . . m},
j ∈ {1 . . . k};
(b) ρτCs ⇒ C
′ > C and
ρτCs ∧ aij > 0⇒ E
′
ij ≤ Eij − (C
′ − C)dij and
ρτCs ∧ aij < 0 ⇒ E
′
ij ≥ Eij − (C
′ − C)dij for all i ∈ {1 . . . m},
j ∈ {1 . . . k}.
7. For all consecution transitions τCs , we have ρτCs ⇒ ∀β : 0 ≤ β ≤
|Ai| − 1 : A
′
i[β] = Ai[β] for all i ∈ {1 . . . m}.
8. For all consecution transitions τCs , we have
• ρτCs ∧ C
′ > C ⇒ Σmi=1Σ
k
j=1aijA
′
i[dij(C
′−1)+E ′ij]+B
′+bα(C
′−1) ≤
0, if case 6a applies.
• ρτCs ⇒ Σ
m
i=1Σ
k
j=1aijA
′
i[dij(C
′−C−1)+E ′ij]+B
′+bα(C
′−C−1) ≤ 0,
if case 6b applies.
9. For all consecution transitions τCs , we have
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• ρτCs ∧ 0 ≤ α ≤ C − 1 ∧ x+B+ bαα ≤ 0⇒ x+B
′+ bαα ≤ 0 for
some fresh universally quantiﬁed variable x, if case 6a applies.
• ρτCs ∧ 0 ≤ α ≤ C−1 ∧ x+B+bαα ≤ 0⇒ x+B
′+bα(α+C
′−C) ≤ 0
for some fresh universally quantiﬁed variable x, if case 6b applies.
Then ∀α : 0 ≤ α ≤ C − 1 : Σmi=1Σ
k
j=1aijAi[dijα + Eij ] + B + bαα ≤ 0 is
invariant.
Proof. First of all, let us remark that arrays are always sorted in non-
decreasing order, and that their contents are never changed. This follows
by induction from conditions 3 and 7. Moreover, it can also be seen from
conditions 2 and 4 that C ≥ 0 is an invariant property.
Now, we will show that the property in the statement of the theorem
holds after every initiation transition reaching our cutpoint and that it is
maintained after every consecution transition going back to the cutpoint.
The ﬁrst condition easily holds applying 2, since we have that ρτIr ⇒
C′ = 0 for every initiation transition τ Ir , which implies ∀α : 0 ≤ α ≤ C
′ − 1 :
Σmi=1Σ
k
j=1aijA
′
i[dijα+E
′
ij]+B
′+bαα ≤ 0, since the domain of the quantiﬁer
is empty.
For the consecution conditions we have to show that for all consecution
transitions τCs , we have ρτCs ∧ ∀α : 0 ≤ α ≤ C − 1 : Σ
m
i=1Σ
k
j=1aijAi[dijα +
Eij ]+B+ bαα ≤ 0 implies ∀α : 0 ≤ α ≤ C
′− 1 : Σmi=1Σ
k
j=1aijA
′
i[dijα+E
′
ij ]+
B′ + bαα ≤ 0.
By condition 4, we have that ρτCs ⇒ C
′ ≥ C. We distinguish three cases:
1. C′ = C and case 6a holds. If C′ = 0 there is nothing to prove. Oth-
erwise C′ > 0, and by hypothesis we have that ∀α : 0 ≤ α ≤ C − 1 :
Σmi=1Σ
k
j=1aijAi[dijα + Eij] + B + bαα ≤ 0. Together with ρτCs , this
implies ∀α : 0 ≤ α ≤ C − 1 : Σmi=1Σ
k
j=1aijAi[dijα+ Eij ] + B
′ + bαα ≤ 0
by instantiating appropriately x in condition 9.
Now, let us show that for all i ∈ {1 . . . m}, for all j ∈ {1 . . . k} and for
all α ∈ {0 . . . C − 1} we have aijAi[dijα+ E
′
ij] ≤ aijAi[dijα+ Eij ]. Let
us consider three subcases:
• aij > 0. Then E
′
ij ≤ Eij by condition 6. Hence for all α ∈
{0 . . . C−1} we have dijα+E
′
ij ≤ dijα+Eij. This implies Ai[dijα+
E ′ij] ≤ Ai[dijα + Eij ] as Ai is sorted in non-decreasing order.
Therefore aijAi[dijα+ E
′
ij] ≤ aijAi[dijα+ Eij ].
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• aij < 0. Then E
′
ij ≥ Eij by condition 6. Hence for all α ∈
{0 . . . C−1} we have dijα+E
′
ij ≥ dijα+Eij. This implies Ai[dijα+
E ′ij ] ≥ Ai[dijα+Eij] as Ai is sorted in non-decreasing order (note
that, by condition 5, we have that 0 ≤ dijα + E
′
ij ≤ |Ai| −
1 = |A′i| − 1, so array accesses are within bounds). Therefore
aijAi[dijα+ E
′
ij ] ≤ aijAi[dijα+ Eij].
• aij = 0. Then the inequality trivially holds.
Altogether we have that ∀α : 0 ≤ α ≤ C − 1 : Σmi=1Σ
k
j=1aijAi[dijα +
E ′ij ] + B
′ + bαα ≤ 0. Now our goal easily follows, taking into account
that C′ = C and that by condition 7 we can replace Ai by A
′
i.
2. C′ > C and case 6a holds. Then C′ > 0, and following the same
argument as in the previous case we get that ∀α : 0 ≤ α ≤ C − 1 :
Σmi=1Σ
k
j=1aijA
′
i[dijα+E
′
ij ]+B
′+ bαα ≤ 0, where Ai has been replaced
by A′i by virtue of condition 7.
It only remains to prove that ∀α : C ≤ α ≤ C′−1 : Σmi=1Σ
k
j=1aijA
′
i[dijα+
E ′ij ]+B
′+bαα ≤ 0 (note that, by condition 5, we have that 0 ≤ E
′
ij ≤
|A′i| − 1 and 0 ≤ dij(C
′ − 1) + E ′ij ≤ |A
′
i| − 1, so again array accesses
are within bounds). To this end, let us consider α ∈ {C . . . C′− 1} and
let us show that aijA
′
i[dijα + E
′
ij] ≤ aijA
′
i[dij(C
′ − 1) + E ′ij ] for all
i ∈ {1 . . . m} and for all j ∈ {1 . . . k}. We distinguish three cases:
• dij > 0. Then α ≤ C
′ − 1 implies dijα ≤ dij(C
′ − 1), and hence
dijα+ E
′
ij ≤ dij(C
′ − 1) + E ′ij . As A
′
i is sorted in non-decreasing
order, we have A′i[dijα+ E
′
ij] ≤ A
′
i[dij(C
′ − 1) + E ′ij ]. Finally, by
condition 1 it must be aij ≥ 0, and multiplying at both sides the
last inequality the goal is obtained.
• dij < 0. Then α ≤ C
′ − 1 implies dijα ≥ dij(C
′ − 1), and hence
dijα+ E
′
ij ≥ dij(C
′ − 1) + E ′ij . As A
′
i is sorted in non-decreasing
order, we have A′i[dijα+ E
′
ij] ≥ A
′
i[dij(C
′ − 1) + E ′ij ]. Finally, by
condition 1 it must be aij ≤ 0, and multiplying at both sides the
last inequality the goal is obtained.
• dij = 0. The goal trivially holds.
Thus Σmi=1Σ
k
j=1aijA
′
i[dijα + E
′
ij] + B
′ ≤ Σmi=1Σ
k
j=1aijA
′
i[dij(C
′ − 1) +
E ′ij ]+B
′. Now, by condition 1 we have bα ≥ 0, hence α ≤ C
′−1 implies
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bαα ≤ bα(C
′ − 1). Therefore Σmi=1Σ
k
j=1aijA
′
i[dijα + E
′
ij ] + B
′ + bαα ≤
Σmi=1Σ
k
j=1aijA
′
i[dij(C
′ − 1) + E ′ij ] +B
′ + bα(C
′ − 1) ≤ 0 by condition 8.
3. C′ > C and case 6b holds (notice that C′ = C and case 6b together
are not possible). By hypothesis we have ∀α : 0 ≤ α ≤ C − 1 :
Σmi=1Σ
k
j=1aijAi[dijα + Eij] + B + bαα ≤ 0. Together with ρτCs , this
implies ∀α : 0 ≤ α ≤ C − 1 : Σmi=1Σ
k
j=1aijAi[dijα + Eij] + B
′ + bαα ≤
0 by instantiating appropriately x in condition 9. By shifting the
universally quantiﬁed variable the previous formula can be rewritten
as ∀α : C′ − C ≤ α ≤ C′ − 1 : Σmi=1Σ
k
j=1aijAi[dij(α− (C
′ − C)) + Eij] +
B′ + bα(α− (C
′ − C)) ≤ 0.
Now, let us show that for all i ∈ {1 . . . m}, for all j ∈ {1 . . . k} and for
all α ∈ {C′ − C . . . C′ − 1} we have aijAi[dijα + E
′
ij] ≤ aijAi[dij(α −
(C′ − C)) + Eij ]. Let us consider three subcases:
• aij > 0. Then E
′
ij ≤ Eij−(C
′−C)dij by condition 6. Hence for all
α ∈ {C′−C . . . C′−1} we have dijα+E
′
ij ≤ dij(α− (C
′−C))+Eij .
This implies Ai[dijα + E
′
ij ] ≤ Ai[dij(α − (C
′ − C)) + Eij] as Ai
is sorted in non-decreasing order. Therefore aijAi[dijα + E
′
ij ] ≤
aijAi[dij(α − (C
′ − C)) + Eij ].
• aij < 0. Then E
′
ij ≥ Eij−(C
′−C)dij by condition 6. Hence for all
α ∈ {C′−C . . . C′−1} we have dijα+E
′
ij ≥ dij(α− (C
′−C))+Eij .
This implies Ai[dijα + E
′
ij ] ≥ Ai[dij(α − (C
′ − C)) + Eij] as Ai
is sorted in non-decreasing order. Therefore aijAi[dijα + E
′
ij ] ≤
aijAi[dij(α − (C
′ − C)) + Eij ].
• aij = 0. Then the inequality trivially holds.
Altogether we have that ∀α : C′−C ≤ α ≤ C′−1 : Σmi=1Σ
k
j=1aijA
′
i[dijα+
E ′ij] + B
′ + bαα ≤ 0, where Ai has been replaced by A
′
i by virtue of
condition 7.
We are left proving that ∀α : 0 ≤ α ≤ C′−C−1 : Σmi=1Σ
k
j=1aijA
′
i[dijα+
E ′ij]+B
′+bαα ≤ 0 (note that, by condition 5, we have that 0 ≤ E
′
ij ≤
|A′i| − 1 and 0 ≤ dij(C
′ − 1) + E ′ij ≤ |A
′
i| − 1, so again array accesses
are within bounds). To this end, let us consider α ∈ {0 . . . C′ − C − 1}
and let us show that aijA
′
i[dijα+E
′
ij ] ≤ aijA
′
i[dij(C
′−C−1)+E ′ij] for
all i ∈ {1 . . . m} and for all j ∈ {1 . . . k}. We distinguish three cases:
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• dij > 0. Then α ≤ C
′ − C − 1 implies dijα ≤ dij(C
′ − C − 1), and
hence dijα+ E
′
ij ≤ dij(C
′ −C − 1) + E ′ij. As A
′
i is sorted in non-
decreasing order, we have A′i[dijα+E
′
ij ] ≤ A
′
i[dij(C
′−C−1)+E ′ij ].
Finally, by condition 1 it must be aij ≥ 0, and multiplying at both
sides the last inequality the goal is obtained.
• dij < 0. Then α ≤ C
′ − C − 1 implies dijα ≥ dij(C
′ − C − 1), and
hence dijα+ E
′
ij ≥ dij(C
′ −C − 1) + E ′ij. As A
′
i is sorted in non-
decreasing order, we have A′i[dijα+E
′
ij ] ≥ A
′
i[dij(C
′−C−1)+E ′ij ].
Finally, by condition 1 it must be aij ≤ 0, and multiplying at both
sides the last inequality the goal is obtained.
• dij = 0. The goal trivially holds.
Thus Σmi=1Σ
k
j=1aijA
′
i[dijα+E
′
ij]+B
′ ≤ Σmi=1Σ
k
j=1aijA
′
i[dij(C
′−C−1)+
E ′ij ] + B
′. Now, by condition 1 we have bα ≥ 0, hence α ≤ C
′ − C − 1
implies bαα ≥ bα(C
′ − C − 1). Therefore Σmi=1Σ
k
j=1aijA
′
i[dijα+ E
′
ij ] +
B′+ bαα ≤ Σ
m
i=1Σ
k
j=1aijA
′
i[dij(C
′−C− 1)E ′ij]+B
′+ bα(C
′−C − 1) ≤ 0
by condition 8.
By means of the previous theorem, (an equivalent version of) the desired
invariants can be discovered. However, to the best of our knowledge, results
on the synthesis of invariants for programs with sorted arrays are not re-
ported in the literature. See Section 3.3.5 for other examples that can be
handled by means of this extension.
3.3.5 Experimental evaluation
The method presented in Section 3.3.2 has been implemented in the tool
CppInv2. The tool is able to generate automatically array invariants for
wide a range of programs. The following table shows some of them, together
with the corresponding loop invariants:
2The tool, together with a sample of example programs it can analyze, can be down-
loaded at www.cs.upc.edu/~albert/cppinv-ArrayInv.tar.gz.
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Heap property: Partial initialization:
[Gopan et al., 2005]
const int N;
assume(N >= 0);
int A[2∗N], i;
for (i = 0; 2∗i+2 < 2∗N; ++i)
if (A[i]>A[2∗i+1] or A[i]>A[2∗i+2])
break;
const int N;
assume(N >= 0);
int A[N], B[N], C[N], i, j;
for (i = 0, j = 0; i < N; ++i)
if (A[i] == B[i])
C[j++] = i;
Loop invariants: Loop invariant:
∀α : 0 ≤ α ≤ i− 1 : A[α] ≤ A[2α+ 2] ∀α : 0 ≤ α ≤ j − 1 : C[α] ≤ α+ i− j
∀α : 0 ≤ α ≤ i− 1 : A[α] ≤ A[2α+ 1] ∀α : 0 ≤ α ≤ j − 1 : C[α] ≥ α
Array palindrome: Array initialization:
[Gopan et al., 2005]
const int N;
assume(N >= 0);
int A[N], i;
for (i = 0; i < N/2; ++i)
if (A[i] != A[N-i-1]) break;
const int N;
assume(N >= 0);
int A[N], i;
for (i = 0; i < N; ++i)
A[i] = 2∗i+3;
Loop invariant: Loop invariant:
∀α : 0 ≤ α ≤ i− 1 : A[α] = A[N − α− 1] ∀α : 0 ≤ α ≤ i− 1 : A[α] = 2α+ 3
Array insertion: Sequential initialization:
[Halbwachs and Pe´ron, 2008]
const int N;
int A[N], i, x, j;
assume(0 <= i and i < N);
for (x = A[i], j = i-1;
j >=0 and A[j] > x; --j)
A[j+1] = A[j];
const int N;
assume(N > 0);
int A[N], i;
for (i = 1, A[0] = 7; i < N; ++i)
A[i] = A[i-1] + 1;
Loop invariant: Loop invariant:
∀α : 0 ≤ α ≤ i− j − 2 : A[i− α] ≥ x+ 1 ∀α : 0 ≤ α ≤ i− 2 : A[α+ 1] = A[α] + 1
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Array copy: First not null:
[Halbwachs and Pe´ron, 2008] [Halbwachs and Pe´ron, 2008]
const int N;
assume(N >= 0);
int A[N], B[N], i;
for (i = 0; i < N; ++i)
A[i] = B[i];
const int N;
assume(N >= 0);
int A[N], s, i;
for (i = 0, s = N; i < N; ++i)
if (s == N and A[i] != 0) {
s=i;
break;
}
Loop invariant: Loop invariant:
∀α : 0 ≤ α ≤ i− 1 : A[α] = B[α] ∀α : 0 ≤ α ≤ i− 1 : A[α] = 0
Array partition: Array maximum:
[Beyer et al., 2007c] [Halbwachs and Pe´ron, 2008]
const int N;
assume(N >= 0);
int A[N], B[N], C[N], a, b, c;
for (a=0, b=0, c=0; a < N; ++a)
if (A[a] >= 0) B[b++]=A[a];
else C[c++]=A[a];
const int N;
assume(N > 0);
int A[N], i, max;
for (i = 1, max = A[0]; i < N; ++i)
if (max < A[i])
max = A[i];
Loop invariants: Loop invariant:
∀α : 0 ≤ α ≤ b− 1 : B[α] ≥ 0 ∀α : 0 ≤ α ≤ i− 1 : A[α] ≤ max
∀α : 0 ≤ α ≤ c− 1 : C[α] < 0
First occurrence: Sum of pairs:
const int N;
assume(N > 0);
int A[N], x = getX(), l, u;
// A is sorted in ascending order
for (l = 0, u = N; l < u; ) {
int m = (l+u)/2;
if (A[m] < x) l = m+1;
else u = m; }
const int N;
assume(N > 0);
int A[N], x = getX(), l = 0, u = N-1;
// A is sorted in ascending order
while (l < u)
if (A[l] + A[u] < x) l = l+1;
else if (A[l] + A[u] > x) u = u-1;
else break;
Loop invariants: Loop invariants:
∀α : 0 ≤ α ≤ l − 1 : A[α] < x ∀α : 0 ≤ α ≤ l − 1 : A[α] + A[u] < x
∀α : 0 ≤ α ≤ N − 1− u : A[N − 1− α] ≥ x ∀α : 0 ≤ α ≤ N − u− 2 : A[N − 1− α] +A[l] > x
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As a ﬁnal experiment, we have run CppInv over a collection of programs
written by students. It consists of 38 solutions to the problem of ﬁnding the
ﬁrst occurrence of an element in a sorted array of size N in O(logN) time.
These solutions have been taken from the online learning environment for
computer programming Jutge.org (see www.jutge.org), which is currently
being used in several programming courses in the Universitat Polite`cnica
de Catalunya. The benchmark suite corresponds to all submitted iterative
programs that have been accepted, i.e., such that for all input tests the
output matches the expected one. These programs can be considered more
realistic code than the examples above (First occurrence program), since
most often they are not the most elegant solution but a working one with
many more conditional statements than necessary. For example, here is an
instance of such a program:
int first_occurrence(int x, int A[N]) {
assume(N > 0);
int e = 0, d = N - 1, m, pos;
bool found = false, exit = false;
while (e <= d and not exit) {
m = (e+d)/2;
if (x > A[m]) {
if (not found) e = m+1;
else exit = true;
}
else if (x < A[m]) {
if (not found) d = m-1;
else exit = true;
}
else {
found = true; pos = m; d = m-1;
}
}
if (found) {
while (x == A[pos-1]) --pos;
return pos;
}
return -1;
}
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This particular example is interesting because, with the aid of our tool, we
realized that it does not work in O(logN) time as required, and is thus a
false positive. Namely, our tool produces the following invariants for the
ﬁrst loop:
∀α : 0 ≤ α ≤ e− 1 : A[α] < x ,
∀α : d+ 1 ≤ α ≤ N − 1 : A[α] ≥ x .
By manual inspection one can see that found → (A[pos ] = x ∧ d = pos −
1) and exit → found are also invariant. Therefore, if on exit of the loop
the property e ≤ d holds, then exit and found are true and, with all this
information, it is unknown whether the contents of the array between e and
pos−1 are equal to x. Since this segment can be arbitrarily long, the second
loop may take O(N) time to ﬁnd the ﬁrst occurrence of x. This reasoning
allowed us to cook an input for which indeed the program behaves linearly.
On the other hand, by means of the generated invariants it can be seen that
the problem is that the loop may be exited too early, and that by replacing
in the ﬁrst loop the body of the ﬁrst conditional by e = m+1 and the second
one by d = m-1, the program becomes correct and meets the complexity
requirements.
In general, for all programs in the benchmark suite our tool was able to
ﬁnd automatically both standard invariants. The time consumed was very
diﬀerent depending mainly on how involved the code was. The number of
looping transitions for these benchmarks ranged from 6 to 36. The main
problem as regards eﬃciency is that in its current form our prototype ex-
haustively generates ﬁrst all scalar invariants and then, using all of them,
generates all array invariants.
Execution times can be improved by annotating the code with instances
of templates where the unknown parameters are bounded. In this setting,
runtimes varied from 10 to 108 seconds with an average time of 36.27 sec-
onds. A correlation between the runtime and the number of transitions
could be established for almost all cases. However, since the current proce-
dure exhaustively looks for all the solutions, execution times also depend on
the number of alternative invariants to the standard properties. Anyway,
further work is needed to heuristically guide the search of scalar invariants,
so that only useful information is inferred.
We also applied our tool to some of the submissions rejected by Jutge.org.
In some cases the generated invariants helped us to ﬁx the program. E.g.,
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for the following code:
int first_occurrence(int x, int A[N]) {
assume(N > 0);
int i = 0, j = N-1;
while (i <= j) {
if (x == A[i]) return i;
if (x < A[i]) return -1;
int m = (i+j)/2;
if (x < A[m]) j = m-1;
else i = m+1; }
return -1; }
In this case, the generated invariants are:
∀α : 0 ≤ α ≤ i− 1 : A[α] ≤ x ,
∀α : j + 1 ≤ α ≤ N − 1 : A[α] > x .
One may notice that the ﬁrst invariant should have a strict inequality, and
that this problem may be due to a wrong condition in the last conditional.
Indeed, by replacing the condition x < A[m] by x ≤ A[m], we obtain a set
of invariants that allow proving the correctness of the program.
3.3.6 Related work comparison
Some of the techniques for the synthesis of quantiﬁed invariants for pro-
grams with arrays fall into the framework of abstract interpretation, as it
was explained in Section 3.1.1. In comparison with the techniques presented
in this work, the approaches of [Gopan et al., 2005; Halbwachs and Pe´ron,
2008] force all array accesses to be of the form α + k. As a consequence,
programs like Array palindrome or Heap property (see Section 3.3.5) can-
not be handled. Moreover, the universally quantiﬁed variable is not allowed
to appear outside array accesses. For this reason, our analysis can be more
precise, e.g., in the Array initialization and the Partial initialization [Gopan
et al., 2005] examples. Another technique based on abstract interpretation
is presented in [Gulwani et al., 2008a]. While their approach can discover
more general properties than the one described in this work, it requires that
the user provides templates to guide the analysis.
Unlike most of the predicate abstraction-based techniques (see Section
3.1.2), our approach does not require programs to be annotated with asser-
tions, thus allowing one to analyze code embedded into large programs, or
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with predicates, which sometimes require ingenuity from the user. To alle-
viate the need of supplying predicates, in [Cousot, 2004] parametric predi-
cate abstraction was introduced. However, the properties considered there
express relations between all elements of two data collections, while our
approach is able to express pointwise relations.
Another group of techniques is based on first-order theorem proving (see
Section 3.1.4). One of the problems of the methods described in [Kova´cs
and Voronkov, 2009; Hoder et al., 2011] is the limited capability of arith-
metic reasoning of the theorem prover (as opposed to SMT solvers, where
arithmetic reasoning is hard-wired in the theory solvers). The approach
described in [McMillan, 2008], based on interpolating theorem proving, in
addition to suﬀering from similar arithmetic reasoning problems as [Kova´cs
and Voronkov, 2009], also requires program assertions.
Other methods use computational algebra (see Section 3.1.3). One of the
limitations of [Henzinger et al., 2010a] is that array variables are required to
be either write-only or read-only. Hence, unlike our method, programs such
as Sequential initialization [Halbwachs and Pe´ron, 2008] and Array insertion
(see Section 3.3.5) cannot be handled.
Finally, a technique that belongs to the constraint-based methods (see
Section 3.1.5) and covers the array property fragment [Bradley et al., 2006]
is presented in [Beyer et al., 2007b]. The language of the invariants gen-
erated in this thesis is outside the array property fragment, since we can
generate properties where indices do not necessarily occur in array accesses
(e.g., see the Array initialization or the Partial initialization examples in
Section 3.3.5).
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Chapter 4
Termination Proving
Termination analysis is critical to the process of ensuring the stability and
usability of software systems. Termination bugs are diﬃcult to trace and are
hardly notiﬁed: as they do not arise as system failures but as unresponsive
behavior, when faced to them users tend to restart their devices without
reporting to software developers.
Despite Alan Turing showed that the termination problem is undecid-
able [Turing, 1936], recent research advances make practical termination
proving tools possible [Cook et al., 2011]. Turing’s major result proved that
we cannot build a procedure which determines for all programs whether or
not a given program will always ﬁnish running, however, we can construct
one that is able to solve the problem for a large set of programs of interest
answering “unknown” otherwise.
Since techniques to prove termination are incomplete, failure to prove
termination does not immediately indicate the existence of a non-terminating
execution. Therefore, all methods in practice are focused on either proving
termination or non-termination.
4.1 Termination and non-termination
When proving non-termination [Gupta et al., 2008; Velroyen and Ru¨mmer,
2008; Brockschmidt et al., 2012] the goal is to ﬁnd a counterexample, an
input for which program execution reaches a state that is inﬁnitely visited.
Thus, this approximation is centered on ﬁnding bugs. On the other hand,
the aim of proving termination is to ﬁnd a formal proof that a program
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always terminates. This ensures the absence of all termination bugs. A
potential drawback of this approach is that generating a proof is in general
harder than ﬁnding a counterexample, although in termination analysis this
is not always the case.
The classical method to prove termination, proposed by Turing [Turing,
1949], is to ﬁnd a ranking function, a function that maps every program
state to a value in a well-order and decreases for every possible program
transition. Since there are no inﬁnite descending chains with respect to a
well-founded relation, if we ﬁnd a ranking function, we can conclude that
the program must eventually terminate.
Due to the fact that program state and control ﬂow usually depend on
integer variables, natural numbers are often chosen as the well-order for the
termination argument. In this case, the goal is to ﬁnd an integer expression
over the program variables that decreases in every iteration and its lower
bounded by zero.
Example 4.1. Consider the transition system of Fig. 2.6. The function
z − y is a ranking function for the loop because its value decreases after
every iteration and it is lower bounded by 0 (recall only transition τ3.1 is
feasible).
4.2 Termination arguments
The problem with Turing’s method is that ﬁnding a single ranking function
for each program loop (a strongly connected component) is typically diﬃcult,
even for simple programs. Furthermore, in some cases no function into
natural numbers exists that suﬃces to prove termination, which forces to
use ranking functions into well-orders that are much more complex than the
natural numbers.
A kind of functions mapped into such well-orders are lexicographic func-
tions, which are obtained as the result of the cartesian product of well-
ordered sets. The fundamental property of lexicographical orders that makes
them so useful is that it preserves well-orders of ﬁnite products and, there-
fore, we can construct ranking functions as the composition of individual
ranking functions provided that they form a lexicographical order [Bradley
et al., 2005; Colo´n and Sipma, 2002; Cook et al., 2013].
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The process of proving termination is usually split into two tasks, namely,
searching for a candidate function and then checking whether it is a valid
ranking function. Finding candidates for both single and lexicographic func-
tions is the diﬃcult part of proving termination, whereas checking that a
given candidate is actually a ranking function is the easy one.
This situation was reversed with the emergence of a new kind of ter-
mination arguments, the so-called disjunctive termination arguments [Cook
et al., 2006; Tsitovich et al., 2011]. The idea behind this approach is to build,
in the manner of lexicographic functions, a termination argument from a set
of individual ranking functions. The diﬀerence is that, in this case, the
composition is constructed directly by the union of well-founded relations.
Since the union of well-founded relations is not in general a well-founded
relation, it is necessary to impose an additional condition, speciﬁcally, that
the disjunctive termination argument must hold not only between the states
before and after any single iteration of each loop, but before and after any
number of iterations of every loop.
The advantage of disjunctive termination arguments is that ﬁnding each
component of the termination argument is easier than ﬁnding a single candi-
date that covers all transitions or a lexicographic order for every individual
ranking function. However, now checking if the termination argument is
valid requires much eﬀort. In particular, the check is usually codiﬁed as a
problem of reachability of some program locations.
Although the trend during the last few years have been to develop tech-
niques based on disjunctive termination arguments [Chawdhary et al., 2008;
Berdine et al., 2007; Cook et al., 2007; Manolios and Vroon, 2006; Berdine
et al., 2006; Cook et al., 2006; Podelski and Rybalchenko, 2005], a recent
paper [Cook et al., 2013] presents evidences that there is still much more
room for improvement in techniques based on lexicographic ranking func-
tions. In particular, the author presents an improved method for searching
lexicographic ranking functions achieving important speedups with respect
to the dominant technique.
For all the previous techniques, the synthesis of termination arguments is
tackled mainly using approaches for invariant inference like constraint solv-
ing and abstract interpretation which were described in Chapter 3. Note the
similarity between the problem of ﬁnding an invariant and a ranking func-
tion. For instance, in the latter case we could want to discover a function
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f(x) such that f(x) ≥ 0 and f(x) > f(x′) after an iteration, which could be
seen as the same as ﬁnding an loop invariant without assuming its satisfac-
tion at the beginning. Moreover, in order to infer that a function maps into
a well-order, it is usually necessary to discover supporting invariants that
help to prove some of the ranking function conditions.
4.3 Proving termination using Max-SMT
In this section we show how Max-SMT can be exploited when applying
the constraint-based method for proving program termination. We assume
that every program is modeled with a transition system (see Section 2.2),
only scalar variables v are declared in the program, and they are the only
variables of the transition system, i.e., V = v.
4.3.1 Basis of the termination argument
The basic idea of the approach we follow for proving program termination
[Colo´n and Sipma, 2002] is to argue by contradiction that no transition is
inﬁnitely executable. First of all, no disabled transition can be inﬁnitely
executable trivially. Moreover, one just needs to focus on transitions joining
locations in the same strongly connected component (SCC): if a transition
is executed over and over again, then its pre and post locations must belong
to the same SCC. So let us assume that one has found a ranking function
for such a transition τ , according to:
Definition 4.2. Let τ = (ℓ, ℓ′, ρ) be a transition such that ℓ and ℓ′ belong
to the same SCC, denoted by C. A function R : v → Z is said to be a
ranking function for τ if:
• [Boundedness] ρ |= R ≥ 0
• [Strict Decrease] ρ |= R > R′
• [Non-increase] ∀. τˆ = (ℓˆ, ℓˆ′, ρˆ) ∈ T such that ℓˆ, ℓˆ′ ∈ C: ρˆ |= R ≥ R′
Note that boundedness and strict decrease only depend on τ , while non-
increase depends on all transitions in the SCC.
The key result is that if τ = (ℓ, ℓ′, ρ) admits a ranking function R, then
it is ﬁnitely executable. Indeed, ﬁrst notice that if one can execute τ from a
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state (ℓ, σ) then R(σ) ≥ 0, because of boundedness. Also, the value of R at
the states along any path contained in C cannot increase, thanks to the non-
increase property. Moreover, in any cycle contained in C traversing τ , the
value of R strictly decreases, due to the strict decrease property. Now, let us
assume that there was a computation where τ was executed inﬁnitely. Such
a computation would eventually visit only locations in C. Because of the
previous observations, by evaluating R at the states at which τ is executed
we could construct an inﬁnitely decreasing sequence of non-negative integers,
a contradiction.
Finitely executable transitions can be safely removed from the transition
system as regards termination analysis. This in turn may break the SCC’s
into smaller pieces. If by applying this reasoning recursively one can prove
that all transitions are ﬁnitely executable, then the transition system is
terminating.
4.3.2 Supporting invariants
Invariant maps (see Section 3.2) are fundamental when analyzing program
termination. For instance, a transition τ = (ℓ, ℓ′, ρ) is proved to be disabled
if there is an invariant µ(ℓ) at location ℓ such that µ(ℓ) ∧ ρ is unsatisﬁable.
In general, if µ is an invariant map, then any transition τ = (ℓ, ℓ′, ρ) can be
safely strengthened by replacing the transition relation ρ by µ(ℓ) ∧ ρ.
In [Colo´n and Sipma, 2002] linear invariants are exhaustively computed
before termination analysis. In the same paper a heuristic approach is
also presented, which only requires a light-weight invariant generator by
restricting to single-variable ranking functions. Another solution is pro-
posed in [Bradley et al., 2005], where invariant generation is not performed
eagerly but on demand. By formulating both invariant and ranking function
synthesis as constraint problems, both can be solved simultaneously, so that
only the necessary supporting invariants for the targeted ranking functions
–namely, lexicographic linear ranking functions– need to be discovered.
4.3.3 Illustration of the Max-SMT method
Based on [Colo´n and Sipma, 2002; Bradley et al., 2005], we present a Max-
SMT constraint-based approach for proving termination. The crucial ob-
servation in our method is that, albeit our goal is to show that transitions
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int main() {
int x, y, z;
ℓ1: while (y ≥ 1) {
x--;
ℓ2: while (y < z) {
x++; z--;
}
y = x+ y;
} }
ρτ1 : y ≥ 1, x
′ = x− 1, y′ = y, z′ = z
ρτ2 : y < z, x
′ = x+ 1, y′ = y, z′ = z − 1
ρτ3 : y ≥ z, x
′ = x, y′ = x+ y, z′ = z
ℓ1
ℓ2
τ1
τ2
τ3
Θ(ℓ1) ≡ true
Θ(ℓ2) ≡ false
Figure 4.4. Program and its transition system.
cannot be executed inﬁnitely by ﬁnding a ranking function or an invariant
that disables them, if we only discover an invariant, or an invariant and
a quasi-ranking function that almost fulﬁlls all needed properties for well-
foundedness, we have made some progress: either we can remove part of a
transition and/or we have improved our knowledge on the behavior of the
program. A natural way to implement this idea is by considering that some
of the constraints are hard (the ones guaranteeing invariance) and others
are soft (those guaranteeing well-foundedness) in a Max-SMT framework.
Moreover, by giving diﬀerent weights to the constraints we can set priorities
and favor those invariants and (quasi-) ranking functions that lead to the
furthest progress.
Example 4.3. Let us show the ﬁrst rounds of the termination analysis of
the program in Fig. 4.4. In the ﬁrst round, the solver ﬁnds the invariant
y ≥ 1 at ℓ2 and the ranking function z for τ2. While y ≥ 1 can be added to τ3
(resulting into a new transition τ ′3), the ranking function allows eliminating
τ2 from the termination transition system (see Fig. 4.6 (b)).
In the second round, the solver cannot ﬁnd a ranking function. However,
thanks to the Max-SMT formulation, it can produce the quasi-ranking func-
tion x, which is non-increasing and strict decreasing for τ1, but not bounded.
This quasi-ranking function can be used to split transition τ1 into two new
transitions τ1.1 and τ1.2 as follows:
ρτ1.1 : x ≥ 0, y ≥ 1, x
′ = x− 1, y′ = y, z′ = z
ρτ1.2 : x < 0, y ≥ 1, x
′ = x− 1, y′ = y, z′ = z
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Then τ1.1 is immediately removed, since x is a ranking function for it. The
current termination transition system is given in Fig. 4.6 (c).
Further reﬁnements are possible. E.g., the termination transition system
can also be used for generating properties that are guaranteed to eventually
hold at a location for some computations. More speciﬁcally, we devised
the following light-weight approach for generating what we call termination
implications. The rationale is that, if we ﬁnd a property Jℓ that is implied by
all transitions going into ℓ and ℓ is ﬁnally reached, then Jℓ must hold. Then
this termination implication can be propagated forward to the transitions
going out from ℓ.
Example 4.5. Let us carry on with the termination analysis started in
example 4.3. In the third and ﬁnal round, the termination implication x < 0
is generated at ℓ2, together with the ranking function y for transition τ
′
3.
Note that the termination implication is crucial to prove the strict decrease
of y for τ ′3, and that the previously generated invariant y ≥ 1 at ℓ2 is needed
to ensure boundedness. Now τ ′3 can be removed, which makes the graph
acyclic (see Fig. 4.6 (d)). This concludes the termination proof, which
consist of the composition of three ranking functions, namely, (x, y, z).
4.3.4 Formal description of the Max-SMT method
In this section we ﬁrst describe a constraint-based method for termination
analysis that uses SMT and identify some of its shortcomings. Then we
show how Max-SMT can be used to overcome these limitations.
An SMT approach to proving termination
Following the approach described in Section 4.3.1 [Colo´n and Sipma, 2002],
to show that a transition τ is ﬁnitely executable and thus discard it, one
needs either a disability argument or a ranking function for it. To this end
we construct a constraint system, i.e. an SMT formula, whose solutions cor-
respond to either an invariant that proves disability, or a ranking function.
Given an SCC, the constraint system, if satisﬁable, will allow discarding
(at least, but possibly more than) one of the transitions in the SCC. By
iterating this procedure until no cycles are left we will obtain a termination
argument for the SCC.
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(c)(a) (b) (d)
Θ(ℓ1) ≡ true Θ(ℓ2) ≡ false
ρτ1 : y ≥ 1, x
′ = x− 1, y′ = y, z′ = z
ρτ1.2 : x < 0, y ≥ 1, x
′ = x− 1, y′ = y, z′ = z
ρτ2 : y < z, x
′ = x+ 1, y′ = y, z′ = z − 1
ρτ3 : y ≥ z, x
′ = x, y′ = x + y, z′ = z
ρτ ′3 : y ≥ 1, y ≥ z, x
′ = x, y′ = x + y, z′ = z
ℓ1ℓ1ℓ1 ℓ1
ℓ2ℓ2ℓ2 ℓ2
τ1τ1 τ1.2τ1.2
τ2
τ3 τ
′
3 τ
′
3
Figure 4.6. Evolution of the termination transition system: initially (a) and after
the ﬁrst (b), second (c) and third (d) round.
To construct the constraint system, ﬁrst of all we consider:
• for each location ℓ, a linear invariant template Iℓ(v) ≡ iℓ,0+
∑
v∈v iℓ,v ·
v ≤ 0, where iℓ,0, iℓ,v are unknown;
• a linear ranking function template R(v)≡ r0 +
∑
v∈v rv · v, where r0,
rv are unknown.
Recall that ranking functions are associated to transitions, not to loca-
tions. However, instead of introducing a template for each transition, we
just have one single template, which, if the constraint system has a solution,
will be a ranking function for a transition to be determined by the solver.
Similarly to [Bradley et al., 2005], we take the following constraints from
the deﬁnitions of inductive invariant and ranking function:
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Initiation: For ℓ ∈ L: Iℓ
def
= Θ(ℓ) ⊢ Iℓ
Disability: For τ = (ℓ, ℓ′, ρ) ∈ T :Dτ
def
= Iℓ ∧ ρ ⊢ 1 ≤ 0
Consecution: For τ = (ℓ, ℓ′, ρ) ∈ T :Cτ
def
= Iℓ ∧ ρ ⊢ I
′
ℓ′
Boundedness: For τ = (ℓ, ℓ′, ρ) ∈ T :Bτ
def
= Iℓ ∧ ρ ⊢ R ≥ 0
Strict Decrease:For τ = (ℓ, ℓ′, ρ) ∈ T :Sτ
def
= Iℓ ∧ ρ ⊢ R > R
′
Non-increase: For τ = (ℓ, ℓ′, ρ) ∈ T :Nτ
def
= Iℓ ∧ ρ ⊢ R ≥ R
′
Let L and T be the sets of locations and transitions in the SCC in hand,
respectively. Let also P be the set of pending transitions, i.e., which have not
been proved to be ﬁnitely executable yet. Then we build the next constraint
system:
∧
ℓ∈L
Iℓ ∧
∧
τ∈T
(
Dτ ∨Cτ
)
∧
∨
τ∈P
(
Dτ ∨ (Bτ ∧ Sτ )
)
∧
(
(
∧
τ∈P
Nτ ) ∨
∨
τ∈P
Dτ
)
.
The ﬁrst two conjuncts guarantee that an invariant map is computed; the
other two, that at least one of the pending transitions can be discarded.
Notice that, if there is no disabled transition, we ask that all transitions
in P are non-increasing, but only that at least one transition in P (the
next to be removed) is both bounded and strict decreasing. Note also that
for ﬁnding invariants one has to take into account all transitions in the
SCC, even those that have already been proved to be ﬁnitely executable:
otherwise some reachable states might not be covered, and the invariant
generation would become unsound. Hence in our termination analysis we
consider two transition systems: the original transition system for invariant
synthesis, whose transitions are T and which remains all the time the same;
and the termination transition system, whose transitions are P , i.e., where
transitions already shown to be ﬁnitely executable have been removed. This
duplication is similar to the cooperation graph of [Brockschmidt et al., 2013].
However, this ﬁrst approach is problematic when a ranking function
needs several invariants. A possible solution is to add more templates iter-
atively, so that for example initially invariants consisting of a single linear
inequality are tried, if unsuccessful then invariants consisting of a conjunc-
tion of two linear inequalities are tried, etc. But when proceeding in this
way, all problems before the right number of invariants is found are unsat-
isﬁable. This is wasteful, as no constructive information is retrieved from
unsatisﬁable constraint systems.
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Another problem with this method for analyzing termination is that the
kind of termination proofs it yields may be too restricted. More speciﬁcally,
when one proves that a transition τ is ﬁnitely executable, then a single termi-
nation argument shows there is no computation where τ appears inﬁnitely.
Although this produces compact proofs, on the other hand sometimes there
may not exist such a unique reason for termination, and it becomes neces-
sary a more ﬁne-grained examination. However, the approach as presented
so far does not provide a natural way or guidance for reﬁning the analysis.
A Max-SMT approach to proving termination
The main contribution of our work is to show that the constraint system
can be expressed in such a way that, even when it turns out to be unsat-
isﬁable, some information useful for reﬁning the termination analysis can
be obtained. The key observation is that, even though our aim is to prove
transitions to be ﬁnitely executable (by ﬁnding a ranking function or an
invariant that disables them), if we just ﬁnd an invariant, or an invariant
and a quasi-ranking function that is close to fulﬁll all required conditions,
we have progressed in our analysis.
The idea is to consider the constraints guaranteeing invariance as hard,
so that any solution to the constraint system will satisfy them, while the
rest are soft. Let us consider propositional variables pB, pS and pN, which
intuitively represent if the conditions of boundedness, strict decrease and
non-increase in the deﬁnition of ranking function are violated respectively,
and corresponding weights ωB, ωS and ωN. We consider now the next con-
straint system (where soft constraints are written [·, ω], and hard ones as
usual):∧
ℓ∈L
Iℓ ∧
∧
τ∈T
(
Dτ ∨Cτ
)
∧
∨
τ∈P
(
Dτ ∨
(
(Bτ ∨ pB) ∧ (Sτ ∨ pS)
))
∧
((∧
τ∈P
Nτ
)
∨
∨
τ∈P
Dτ ∨ pN
)
∧ [¬pB, ωB] ∧ [¬pS, ωS] ∧ [¬pN, ωN].
Note that ranking functions have cost 0, and (if no transition is disabled)
functions that fail in any of the conditions are penalized with the respective
weight. Thus, the Max-SMT solver looks for the best solution and gets a
ranking function if feasible; otherwise, the weights guide the search to get
invariants and quasi-ranking functions that satisfy as many conditions as
possible.
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Hence this Max-SMT approach allows recovering information even from
problems that would be unsatisﬁable in the initial method. This information
can be exploited to perform dynamic trace partitioning [Mauborgne and
Rival, 2005] as follows. Assume that the optimal solution to the above Max-
SMT formula has been computed, and let us consider a transition τ ∈ P
such that Dτ ∨ ((Bτ ∨pB)∧ (Sτ ∨pS)) evaluates to true in the solution. Then
we distinguish several cases depending on the properties satisﬁed by τ and
the computed function R:
• If τ is disabled then it can be removed.
• If R is non-increasing and satisﬁes boundedness and strict decrease for
τ , then τ can be removed too: R is a ranking function for it.
• If R is non-increasing and satisﬁes boundedness for τ but not strict
decrease, one can split τ in the termination transition system into two
new transitions: one where R > R′ is added to τ , and another one
where R = R′ is enforced. Then the new transition with R > R′ is
automatically eliminated, as R is a ranking function for it. Equiva-
lently, this can be seen as adding R = R′ to τ . Now, if the solver
could not prove R to be a true ranking function for τ because it was
missing an invariant, this transformation will guide the solver to ﬁnd
that invariant so as to disable the transition with R = R′.
• If R is non-increasing and satisﬁes strict decrease for τ but not bound-
edness, the same technique from above can be applied: it boils down
to adding R < 0 to τ .
• If R is non-increasing but neither strict decrease nor boundedness are
fulﬁlled for τ , then τ can be split into two new transitions: one with
R < 0, and another one with R ≥ 0 ∧R = R′.
• If R does not satisfy the non-increase property, then it is rejected;
however, the invariant map from the solution can be used to strengthen
the transition relations for the following iterations of the termination
analysis.
Note this analysis may be worth applying on other transitions τ in the
termination transition system apart from those that make Dτ ∨ ((Bτ ∨ pB)∧
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(Sτ ∨ pS)) true. E.g., if R is a ranking function for a transition τ but fails
to be so for another one τ ′ because strict decrease does not hold, then,
according to the above discussion, τ ′ can be strengthened with R = R′.
On the other hand, working in this iterative way requires imposing ad-
ditional constraints to avoid getting to a standstill. Namely, in the case
where non-increase does not hold and so one would like to exploit the
invariant, it is necessary to impose that the invariant is not redundant.
More in detail, let us consider a ﬁxed location ℓ, and let I
(1)
ℓ , . . . , I
(k)
ℓ be
the previously computed invariants at location ℓ. Then Iℓ, the invariant
to be generated at ℓ, is redundant if it is implied by I
(1)
ℓ , ..., I
(k)
ℓ , i.e., if
Eℓ
def
= ∀v (I
(1)
ℓ (v) ∧ . . . ∧ I
(k)
ℓ (v)→ Iℓ(v)). So we impose pN → ¬
∧
ℓ∈L Eℓ to
ensure that violating non-increase leads to non-redundant invariants. Con-
ditions are added similarly to avoid redundant quasi-ranking functions.
Another advantage of this Max-SMT approach is that by using diﬀerent
weights we can express priorities over conditions. Since, as explained above,
violating the property of non-increase invalidates the computed function R,
it is convenient to make ωN the largest weight. On the other hand, when
non-increase and boundedness are fulﬁlled but not strict decrease an equality
is added to the transition, whereas when non-increase and strict decrease
are fulﬁlled but not boundedness just an inequality is added. As we prefer
the former to the latter, in our implementation (see Section 4.3.7) we set
ωB > ωS.
A further improvement is the generation of termination implications. A
termination implication at a location ℓ is an assertion J(v) such that any
transition in the termination transition system that leads into ℓ implies it,
i.e., it holds that ρ |= J(v′), where ρ is the relation of the transition. Thus, J
will eventually hold when ℓ is reached (although, unlike ordinary invariants,
may not initially be true; see Section 4.3.3). Hence, it can be propagated
forward in the termination transition system to the transitions going out
from ℓ. To produce termination implications, for each location ℓ a new
linear inequality template Jℓ(v) is introduced and the following constraint
is imposed:
∧
τ=(ℓˆ,ℓ,ρ)∈P (Dτ ∨ Iℓˆ ∧ ρ ⊢ J
′
ℓ) . Additional constraints are
enforced to ensure that new termination implications are not redundant
with the already computed invariants and termination implications.
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4.3.5 Related work
Our research builds upon [Bradley et al., 2005], where the constraint-based
method (see Section 3.2) was ﬁrst applied to termination. However, we
extend this work in several aspects. First, in that approach only linear pro-
grams with unnested loops can be handled, while we can deal with arbitrary
control structures. Moreover, in [Bradley et al., 2005] the generation of
their lexicographic ranking functions requires a higher-level loop that, be-
fore sending the constraint problem to the solver, determines the precedence
of the transitions in the lexicographic order. On the other hand, in our ap-
proach this outer loop is not needed. Finally, thanks to assigning weights
to the constraints, unlike [Bradley et al., 2005] we do not need to stipulate
the number of supporting invariants that will be needed a priori, and hence
our constraint problems are simpler. Further, weights allow us to guide the
solving engine in the search of appropriate ranking functions and invariants.
In [Cook et al., 2013], the lexicographic approach of [Bradley et al., 2005]
is extended so as to handle programs with complex control ﬂow. However,
their method still requires to search for the right ordering of the transitions
in order to obtain a successful termination proof. Moreover, in this technique
the procedures for synthesizing ranking functions and auxiliary invariants
do not share enough information, while in this thesis these mechanisms are
tightly coupled. Finally, in [Brockschmidt et al., 2013] a method closely
related to ours is presented. Both approaches, which have been developed
independently, go in the same direction of achieving a better cooperation
between the invariant and the ranking function syntheses. Still, a signiﬁcant
diﬀerence is that we can exploit the quasi-ranking functions produced in the
absence of ranking functions in order to progress in the termination analysis.
4.3.6 Implementation
The method presented in Section 4.3.4 has been implemented in the tool
CppInv1. This section describes this implementation.
CppInv admits code written in C++ as well as in the language of T2
[Cook et al., 2013]. The system analyses programs with integer variables,
linear expressions and function calls. Variables of other data types, such
1CppInv, together with all benchmarks used in the experimental evaluation of Sec-
tion 4.3.7, is available at www.cs.upc.edu/~albert/cppinv-Term.tar.gz.
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x < 0
x > 0
y < 0
y > 0
z < 0
z > 0
Figure 4.7. Chain of locations obtained from a sequence of statements assume(x 6=
0); assume(y 6= 0); assume(z 6= 0). Note disequalities are not natively supported,
and so have to be split into disjunctions of inequalities.
as ﬂoating-point variables, are treated as unknown values. Function calls
are handled with techniques similar to those in [Cook et al., 2009], although
currently the returned value is ignored. Further, for recursive functions, after
a function call we assign unknowns to all variables that can be modiﬁed in
the call (i.e., global variables and variables passed by reference).
In the transformation from the source code to the internal transition
system representation, CppInv attempts to reduce the number of locations
by composing transitions. Still, this preprocessing may result in an expo-
nential growth in the number of transitions. As our technique does not
require minimized transition systems for soundness, the tool stops this loca-
tion minimization if a threshold number of transitions is reached. Moreover,
whenever a chain of locations connected by transitions that do not modify
variables (see Fig. 4.7) is detected, CppInv does not attempt to eliminate
the locations: since no variable is updated, in these transitions any function
satisﬁes the non-increase condition, while no ranking function is possible.
For this reason, when producing the constraints, these transitions are ig-
nored as far as termination is concerned, and are only considered for the
generation of invariants.
Once the input is represented as a transition system, the actual termi-
nation analysis starts. See procedure ProvedTransSysTerm in Algorithm 4.8.
The SCC’s are computed and topologically sorted, and each SCC is pro-
cessed according to this order. Processing an SCC involves ﬁrst performing
a copy of the transitions for keeping track of those not proven ﬁnitely ex-
ecutable yet. Then the initial conditions are updated with the strongest
postconditions of the incoming transitions from previous SCC’s, where the
strongest postcondition of a transition relation ρ(v, v′) is the assertion
SPost(ρ)(v) ≡ ∃w ρ(w, v). Finally the SCC is analysed for termination. If
it could not be proved terminating, the procedure stops. Otherwise the next
SCC is dealt with.
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Algorithm 4.8 Proc. ProvedTransSysTerm
Input: Transition System S = (v, L, Θ, T )
Output: true if transition system S can be proved terminating
1: (C,≺)← ComputeSCCsAndTopologicallySort(S) {C is the list of SCC’s
topologically sorted according to ordering ≺}
2: for all (C ∈ C by ≺) do
3: (L, T )← (Locations(C),Transitions(C))
4: P ← Copy(T )
5: for all (ℓ ∈ L : ∃(ℓˆ, ℓ, ρ) ∈ T with ℓˆ ∈ Ĉ ≺ C) do
6: Θ(ℓ)← Θ(ℓ) ∨ SPost(ρ)
7: end for
8: if not ProvedSCCTerm(L, T, P ) then
9: return false
10: end if
11: end for
12: return true
Procedure ProvedSCCTerm in Algorithm 4.9 orchestrates the analysis of
termination of SCC’s. It takes as arguments: a set of locations L and a set
of transitions T , corresponding to an SCC of the transition system; and the
termination transition system: a non-empty set P ⊆ T of transitions that
still have to be proved ﬁnitely executable. As explained in Section 4.3.1, one
may assume that the graph induced by P is strongly connected. The func-
tion returns true if all transitions in P can be proved ﬁnitely executable.
We found out that, instead of directly solving the full constraint system
introduced in Section 4.3.4, in practice it is preferable to proceed by phases.
Each phase2 (procedures DisTrans, RankFun and TermImpl) attempts to re-
move transitions from P by diﬀerent means, and returns true if P has
become empty or it is no longer strongly connected. In the former case, we
are done. In the latter, the same procedure is recursively called. If after all
phases P is non-empty, we report failure to prove termination.
In the ﬁrst phase (procedure DisTrans), CppInv attempts to eliminate
transitions with disability arguments by generating the appropriate invari-
ants (neither ranking functions nor termination implications are considered
at this point). This is achieved by solving the following Max-SMT for-
mula:
∧
ℓ∈L Iℓ ∧
∧
τ∈T (Dτ ∨Cτ )∧ (
∨
τ∈T Dτ ∨ pD)∧ [¬pD, ωD]
3, where pD is a
2These phases have a time limit in our implementation although this is not made
explicit in the pseudo-code shown below.
3Constraints that avoid redundancy are not included for simplicity.
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Algorithm 4.9 Proc. ProvedSCCTerm
Input: Set of locations L, set of transitions T , and set of transitions P
Output: true if all transitions in P can be proved ﬁnitely executable
1: if DisTrans(L, T, P ) or RankFun(L, T, P ) or TermImpl(L, T, P ) then
2: if P = ∅ then
3: return true
4: end if
5: C ← ComputeSCCs(P )
6: for all (C ′ ∈ C) do
7: T ′ ← Transitions(C ′)
8: if T ′ 6= ∅ and not ProvedSCCTerm(L, T, T ′) then
9: return false
10: end if
11: end for
12: return true
13: else
14: return false
15: end if
propositional variable meaning that no transition can be disabled, and ωD is
the corresponding weight. Transitions that are detected to be disabled (by
means of a call to an SMT solver) are removed both from the original and
the termination transition system. Invariants are used to strengthen the
transition relations as described in Section 4.3.2. The process is repeated
while new transitions can be disabled.
In the second phase (procedure RankFun), the system eliminates tran-
sitions by using ranking functions as arguments (termination implications
are not considered at this point). If the computed function R satisﬁes the
non-increase property, then each of the transitions τ in the termination tran-
sition system is examined and either removed if R is a ranking function for
τ , or split otherwise, as described in Section 4.3.4.
The third and ﬁnal phase (procedure TermImpl, not detailed here) is very
similar to the previous one, with the diﬀerence that termination implications
are also included.
As regards the constraints, we restrain ourselves to invariants and rank-
ing functions with integer coeﬃcients, since this allows us to exploit eﬃcient
non-linear solving techniques [Borralleras et al., 2012; Larraz et al., 2014b].
Moreover, in order to perform integer reasoning, we use the encoding tech-
nique explained in Section 3.2.2 based on Farkas’ Lemma. Then, CppInv
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Algorithm 4.10 Proc. DisTrans
Input: Set of locations L, set of transitions T , and set of transitions P
Output: true if P has become empty or it’s no longer strongly connected
1: cont← true
2: while cont do
3: cont← false
4: for all (τ = (ℓ, ℓ′, ρ) ∈ P ) do
5: if ρ is UNSAT then {τ is disabled}
6: (T, P )← (T − {τ}, P − {τ})
7: end if
8: end for
9: if P = ∅ then
10: return true
11: end if
12: H ←
∧
ℓ∈L
Iℓ ∧
∧
τ∈T
(Dτ ∨ Cτ ) ∧
∨
τ∈T
(Dτ ∨ pD)
13: S ← [¬pD, ωD]
14: (I, c)← Solve(H ∧ S) {I invariant map, c cost of solution}
15: if c =∞ then
16: break {No solution to hard clauses}
17: end if
18: for all (ℓ ∈ L, (ℓ, ℓ′, ρ) ∈ T ) do {Strengthen relation with invariant}
19: ρ← ρ ∧ I(ℓ)
20: end for
21: cont← c = 0
22: end while
23: return not IsStronglyConnected(P )
uses Barcelogic for solving the generated constraints (see Section 2.1.3).
4.3.7 Experimental evaluation
The method presented in this section has been implemented in the tool
CppInv4. Here we show experiments that evaluate the performance of
CppInv on a wide set of examples, which have been taken from the on-
line programming learning environment Jutge.org [Petit et al., 2012] (see
www.jutge.org), and from benchmark suites in [Brockschmidt et al., 2013]
and in research.microsoft.com/en-us/projects/t2/. We provide here a com-
parison with the new version of T2, which according to the results given
4CppInv, together with all benchmarks used in the experimental evaluation, is available
at www.cs.upc.edu/~albert/cppinv-Term.tar.gz.
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Algorithm 4.11 Proc. RankFun
Input: Set of locations L, set of transitions T , and set of transitions P
Output: true if P has become empty or it’s no longer strongly connected
1: while (true) do
2: H ←
∧
ℓ∈L
Iℓ ∧
∧
τ∈T
Cτ ∧
∨
τ∈P
(
(Bτ ∨ pB) ∧ (Sτ ∨ pS)
)
∧
∧
τ∈P
(Nτ ∨ pN)
3: S ← [¬pB, ωB] ∧ [¬pS, ωS] ∧ [¬pN, ωN]
4: (I,R, c) = Solve(H ∧ S)
5: if c =∞ then
6: return false {No solution to hard clauses}
7: end if
8: for all (ℓ ∈ L, (ℓ, ℓ′, ρ) ∈ T ) do {Strengthen relation with invariant}
9: ρ← ρ ∧ I(ℓ)
10: end for
11: for all (τ = (ℓ, ℓ′, ρ) ∈ P ) do
12: if ρ is UNSAT then {τ is disabled}
13: (T, P )← (T − {τ}, P − {τ})
14: end if
15: end for
16: if NonIncrease(R) then
17: for all (τ ∈ P ) do
18: if Bounded(τ,R) and StrictDecrease(τ,R) then
19: P ← P − {τ}
20: else
21: Split(τ,R, P ) {Splits τ}
22: end if
23: end for
24: end if
25: if P = ∅ or not IsStronglyConnected(P ) then
26: return true
27: end if
28: end while
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in [Brockschmidt et al., 2013] is performing much better when proving termi-
nation than most of the existing tools, including Terminator [Cook et al.,
2006], AProVE [Otto et al., 2010] or ARMC [Podelski and Rybalchenko,
2007], among others. We have tried CProver [Tsitovich et al., 2011] and
LoopFrog [Kroening et al., 2009] as well, but the results were not good on
these sets of benchmarks. All experiments were performed on an Intel Core
i7 with 3.40GHz clock speed and 16 GB of RAM.
noMS MS MS+QR MS+QR+TI T2
Set1 210 218 226 236 245
Set2 242 249 259 272 275(+3)
Table 4.12. Results with benchmarks from T2
The ﬁrst two considered sets of benchmarks are those provided by the
T2 developers. Following the experiments in [Brockschmidt et al., 2013], we
have set a 300 secs. timeout. In order to show the impact of the diﬀerent
techniques described so far in this chapter, Table 4.12 presents the number
of programs proved terminating while adding the diﬀerent ingredients:
• (noMS) implements the generation of invariants and ranking func-
tions using a translation to SMT(NA), but without using Max-SMT,
i.e. with all constraints hard. The fact that this plain version can al-
ready prove many instances hints on the goodness of our underlying
algorithm and the impact of using our NA-solver in this application.
• (MS) implements the generation of invariants and ranking functions
using Max-SMT(NA), where the constraints imposed by the ranking
function are added as soft.
• (MS+QR) adds to the previous case the possibility to use quasi-
ranking functions.
• (MS+QR+TI) adds to the previous case the possibility to infer ter-
mination implications.
Note that every added improvement allows us to prove some more in-
stances, while none is lost due to the additional complexity of the constraints
generated.
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Moreover, by looking into the results in more detail, we have observed
that our tool and T2 complement each other to some extent: in Set1 CppInv
can prove 5 instances which cannot be proved by T2, while we cannot prove
14 which can be handled by T2; similarly, in Set2 CppInv can prove 8
programs which cannot be proved by T2, while we cannot prove 11 that can
be handled by T2 (the +3 in Table 4.12 refers to 3 instances which include
constructs not supported by CppInv). The average time in YES answers of
T2 is 2.9 secs and of CppInv is 12.8 secs.
CppInv T2
P11655 324 328
P12603 143 140
P12828 707 710
P16415 81 81
P24674 171 168
P33412 478 371
CppInv T2
P40685 324 329
P45965 780 793
P70756 243 235
P81966 2663 926
P82660 174 177
P84219 325 243
Table 4.13. Results with benchmarks from Jutge.org.
In Table 4.13, we show the comparison of CppInv (with all described
techniques) and T2 on our benchmarks from the programming learning en-
vironment Jutge.org, which is currently being used in several programming
courses in the Universitat Polite`cnica de Catalunya. The benchmark suite
consists of thousands of solutions written by students to 12 diﬀerent pro-
gramming problems. These programs can be considered challenging exam-
ples since most often they are not the most elegant solution but one with
many more conditional statements than necessary. In this case, due to the
size of the benchmark suite, for the execution of both tools we have set a
120 secs. timeout. The average time in YES answers of T2 is 1.7 secs. and
of CppInv is 1.6 secs. Note that, in order to run these benchmarks in T2,
we have translated them into T2 format using our intermediate transition
graph. This may be a disadvantage for T2, as it happens in the reverse
way when CppInv is run on T2 benchmark set. In particular, we think
that the bad performance of T2 in the problem sets P33412, P81966 and
P84219 may be related to the way we handle division, which is crucial in
these examples.
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4.4 Proving non-termination using Max-SMT
In this section we show how Max-SMT-based invariant generation can be
exploited for proving non-termination of programs. We assume that every
program is modeled with a transition system (cf. Section 2.2), and only
scalar variables are declared. We will distinguish between two kind of vari-
ables, namely, the program variables v, and the non-deterministic variables
u. The latter, described in the next section, are introduced to model non-
determinism, and they represent arbitrary values.
4.4.1 Modeling of non-determinism
When proving termination, non-determinism might have the eﬀect of pre-
venting fulﬁllment of a particular property for all the reachable states. How-
ever, if a termination proof like the described in Subsection 4.3.1 is found,
without a special concern about non-determinism, then we can be sure that
the proof is correct. In contrast, when proving non-termination it is crucial
to reason about non-determinism to ensure correctness of a proof.
For the sake of presentation, we assume that the non-determinism of
programs can come only from non-deterministic assignments of the form
i := nondet(), where i ∈ v is a program variable. Note that, however, this
assumption still allows one to encode other kinds of non-determinism. For
instance, any non-deterministic branching of the form if(∗){} else{} can be
cast into this framework by introducing a new program variable k ∈ v and
rewriting into the form k := nondet(); if(k ≥ 0){} else{}.
The transition relation of a non-deterministic assignment of the form
i := nondet(), where i ∈ v, is represented by the formula i′ = u1, where
u1 ∈ u is a fresh non-deterministic variable. Note that u1 is not a program
variable, i.e., u1 /∈ v, and is added only to model the non-deterministic
assignment. Thus, without loss of generality on the kind of non-deterministic
programs we can model, we will assume that every non-deterministic variable
appears in at most one transition relation. A transition that includes a non-
deterministic variable in its transition relation is called non-deterministic
(abbreviated as nondet).
Given a transition relation ρ = ρ(v, u, v′), we will use ρ(v) to denote the
conditional part of ρ, i.e., the conjunction of linear inequalities in ρ contain-
ing only variables in v. For a transition system modeling real programs, the
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following conditions are true:
For τ = (ℓ, ℓ′, ρ) ∈ T : ∀v, u∃v′. ρ(v)→ ρ(v, u, v′). (4.1)
For ℓ ∈ L :
∨
(ℓ,ℓ′,ρ)
ρ(v) , true. (4.2)
For τ1 = (ℓ, ℓ1, ρ1), τ2 = (ℓ, ℓ2, ρ2) ∈ T , τ1 6= τ2 : ρ1(v) ∧ ρ2(v) , false. (4.3)
Condition (4.1) guarantees that next values for the program variables always
exist if the conditional part of the transition holds. Condition (4.2) expresses
that, for any location, at least one of the outgoing transitions from that
location can always be executed. Finally, condition (4.3) says that any
two diﬀerent transitions from the same location are mutually exclusive, i.e.,
conditional branching is always deterministic.
Example 4.14. Let us consider the program shown in Fig. 4.15. Note how
the two non-deterministic assignments have been replaced in the CFG by
assignments to fresh non-deterministic variables u1 and u2. Condition (4.2)
is trivially satisﬁed for ℓ0 and ℓ2, since the conditional part of their outgoing
transition relations is empty. Regarding ℓ1, clearly the formula x ≥ y ∨ x <
y is a tautology. Condition (4.3) is also easy to check: the conditional parts
of ρτ2 , ρτ3 and ρτ4 are pairwise unsatisﬁable. Finally, condition (4.1) trivially
holds since the primed parts of the transition relations consist of equalities
whose left-hand side is always a diﬀerent variable.
ℓ0: int x, y;
ℓ1: while (x ≥ y)
if (x ≥ 0)
x := nondet();
y := y + 1;
else
y := nondet();
ℓ2:
ℓ0 ℓ1 ℓ2
τ1
τ2
τ3
τ4
ρτ1 : x
′=x ∧ y′=y
ρτ2 : x ≥ y ∧ x ≥ 0 ∧
x′=u1 ∧ y′=y + 1
ρτ3 : x ≥ y ∧ x < 0 ∧
x′=x ∧ y′=u2
ρτ4 : x < y ∧ x
′=x ∧
y′=y
Figure 4.15. Program involving non-deterministic assignments, together with its
CFG
4.4.2 Overview of the Max-SMT approach
Our method analyses each Strongly Connected SubGraph (SCSG) of a pro-
gram’s control ﬂow graph and, by means of Max-SMT solving, tries to ﬁnd
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a formula at every node of the SCSG that satisﬁes certain properties. First,
the formula has to be a quasi-invariant, i.e., it must satisfy the consecution
condition of inductive invariants, but not necessarily the initiation condition.
Hence, if it holds at the node during execution once, then it continues to
hold from then onwards. Second, the formula has to be edge-closing, mean-
ing that it forbids taking any of the outgoing edges from that node that exit
the SCSG. Now, once we have computed an edge-closing quasi-invariant for
every node of the SCSG, if a state is reached that satisﬁes one of them, then
program execution will remain within the SCSG from then onwards. The
existence of such a state is tested with an oﬀ-the-shelf reachability checker.
If it succeeds, we have proved non-termination of the original program, and
the edge-closing quasi-invariants of the SCSG and the trace given by the
reachability checker form the witness of non-termination.
Our approach diﬀers from previous methods in two major ways. First,
edge-closing quasi-invariants are more generic properties than the witnesses
for non-termination produced by other provers, and thus are likely to carry
more information and be more useful in bug ﬁnding. Second, our non-
termination witnesses include SCSGs, which are larger structures than, e.g.,
lassos. Note that the number of SCSGs present in any CFG is ﬁnite, while
the number of lassos is inﬁnite. Because of these diﬀerences, our method
is more likely to converge. Moreover, lasso-based methods can only handle
periodic non-termination, while our approach can deal with aperiodic non-
termination too.
Our technique is based on constraint solving for invariant generation (see
Section 3.2) and is goal-directed. Before discussing it formally, we describe
it with a simple example. Consider the program in Fig. 4.16(a). The CFG
for this program is shown in Fig. 4.16(b). The edges of the CFG represent
the transitions between the locations. For every transition τ , we denote the
formula of its transition relation by ρτ (i, j, i
′, j′). The unprimed variables
represent the values of the variables before the transition, and the primed
ones represent the values after the transition. By ρτ (i, j) we denote the
conditional part of τ , which only involves the pre-variables. Fig. 4.16(c)
shows all non-trivial (i.e. with at least one edge) SCSGs present in the
CFG. For every SCSG, the dashed edges are those that exit the SCSG and
hence are not part of it. Note that SCSG-1 is a maximal strongly connected
subgraph, and thus is a strongly connected component of the CFG. Notice
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ℓ0: int i, j;
j := -1;
ℓ1: while (i > 0 && j != 0)
i := i + j;
j := j + 2;
ℓ2:
ℓ0
ℓ1 ℓ2
τ1
τ2
τ3
τ5
τ4
ρτ1 : j
′ = −1
ρτ2 : i ≥ 1 ∧ j ≤ −1 ∧
i′ = i+ j ∧ j′ = j + 2
ρτ3 : i ≥ 1 ∧ j ≥ 1 ∧
i′ = i+ j ∧ j′ = j + 2
ρτ4 : i ≤ 0 ∧ i
′ = i ∧ j′ = j
ρτ5 : i ≥ 1 ∧ j = 0 ∧ i
′ = i ∧ j′ = j
(a) (b)
ℓ1τ2
τ3
τ4
τ5 ℓ1τ2
τ4
τ5τ3
SCSG-1 SCSG-2
ℓ1
τ3
τ4
τ5
τ2
SCSG-3
For SCSG-3 :
Iteration 1 :
Solution for Mℓ1 : j ≥ 1
Disabled transitions : τ2, τ5
Quasi-invariant Qℓ1 : j ≥ 1
Iteration 2 :
Solution for Mℓ1 : i ≥ 1
Disabled transitions : τ4
Quasi-invariant Qℓ1 : j ≥ 1 ∧ i ≥ 1
Reachable path : ℓ0 → ℓ1 → ℓ1
(c) (d)
Figure 4.16. Example program (a) together with its corresponding CFG (b), non-
trivial SCSGs (c) and non-termination analysis (d)
also that τ3 is an additional exit edge for SCSG-2, and similarly τ2 is an exit
edge for SCSG-3. The non-termination of this example comes from SCSG-3.
Our approach considers every SCSG of the graph one by one. In every
iteration of our method, we try to ﬁnd a formula at every node of the SCSG
under consideration. This formula is originally represented as a template
with unknown coeﬃcients. We then form a system of constraints involv-
ing the template coeﬃcients in the Max-SMT framework. In a Max-SMT
problem, some of the constraints are hard, meaning that any solution to
the system of constraints must satisfy them, and others are soft, which may
or may not be satisﬁed. Soft constraints carry a weight, and the goal of
the Max-SMT solver is to ﬁnd a solution for the hard constraints such that
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the sum of the weights for the soft constraints violated by the solution is
minimized. In our method, essentially the hard constraints encode that the
formula should obey the consecution condition, and every soft constraint
encodes that the formula will disable an exit edge. A solution to this sys-
tem of constraints assigns values to template coeﬃcients, thus giving us the
required formula at every node.
Consider the analysis of SCSG-3 (refer to Fig. 4.16(d)). Note that there
is a single node ℓ1 and a single transition τ3 in SCSG-3. We denote by
E = {τ2, τ4, τ5} the set of exit edges for SCSG-3. By Qℓ1(i, j) we denote the
quasi-invariant at node ℓ1. Initially Qℓ1(i, j) , true. In the ﬁrst iteration,
for node ℓ1 we assign a template Mℓ1(i, j) : a.i+ b.j ≤ c.
We then form the Max-SMT problem consisting of the following system
of hard and soft constraints:
(Consecution) ∀ i, j, i′, j′. Mℓ1(i, j) ∧ Qℓ1(i, j) ∧ ρτ3(i, j, i
′, j′)→Mℓ1(i
′, j′)
(Edge-Closing) For all τ ∈ E: ∀ i, j. Mℓ1(i, j) ∧ Qℓ1(i, j)→ ¬ρτ (i, j)
The consecution constraint is hard, while the edge-closing constraints
are soft (with weight, say, 1). The edge-closing constraint for τ ∈ E en-
codes that, from any state satisfying Mℓ1(i, j) ∧ Qℓ1(i, j), the transition τ
is disabled and cannot be executed.
In the ﬁrst iteration, a solution for Mℓ1 gives us the formula j ≥ 1. This
formula satisﬁes the edge-closing constraints for τ2 and τ5. We conjoin this
formula to Qℓ1 , updating it to Qℓ1(i, j) , j ≥ 1. We also update E = {τ4}
by removing τ2 and τ5, as these edges are now disabled.
In the second iteration, we again consider the same template Mℓ1(i, j)
and try to solve the Max-SMT problem above with updated Qℓ1(i, j) and E.
This time we get a solution that gives us the formula i ≥ 1, which satisﬁes
the edge-closing constraint for τ4. We again update Qℓ1(i, j) , j ≥ 1 ∧ i ≥ 1
by conjoining the new formula. We update E = ∅ by removing the disabled
edge τ4. Now all exit edges have been disabled, and thus the quasi-invariant
Qℓ1(i, j) is edge-closing.
In the ﬁnal step of our method, we use a reachability checker to determine
if any state satisfying Qℓ1(i, j) at location ℓ1 is reachable. This test succeeds,
and a path ℓ0 → ℓ1 → ℓ1 is obtained. Notice that the path goes through the
loop once before we reach the required state. At this point, we have proved
non-termination of the original program.
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4.4.3 Quasi-invariants and non-termination
Here we will introduce the core concept of this work, that of a quasi-
invariant : a property such that, if it is satisﬁed at a location during ex-
ecution once, then it continues to hold at that location from then onwards.
The importance of this notion resides in the fact that it is a key ingredient
in our witnesses of non-termination: if each location of an SCSG can be
mapped to a quasi-invariant that is edge-closing, i.e., that forbids executing
any of the outgoing transitions that leave the SCSG, and the SCSG can
be reached at a state satisfying the corresponding quasi-invariant, then the
program is non-terminating (if nondet transitions are present, additional
properties are required, as will be seen below). A constructive proof of this
claim is given at the end of this section.
First of all, let us deﬁne basic notation. For a strongly connected sub-
graph (SCSG) C of a program’s CFG, we denote by LC the set of locations
of C, and by T C the set of edges of C. We deﬁne EC
def
= {τ = (ℓ, ℓ′, ρ) | ℓ ∈
LC , τ /∈ T C} to be the set of exit edges of C.
Consider a map Q that assigns a formula Qℓ(v) to each of the locations
ℓ ∈ LC . Consider also a map U that assigns a formula Uτ (v, u) to each tran-
sition τ ∈ T C , which represents the restriction that the non-deterministic
variables must obey.5 The map Q is a quasi-invariant map on C with re-
striction U if:
(Consecution)
For τ = (ℓ, ℓ′, ρ) ∈ T C : ∀v, u, v′. Qℓ(v) ∧ ρ(v, u, v
′) ∧ Uτ (v, u)→ Qℓ′(v
′) (4.4)
Condition (4.4) says that, whenever a state at ℓ ∈ LC satisfying Qℓ is
reached and a transition from ℓ to ℓ′ can be executed, then the resulting
state satisﬁes Qℓ′ . This condition corresponds to the consecution condition
for inductive invariants (see Section 3.2). Since inductive invariants are
additionally required to satisfy initiation conditions, we refer to properties
satisfying condition (4.4) as quasi-invariants, hence the name for Q.
Example 4.17. In order to explain the roles of Q and U , consider the
program in Fig. 4.15. It is easy to see that if x ≥ y were a quasi-invariant at
ℓ1, the program would be non-terminating (provided ℓ1 is reachable with a
state such that x ≥ y). However, due to the non-deterministic assignments,
5For the sake of presentation, we assume that Uτ is defined for all transitions, whether
they are deterministic or not. In the former case, by convention Uτ is true.
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the property is not a quasi-invariant. On the other hand, if we add the
restrictions Uτ2 := u1 ≥ x + 1 and Uτ3 := u2 ≤ y, which constrain the
non-deterministic choices in the assignments, the quasi-invariant holds and
non-termination is proved.
Additionally, our method also needs that Q and U are reachable and
unblocking :
(Reachability) ∃ ℓ ∈ LC . ∃ σ s.t. (ℓ, σ) is reachable and σ |= Qℓ(v) (4.5)
(Unblocking) For τ = (ℓ, ℓ′, ρ) ∈ T C : ∀v∃u. Qℓ(v) ∧ ρ(v)→ Uτ (v, u) (4.6)
Condition (4.5) says that there exists a computation reaching a state (ℓ, σ)
such that σ satisﬁes the quasi-invariant at location ℓ.
As for condition (4.6), consider a state σ at some ℓ ∈ LC satisfying Qℓ(v).
This condition says that, for any transition τ = (ℓ, ℓ′, ρ) ∈ T C from ℓ, if σ
satisﬁes the conditional part ρ(v), then we can always make a choice for the
non-deterministic assignment that obeys the restriction Uτ (v, u).
The last property we require from quasi-invariants is that they are edge-
closing. Formally, the quasi-invariant map Q on C is edge-closing if it satis-
ﬁes all of the following constraints:
(Edge-Closing) For τ = (ℓ, ℓ′, ρ) ∈ EC : ∀v. Qℓ(v)→ ¬ρ(v) (4.7)
Condition (4.7) says that, from any state at ℓ ∈ LC that satisﬁes Qℓ(v), all
the exit transitions are disabled and cannot be executed.
The following is the main result of this section:
Theorem 4.18. Q, U that satisfy (4.4), (4.5), (4.6) and (4.7) for a certain
SCSG C of a CFG P imply non-termination of P .
In order to prove Theorem 4.18, we need the following lemma:
Lemma 4.19. Let us assume that Q, U satisfy (4.4), (4.6) and (4.7) for a
certain SCSG C. Let (ℓ, σ) be a state such that ℓ ∈ LC and σ |= Qℓ(v). Then
there exists a state (ℓ′, σ′) such that ℓ′ ∈ LC , σ′ |= Qℓ′(v) and (ℓ, σ)
τ
→ (ℓ′, σ′)
for a certain τ ∈ T C .
Proof. By condition (4.2) (which is implicitly assumed to hold), there is a
transition τ of the form (ℓ, ℓ′, ρ) for a certain ℓ′ ∈ L such that σ |= ρ(v). Now,
by virtue of condition (4.7), since σ |= Qℓ(v) we have that τ ∈ T
C . Thus,
ℓ′ ∈ LC . Moreover, thanks to condition (4.6) and σ |= Qℓ(v) and σ |= ρ(v),
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we deduce that there exist values ν for the non-deterministic variables u
such that (σ, ν) |= Uτ (v, u). Further, by condition (4.1) (which is again
implicitly assumed), we have that there exists a state σ′ such that (σ, ν, σ′) |=
ρ(v, u, v′). All in all, by condition (4.4) and the fact that σ |= Qℓ(v) and
(σ, ν, σ′) |= ρ(v, u, v′) and (σ, ν) |= Uτ (v, u), we get that σ
′ |= Qℓ′(v
′), or
equivalently by renaming variables, σ′ |= Qℓ′(v). So (ℓ
′, σ′) satisﬁes the
required properties.
Now we are ready to prove Theorem 4.18:
Proof of Theorem 4.18. We will construct an inﬁnite computation, which
will serve as a witness of non-termination. Thanks to condition (4.5), we
know that there exist a location ℓ ∈ LC and a state σ such that (ℓ, σ) is
reachable and σ |= Qℓ(v). As (ℓ, σ) is reachable, there is a computation π
whose last state is (ℓ, σ). Now, since Q, U satisfy (4.4), (4.6) and (4.7) for C,
and ℓ ∈ LC and σ |= Qℓ(v), we can apply Lemma 4.19 to inductively extend
π to an inﬁnite computation of P .
4.4.4 Computing proofs of non-termination
In this section we explain how proofs of non-termination are eﬀectively
computed. As outlined in Subsection 4.4.2, ﬁrst of all we exhaustively enu-
merate the SCSGs of the CFG. For each SCSG C, our non-termination
proving procedure Prove-NT, which will be described below, is called. By
means of Max-SMT solving, this procedure iteratively computes an unblock-
ing quasi-invariant map Q and a restriction map U for C. If the construction
is successful and eventually edge-closedness can be achieved, and moreover
the quasi-invariants of C can be reached, then the synthesized Q, U satisfy
the properties of Theorem 4.18, and therefore the program is guaranteed
not to terminate.
In a nutshell, the enumeration of SCSGs considers a strongly connected
component (SCC) of the CFG at a time, and then generates all the SCSGs
included in that SCC. More precisely, ﬁrst of all the SCCs are considered
according to a topological ordering in the CFG. Then, once an SCC S is
ﬁxed, the SCSGs included in S are heuristically enumerated starting from S
itself (since taking a strictly smaller subgraph would imply discarding some
transitions a priori arbitrarily), then simple cycles in S (as they are easier
to deal with), and then the rest of SCSGs included in S.
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Algorithm 4.20 Proc. Prove-NT
Input: SCSG C, CFG P
1: For ℓ ∈ LC , set Qℓ(v)← true
2: For τ ∈ T C , set Uτ (v, u)← true
3: EC ← EC
4: while EC 6= ∅ do
5: At ℓ ∈ LC , assign a template Mℓ(v)
6: At τ ∈ T C , assign a template Nℓ(v, u)
7: Solve Max-SMT problem with hard constraints (4.8), (4.9), (4.10) and
soft constraints (4.11)
8: if no model for hard clauses is found then
9: return Unknown, ⊥
10: end if
11: For ℓ ∈ LC , let M̂ℓ(v) = Solution for Mℓ(v)
12: For τ ∈ T C , let N̂τ (v, u) = Solution for Nτ (v, u)
13: For ℓ ∈ LC , set Qℓ(v)← Qℓ(v) ∧ M̂ℓ(v)
14: For τ ∈ T C , set Uτ (v, u)← Uτ (v, u) ∧ N̂τ (v, u)
15: Remove from EC disabled edges
16: end while
17: for all ℓ ∈ LC do
18: if Reachable (ℓ, σ) in P s.t. σ |= Qℓ(v) then
19: let π = reachable path to (ℓ, σ)
20: return Non-Terminating, (Q, U , π)
21: end if
22: end for
23: return Unknown, ⊥
Then, once the SCSG C is ﬁxed, our non-termination proving procedure
Prove-NT (Algorithm 4.20) is called. The procedure takes as input an
SCSG C of the program’s CFG, and the CFG itself. For every location
ℓ ∈ LC , we initially assign a quasi-invariant Qℓ(v) , true. Similarly, for
every transition τ ∈ T C , we initially assign a restriction Uτ (v, u) , true.
The set EC keeps track of the exit edges of C that have not been discarded
yet, and hence at the beginning we have EC = EC . Then we iterate in a loop
in order to strengthen the quasi-invariants and restrictions till EC = ∅, that
is, all the exit edges of C are disabled.
In every iteration we assign a template Mℓ(v) ≡ mℓ,0+
∑
v∈vmℓ,v ·v ≤ 0
to each ℓ ∈ LC . We also assign a template Nτ (v, u) ≡ nτ,0 +
∑
v∈v nτ,v · v +∑
u∈u nτ,u · u ≤ 0 to each τ ∈ T
C .6 Then we form the Max-SMT problem
6Actually templates Nτ (v, u) are only introduced for nondet transitions. To simplify
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with the following constraints:7
• For τ = (ℓ, ℓ′, ρ) ∈ T C :
∀v, u, v′. Qℓ(v) ∧Mℓ(v) ∧ ρ(v, u, v
′) ∧ Uτ (v, u) ∧Nτ (v, u)→Mℓ′(v
′)
(4.8)
• For ℓ ∈ LC : ∃v. Qℓ(v) ∧Mℓ(v) ∧
∨
τ=(ℓ,ℓ′,ρ)∈T C
ρ(v) (4.9)
• For τ = (ℓ, ℓ′, ρ) ∈ T C :
∀v∃u. Qℓ(v) ∧Mℓ(v) ∧ ρ(v)→ Uτ (v, u) ∧Nτ (v, u) (4.10)
• For τ = (ℓ, ℓ′, ρ) ∈ EC : ∀v. Qℓ(v) ∧Mℓ(v)→ ¬ρ(v) (4.11)
The constraints (4.8), (4.9) and (4.10) are hard, while the constraints (4.11)
are soft.
The Max-SMT solver ﬁnds a solution M̂ℓ(v) for every Mℓ(v) for ℓ ∈
LC and a solution N̂τ (v, u) for every Nℓ(v, u) for τ ∈ T
C . The solution
satisﬁes the hard constraints and as many soft constraints as possible. In
other words, it is the best solution for hard constraints that disables the
maximum number of transitions. We then update Qℓ(v) for every ℓ ∈ L
C
by strengthening it with M̂ℓ(v), and update Uτ (v, u) for every τ ∈ T
C by
strengthening it with N̂τ (v, u). We then remove all the disabled transitions
from EC and continue the iterations of the loop with updated Q, U and EC .
Note that, even if none of the exit edges is disabled in an iteration (i.e. no
soft constraint is met), the quasi-invariants found in that iteration may be
helpful for disabling exit edges later.
When all exit transitions are disabled, we exit the loop with the unblock-
ing edge-closing quasi-invariant map Q and the restriction map U .
Finally, we check whether there exists a reachable state (ℓ, σ) such that
ℓ ∈ LC and σ |= Qℓ(v) with an oﬀ-the-shelf reachability checker. If this
test succeeds, we report non-termination along with Q,U and the path π
reaching (ℓ, σ) as a witness of non-termination.
The next theorem formally states that Prove-NT proves non-termination:
Theorem 4.21. If procedure Prove-NT terminates on input SCSG C
and CFG P with Non-Terminating, (Q, U , π), then program P is non-
the presentation, we assume that for other transitions, Nτ (v, u) is true.
7For clarity, leftmost existential quantifiers over the unknowns of the templates are
implicit.
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terminating, and (Q, U , π) allow building an inﬁnite computation of P .
Proof. Let us prove that, if Prove-NT terminates with Non-Terminating,
then the conditions of Theorem 4.18, i.e., conditions (4.4), (4.5), (4.6) and
(4.7) are met.
First of all, let us prove by induction on the number of iterations of the
while loop that conditions (4.4) and (4.6) are satisﬁed, and also that for
τ = (ℓ, ℓ′, ρ) ∈ EC − EC ,
∀v. Qℓ(v)→ ¬ρ(v).
Before the loop is executed, for all locations ℓ ∈ LC we have that Qℓ(v) ,
true and for all τ ∈ T C we have that Uτ (v, u) , true. Conditions (4.4) and
(4.6) are trivially met. The other remaining condition holds since initially
EC = EC .
Now let us see that each iteration of the loop preserves the three con-
ditions. Regarding (4.4), by induction hypothesis we have that for τ =
(ℓ, ℓ′, ρ) ∈ T C ,
∀v, u, v′. Qℓ(v) ∧ ρ(v, u, v
′) ∧ Uτ (v, u)→ Qℓ′(v
′).
Moreover, the solution computed by the Max-SMT solver satisﬁes constraint
(4.8), i.e., has the property that for τ = (ℓ, ℓ′, ρ) ∈ T C ,
∀v, u, v′. Qℓ(v) ∧ M̂ℓ(v) ∧ ρ(v, u, v
′) ∧ Uτ (v, u) ∧ N̂τ (v, u)→ M̂ℓ′(v
′).
Altogether, we have that for τ = (ℓ, ℓ′, ρ) ∈ T C ,
∀v, u, v′.(Qℓ(v)∧M̂ℓ(v))∧ρ(v, u, v
′)∧(Uτ (v, u)∧N̂τ (v, u))→ (Qℓ′(v
′)∧M̂ℓ′(v
′)).
Hence condition (4.4) is preserved.
As for condition (4.6), the solution computed by the Max-SMT solver
satisﬁes constraint (4.10), i.e., has the property that for τ = (ℓ, ℓ′, ρ) ∈ T C ,
∀v∃u. (Qℓ(v) ∧ M̂ℓ(v)) ∧ ρ(v)→ (Uτ (v, u) ∧ N̂τ (v, u)).
Thus, condition (4.6) is preserved.
Regarding the last property, note that the transitions τ = (ℓ, ℓ′, ρ) ∈ EC
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that satisfy the soft constraints (4.11), i.e., such that
∀v. (Qℓ(v) ∧ M̂ℓ(v))→ ¬ρ(v)
are those removed from EC . Therefore, this preserves the property that for
τ = (ℓ, ℓ′, ρ) ∈ EC − EC ,
∀v. Qℓ(v)→ ¬ρ(v).
Now, if the while loop terminates, it must be the case that EC = ∅. Thus,
on exit of the loop, condition (4.7) is fulﬁlled.
Finally, if Non-Terminating is returned, then there is a location ℓ ∈ LC
and a state satisfying σ |= Qℓ(v) such that state (ℓ, σ) is reachable. That is,
condition (4.5) is satisﬁed.
Hence, all conditions of Theorem 4.18 are fulﬁlled. Therefore, P does
not terminate. Moreover, the proof of Theorem 4.18 gives a constructive
way of building an inﬁnite computation by means of Q, U and π.
Note that constraint (4.9):
For ℓ ∈ LC : ∃v. Qℓ(v) ∧Mℓ(v) ∧
∨
τ=(ℓ,ℓ′,ρ)∈T C
ρ(v)
is not actually used in the proof of Theorem 4.21, and thus is not needed for
the correctness of the approach. Its purpose is rather to help Prove-NT to
avoid getting into dead-ends unnecessarily. Namely, without (4.9) it could be
the case that for some location ℓ ∈ LC , we computed a quasi-invariant that
forbids all transitions τ ∈ T C from ℓ. Since Prove-NT only strengthens
quasi-invariants and does not backtrack, if this situation were reached the
procedure would probably not succeed in proving non-termination.
Now let us describe how constraints are eﬀectively solved. First of all,
constraints (4.8), (4.9), and (4.11) are universally quantiﬁed over integer
variables. Following the same ideas of constraint-based linear invariant gen-
eration (see Section 3.2), these constraints are soundly transformed into an
existentially quantiﬁed formula in NRA by abstracting program and non-
deterministic variables and considering them as reals, and then applying
Farkas’ Lemma. As regards constraint (4.10), the alternation of quantiﬁers
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in
∀v∃u. Qℓ(v) ∧Mℓ(v) ∧ ρ(v)→ Uτ (v, u) ∧Nτ (v, u)
is dealt with by introducing a template Pu,τ (v) ≡ pu,τ,0 +
∑
v∈v pu,τ,v · v for
each u ∈ u and skolemizing. This yields8 the formula
∀v. Qℓ(v) ∧Mℓ(v) ∧ ρ(v)→ Uτ (v, Pu,τ (v)) ∧Nτ (v, Pu,τ (v)),
which implies constraint (4.10), and to which the above transformation into
NRA can be applied. Note that, since the Skolem function is not symbolic
but an explicit linear function of the program variables, potentially one
might lose solutions.
Finally, once a weighted formula in NRA containing hard and soft clauses
is obtained, (some of the) existentially quantiﬁed variables are forced to take
integer values, and the resulting problem is handled by a Max-SMT(NIA)
solver [Nieuwenhuis and Oliveras, 2006; Larraz et al., 2014b]. In particu-
lar, the unknowns of the templates Pu,τ (v) introduced for skolemizing non-
deterministic variables are imposed to be integers. Since program variables
have integer type, this guarantees that only integer values are assigned in
the non-deterministic assignments of the inﬁnite computation that proves
non-termination.
There are some other issues about our implementation of the procedure
that are worth mentioning. Regarding how the weights of the soft clauses are
determined, we follow a heuristic aimed at discarding “diﬃcult” transitions
in EC as soon as possible. Namely, the edge-closing constraint (4.11) of
transition τ = (ℓ, ℓ′, ρ) ∈ EC is given a weight which is inversely proportional
to the number of literals in ρ(v). Thus, transitions with few literals in their
conditional part are associated with large weights, and therefore the Max-
SMT solver prefers to discard them over others. The rationale is that for
these transitions there may be more states that satisfy the conditional part,
and hence they may be more diﬃcult to rule out. Altogether, it is convenient
to get rid of them before quasi-invariants become too constrained.
Finally, as regards condition (4.3), our implementation can actually han-
dle transition systems for which this condition does not hold. This may be
interesting in situations where, e.g., non-determinism is present in condi-
tional statements, and one does not want to introduce additional variables
8Again, existential quantifiers over template unknowns are implicit.
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and locations as was done in Section 4.4.1 for presentation purposes. The
only implication of overriding condition (4.3) is that, in this case, the prop-
erties that must be discarded in soft clauses of condition (4.11) are not the
transitions leaving the SCSG under consideration, but rather the negation
of the transitions staying within the SCSG.
4.4.5 Related work
Several systems for proving non-termination have recently been developed.
One of these is, e.g., the tool TNT [Gupta et al., 2008], which proceeds in two
phases. The ﬁrst phase exhaustively generates candidate lassos. The second
one checks each lasso for possible non-termination by seeking a recurrent set
of states, i.e., a set of states that is visited inﬁnitely often along the inﬁnite
path that results from unrolling the lasso. This is carried out by means of
constraint solving, as in our approach. But while there is an inﬁnite number
of lassos in a program, our SCSGs can be ﬁnitely enumerated. Further,
we can handle unbounded non-determinism, whereas TNT is limited to
deterministic programs.
Other methods for proving non-termination that use an oﬀ-the-shelf
reachability checker like our technique have also been proposed [Gulwani
et al., 2008b; Chen et al., 2014]. In [Gulwani et al., 2008b], the reachability
checker is used on instrumented code for inferring weakest preconditions,
which give the most general characterization of the inputs under which the
original program is non-terminating. While in [Gulwani et al., 2008b] non-
determinism can be dealt with in a very restricted manner, the method in
[Chen et al., 2014] can deal with unbounded non-determinism as we do. In
the case of [Chen et al., 2014], the reachability checker is iteratively called
to eliminate every terminating path through a loop by restricting the state
space, and thus may diverge on many loops. Our method does not suﬀer
from this kind of drawbacks.
Some other approaches exploit theorem-proving techniques. For exam-
ple, the tool Invel [Velroyen and Ru¨mmer, 2008] analyzes non-termination
of Java programs using a combination of theorem proving and invariant
generation. Invel is only applicable to deterministic programs. Another
tool for proving non-termination of Java programs is AProVE [Giesl et al.,
2006], which uses SMT solving as an underlying reasoning engine. The
main drawback of their method is that it is required that either recurrent
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sets are singletons (after program slicing) or loop conditions themselves are
invariants. Our technique does not have such restrictions.
Finally, the tool TRex [Harris et al., 2011] integrates existing non-
termination proving approaches within a Terminator-like [Andreas et al.,
2006] iterative procedure. Unlike TRex, which is aimed at sequential code,
Atig et al. [Atig et al., 2012] focus on concurrent programs: they describe
a non-termination proving technique for multi-threaded programs, via a re-
duction to non-termination reasoning for sequential programs. Our work
should complement both of these approaches, since we provide signiﬁcant
advantages over the underlying non-termination proving tools that were pre-
viously used.
4.4.6 Experimental evaluation
In this section we evaluate the performance of a prototype implementation of
the techniques proposed here in our termination analyzer CppInv, available
at www.cs.upc.edu/~albert/cppinv-Term.tar.gz together with all of the
benchmarks. This tool admits code written in (a subset of) C++ as well as
in the language of T2 [Cook et al., 2013]. The system analyses programs
with integer variables, linear expressions and function calls, as well as array
accesses to some extent. As a reachability checker we use CPA [Beyer and
Keremoglu, 2011].
Altogether, we compare CppInv with the following tools:
• T2 [Cook et al., 2013] version CAV’13 (henceforth, T2-CAV), which
implements an algorithm that tightly integrates invariant generation
and termination analysis [Brockschmidt et al., 2013].
• T2 [Cook et al., 2013] version TACAS’14 (henceforth, T2-TACAS),
which reduces the problem of proving non-termination to the search
of an under-approximation of the program guided by a safety prover
[Chen et al., 2014].
• Julia [Spoto et al., 2010], which implements a technique described by
Payet and Spoto [Payet and Spoto, 2009] that reduces non-termination
to constraint logic programming.
• AProVE [Giesl et al., 2006] with the Java Bytecode front-end, which
uses the SMT-based non-termination analysis in [Brockschmidt et al.,
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2012].
• A reimplementation of TNT [Gupta et al., 2008] by the authors of
[Chen et al., 2014] that uses Z3 [de Moura and Bjørner, 2008] as an
SMT back-end.
Unfortunately, because of the unavailability of some of the tools (T2-TACAS,
T2-CAV, TNT) or the fact that they do not admit a common input lan-
guage (Julia, AProVE), it was not possible to run all these systems on
the same benchmarks on the same computer. For this reason, for each of
the tables below we consider a diﬀerent family of benchmarks taken from
the literature and provide the results of executing our tool (on a 3.40 GHz
Intel Core i7 with 16 GB of RAM) together with the data of competing
systems reported in the respective publications. Note that the results of
third-party systems in those publications may have some inaccuracies, due
to, e.g., the conversion of benchmarks in diﬀerent formats. However, in
those cases the distances between the tools seem to be signiﬁcant enough to
draw conclusions on their relative performance.
Table 4.22 shows comparative results on benchmarks taken from [Chen
et al., 2014]. In that paper, the tools T2-TACAS, AProVE, Julia and
TNT are considered. The time limit is set to 60 seconds both in that work as
well as in the executions of CppInv. The benchmarks are classiﬁed accord-
ing to three categories: (a) all the examples in the benchmark suite known
to be non-terminating previously to [Chen et al., 2014]; (b) all the exam-
ples in the benchmark suite known to be terminating previously to [Chen
et al., 2014]; and (c) the rest of instances. Rows of the table correspond to
non-termination provers. Columns are associated to each of these three cat-
egories of problems. Each column is split into three subcolumns reporting
the number on “non-terminating” answers, the number of timed outs, and
the number of other answers (which includes “terminating” and “unknown”
answers), respectively. Even with the consideration that experiments were
conducted on diﬀerent machines, the results in columns (a) and (c) of Table
4.22 show the power of the proposed approach on these examples. As for
column (b), we found out that instance 430.t2 was wrongly classiﬁed as
terminating. Our witness of non-termination has been manually veriﬁed.
Table 4.23 (a), which follows a similar format to Table 4.22, compares
CppInv, T2-CAV and AProVE on benchmarks from [Brockschmidt et al.,
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(a) (b) (c)
Nonterm TO Other Nonterm TO Other Nonterm TO Other
CppInv 70 6 5 1 16 237 113 35 9
T2-TACAS 51 0 30 0 45 209 82 3 72
AProVE 0 61 20 0 142 112 0 139 18
Julia 3 8 70 0 40 214 0 91 66
TNT 19 3 59 0 48 206 32 12 113
Table 4.22. Experiments with benchmarks from [Chen et al., 2014]
2013] (all with a time limit of 300 seconds). Note that, in the results reported
in [Brockschmidt et al., 2013], due to a wrong abstraction in the presence
of division, T2 was giving two wrong non-termination answers (namely, for
the instances rlft3.t2 and rlft3.c.i.rlft3.pl.t2.fixed.t2, for which
the termination proofs produced by CppInv[Larraz et al., 2013a] have been
checked by hand). For this reason we have discarded those two programs
from the benchmark suite. In this case, the performance of our tool is slightly
worse than that of T2-CAV. However, it has to be taken into account that
T2-CAV was exploiting the cooperation between the termination and the
non-termination provers, while we still do not apply this kind of optimiza-
tions.
In Table 4.23 (b), CppInv is compared with the results of Julia and
AProVE from [Brockschmidt et al., 2012] on Java programs extracted
from [Velroyen and Ru¨mmer, 2008]. CppInv was run on C++ versions of
these benchmarks, which admitted a direct translation from Java. The time
limit was set to 60 seconds. Columns represent respectively the number of
terminating instances (YES), non-terminating instances (NO), instances for
which the construction of the proof failed before the time limit (MAYBE),
and timeouts (TO). For these instances AProVE gets slightly better results
than CppInv. However, it should be taken into account that four programs
of this set of benchmarks include non-linear expressions, which we cannot
handle. Moreover, when compared on third-party benchmarks (see Tables
4.22 and 4.23 (a)), our results are better.
Finally, Table 4.23 (c) shows the results of running our tool on pro-
grams from the online programming learning environment Jutge.org [Petit
et al., 2012] (see www.jutge.org), which is currently being used in several
programming courses in the Universitat Polite`cnica de Catalunya. As a
paradigmatic example in which it is easy to write wrong non-terminating
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(a)
Nonterm TO Other
CppInv 167 39 243
T2-CAV 172 14 263
AProVE 0 51 398
(b)
YES NO MAYBE TO
CppInv 1 44 9 1
AProVE 1 51 0 3
Julia 1 0 54 0
(c)
YES NO MAYBE TO
Binary search 2745 484 22 391
Table 4.23. Experiments with benchmarks from [Brockschmidt et al., 2013] (a),
from [Velroyen and Ru¨mmer, 2008] (b) and from Jutge.org (c)
code, we have considered the exercise Binary Search. The programs in
this benchmark suite can be considered challenging since, having been writ-
ten by students, their structure is often more complicated than necessary.
In this case the time limit was 60 seconds. As can be seen from the results,
for a ratio of 89% of the cases, CppInv is able to provably determine in less
than one minute if the program is terminating or not.
All in all, the experimental results show that our technique, although
it is general and is not tuned to particular problems, is competitive with
the state of the art and performs reasonably and uniformly well on a wide
variety of benchmarks.
Chapter 5
Compositional Program
Analysis
To have impact on everyday software development, a veriﬁcation engine
needs to be able to process the millions of lines of code often encountered in
mature software projects. At the same time, the analysis should be repeated
every time developers commit a change, and should report feedback in the
course of minutes, so that ﬁxes can be applied promptly. Consequently, a
central theme in recent research on automated program veriﬁcation has been
scalability. As a natural solution to this problem, compositional program
analyses [Godefroid et al., 2010; Calcagno et al., 2011; Li et al., 2013] have
been proposed. They analyze program parts (semi-)independently and then
combine the results to obtain a whole-program proof.
For this, a compositional analysis has to predict likely intermediate as-
sertions that allow us to break whole-program reasoning into many instances
of local reasoning. This strategy makes the individual reasoning steps easier,
allows distributing the analysis to a number of compute nodes [Albarghouthi
et al., 2012b] and applies to all kinds of programs. For sequential programs
we can guess and prove intermediate summaries of loops and/or procedures
while simultaneously using the guessed summary during the analysis of the
outer loop and/or procedure. In the analysis of concurrent programs a sim-
ilar strategy can be employed to reason about threads without considering
all possible interleavings with other threads.
The disadvantage of compositional analyses has traditionally been one
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of precision: local analyses must blindly choose the intermediate asser-
tions. While in some domains (e.g. heap) some heuristics have been pro-
posed [Calcagno et al., 2011], eﬀective strategies for guessing and/or reﬁning
useful intermediate assertions or summaries in arithmetic domains remains
an open problem.
In this thesis a new method for predicting and reﬁning intermediate
arithmetic assertions for compositional reasoning about sequential programs
is introduced. A key component in our approach is Max-SMT solving. Re-
call Max-SMT solvers can deal with hard and soft constraints, where hard
constraints are mandatory, and soft constraints are those that we would like
to hold, but are not required to. Here, hard constraints express what is
needed for the soundness of our analysis, while soft ones favor the solutions
that are more useful for our technique.
More precisely, we use Max-SMT to iteratively infer quasi-invariants1,
which prove the validity of a property, given that a precondition holds.
Hence, if the precondition holds, the program is proved safe. Otherwise,
thanks to a novel program transformation technique we call narrowing2,
we exploit the failing quasi-invariants to focus on what is missing in the
safety proof of the program. Then new quasi-invariants are sought, and the
process is repeated until the safety proof is ﬁnally completed. Based on
this, we introduce a new bottom-up program analysis procedure that infers
quasi-invariants in a goal-directed manner, starting from a property that we
wish to prove for the program. Our approach makes distributing analysis
tasks as simple as in other bottom-up analyses, but also enjoys the precision
of CEGAR-based provers.
Although in the present work compositional analysis is only applied to
safety proving, we are conﬁdent about extending the method to also prove
termination (so that supporting invariants do not need to follow from the
direct context, as described in Section 4.3.2), and then to existential prop-
erties such as reachability and non-termination (thus avoiding calls to an
external reachability checker as explained in Section 4.4.2).
1This concept was previously introduced in Section 4.4 to prove program non-
termination.
2This narrowing is inspired by the narrowing in term rewrite systems, and is unrelated
to the notion with the same name used in abstract interpretation.
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5.1 Illustration of the method
In this section, we illustrate the core concepts of our approach by using some
small examples. We will give the formal deﬁnition of the used methods in
Section 5.2.
5.1.1 Quasi-invariants
We handle programs by considering one strongly connected component (SCC)
C of the control-ﬂow graph at a time, together with the sequential parts of
the program leading to C, either from initial states or other SCCs. Instead
of program invariants, for each SCC we synthesize quasi-invariants. These
are inductive properties that we choose such that they may not always hold
whenever the SCC is reached, but once they hold, then they are always
satisﬁed.
while i > 0 do
x := x+ 5;
i := i− 1;
done
assert(x ≥ 0);
Figure 5.1
As an example, consider the program snippet
in Figure 5.1, where we do not assume any knowl-
edge about the rest of the program. To prove
the assertion, we need an inductive property Q
for the loop preceding it, such that Q together
with the negation of the loop condition i > 0 im-
plies the assertion. Using our constraint-solving
based method CondSafe (cf. Section 5.2.1), we ﬁnd
Q1 = x+ 5 · i ≥ 0. The property Q1 can be seen now as a precondition at
the loop entry for the validity of the assertion.
5.1.2 Combining quasi-invariants
Once we have found a quasi-invariant for an SCC, we use the generated
preconditions as postconditions for its preceding SCCs in the program.
while j > 0 do
j := j − 1;
i := i+ 1;
done
Figure 5.2
As an example, assume that the loop from Fig-
ure 5.1 is directly preceded by the loop in Fig-
ure 5.2. We now use the precondition Q1 we ob-
tained earlier as input to our quasi-invariant syn-
thesis method, similarly to the assertion in Fig-
ure 5.1. Thus, we now look for an inductive prop-
erty Q2 that, together with ¬(j > 0), implies
Q1. In this case we obtain the quasi-invariant
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Q2 = j ≥ 0 ∧ x + 5 · (i + j) ≥ 0 for the loop. As with Q1, now we can
see Q2 as a precondition at the loop entry, and propagate Q2 up to the
preceding SCCs in the program.
5.1.3 Recovering from failures
When we cannot prove that a found precondition always holds, we try to
recover and ﬁnd an alternative precondition. In this process, we make use of
the results obtained so far, and narrow the program using our intermediate
results. As an example, consider the loop in Figure 5.3.
while unknown() do
assert(x 6= y);
x := x+ 1;
y := y + 1;
done
Figure 5.3
We again apply our method CondSafe to ﬁnd
a quasi-invariant for this loop which, together with
the loop condition, implies the assertion in the loop
body. As it can only synthesize conjunctions of
linear inequalities, it produces the quasi-invariant
Q3 = x > y for the loop. However, assume that the
precondition Q3 could not be proven to always hold
in the context of our example. In that case, we use
the obtained information to narrow the program
and look for another precondition.
if ¬(x>y) then
while ¬(x>y)do
assert(x 6= y);
x := x+ 1;
y := y + 1;
done
fi
Figure 5.4
Intuitively, our program narrowing reﬂects that
states represented by the quasi-invariant found ear-
lier are already proven to be safe. Hence, we only
need to consider states for which the negation of the
quasi-invariant holds, i.e., we can add its negation
as an assumption to the program. In our exam-
ple, this yields the modiﬁed version of Figure 5.3
displayed in Figure 5.4. Another call to CondSafe
then yields the quasi-invariant Q′3 = x < y for the
loop. This means that we can ensure the validity
of the assertion if before the conditional statement
we satisfy that ¬(x > y) → x < y, or equivalently, x 6= y. In general, this
narrowing allows us to ﬁnd (some) disjunctive invariants.
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5.2 Proving safety
Most automated techniques for proving program safety iteratively construct
inductive program invariants as over-approximations of the reachable state
space. Starting from the known set of initial states, a process to discover
more reachable states and reﬁne the approximation is iterated, until it ﬁnally
reaches a ﬁxed point (i.e., the invariant is inductive) and is strong enough
to imply program safety. However, this requires taking the whole program
into account, which is sometimes infeasible or undesirable in practice.
In contrast to this, our method starts with the known unsafe states, and
iteratively constructs an under-approximation of the set of safe states, with
the goal of showing that all initial states are contained in that set. For this,
we introduce the notion of conditional safety.
As in previous chapters, we model programs by means of transition sys-
tems (see Section 2.2). In what follows, we will use programs and transition
systems as interchangeable terms. We assume only scalar variables v are
declared in programs, i.e., V = v. Additionally, we denote in this chapter
an assertion by (τ, ϕ), a pair of a transition τ and a formula ϕ, meaning
that the formula ϕ must hold after transition τ . The reader is also referred
to deﬁnitions about States and Executions from Section 2.2.2 to follow the
rest of the chapter.
Intuitively, when proving that a program is (τ˜ , ϕ˜)-conditionally safe for
the assertion (τ, ϕ) we consider evaluations starting after a →τ˜ (ℓ˜, σ˜) step,
where σ˜ satisﬁes ϕ˜, instead of evaluations starting at an initial state. In
particular, a program that is (τ0, true)-conditionally safe for (τ, ϕ) for all
initial transitions τ0 is (unconditionally) safe for (τ, ϕ).
Definition 5.5 (Conditional safety). Let P be a program, τ, τ˜ transitions
and ϕ, ϕ˜ conjunctions of linear inequalities over v. The program P is (τ˜ , ϕ˜)-
conditionally safe for the assertion (τ, ϕ) if for any evaluation that contains
→τ˜ (ℓ˜, σ˜) →
∗
P (ℓ¯, σ¯) →t (ℓ, σ), we have σ˜ |= ϕ˜ implies that σ |= ϕ. In that
case we say that the assertion (τ˜ , ϕ˜) is a precondition for the postcondition
(τ, ϕ).
Conditional safety is “transitive” in the sense that if a set of transitions
E = {τ˜1, . . . , τ˜m} dominates τ ,
3 and for all i = 1, . . . ,m we have P is (τ˜i, ϕ˜i)-
3We say a set of transitions E dominates transition τ if every path in the CFG from
an initial location that contains τ must also contain some τ˜ ∈ E .
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conditionally safe for (τ, ϕ) and P is safe for (τ˜i, ϕ˜i), then P is also safe for
(τ, ϕ). In what follows we exploit this observation to prove program safety
by means of conditional safety.
A program component C of a program P is an SCC of the control-ﬂow
graph, and its entry transitions (or entries) are those transitions τ = (ℓ, ℓ′, ρ)
such that τ 6∈ C but ℓ′ appears in C. We denote the set of entry transitions
of C with EC .
By considering each SCC as a single node, we can obtain from P a DAG
of SCCs. In this way we can partition P into a set of components, corre-
sponding to the SCCs, and the respective sets of entry transitions, which
correspond to the edges in the DAG that interconnect these components.
Our technique analyzes components independently, and communicates the
results of these analyses to the analysis of other components along entry
transitions.
Given a component C and an assertion (τ, ϕ) such that τ 6∈ C but the
source node of τ appears in C, we call τ an exit transition of C. For such exit
transitions, we compute a sufficient condition ψτ˜ for each entry transition
τ˜ ∈ EC such that C ∪ {τ} is (τ˜ , ψτ˜ )-conditionally safe for (τ, ϕ). Then we
continue reasoning backwards following the DAG and try to prove that P
is safe for each (τ˜ , ψτ˜ ). If we succeed, following the argument above we will
have proved P safe for (τ, ϕ).
In the following, we ﬁrst discuss how to prove conditional safety of sin-
gle program components in Section 5.2.1, and then present the algorithm
that combines these local analyses to construct a global safety proof in Sec-
tion 5.2.2.
5.2.1 Synthesizing local conditions
Here we restrict ourselves to a program component C and its entry tran-
sitions EC , and assume we are given an assertion (τexit, ϕ), where τexit =
(ℓ˜exit, ℓexit, ρexit) is an exit transition of C (i.e., τexit 6∈ C and ℓ˜exit appears in
C). We show next how a precondition (τ, ψ) for (τexit, ϕ) can be obtained
for each τ ∈ EC . Here we only consider the case of ϕ being a single clause
(i.e., a disjunction of literals); if ϕ is in CNF, each conjunct is handled sep-
arately. Now, the preconditions on the entry transitions will be determined
by a quasi-invariant, which like a standard invariant is inductive, but not
necessarily initiated in all program runs. Indeed, this initiation condition is
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what we will extract as precondition and propagate backwards to preceding
program components in the DAG.
Definition 5.6 (Quasi-Invariant). We say a map Q, from locations L to
conjunctions of linear inequalities over v, is a quasi-invariant for a program
(component) P if for all (ℓ, σ)→P (ℓ
′, σ′), σ |= Q(ℓ) implies σ′ |= Q(ℓ′).
Quasi-invariants are convenient tools to express conditions for safety
proving, allowing reasoning in the style of “if the condition for Q holds,
then the assertion (τ, ϕ) holds”.
. . .
while i > 0 do
x := x+ 5;
i := i− 1;
done
assert(x ≥ 50)
ℓ1
ℓ2
i ≤ 0
∧x′ = x
∧ i′ = i
i > 0
∧x′ = x+ 5
∧ i′ = i− 1
Figure 5.7. Source code of program snippet and its CFG.
Example 5.8. Consider the program snippet in Figure 5.7. A quasi-
invariant supporting safety of this program part is Q5(ℓ1) ≡ x + 5 · i ≥ 50,
Q5(ℓ2) ≡ x ≥ 50. In fact, any quasi-invariant Qm(ℓ1) ≡ x+m · i ≥ 50 with
0 ≤ m ≤ 5 would be a quasi-invariant that, together with the negation of
the loop condition i ≤ 0, implies x ≥ 50.
We use a Max-SMT-based constraint-solving approach to generate quasi-
invariants. Unlike in Section 4.4, to use information about the initialization
of variables before a program component, we take into account the entry
transitions EC . The precondition for each entry transition is then the quasi-
invariant that has been synthesized at its target location.
To ﬁnd quasi-invariants, we construct a constraint system. For each
location ℓ in C we create a template Iℓ,k(v) ≡ ∧1≤j≤k Iℓ,j,k(v) which is a
conjunction of k linear inequations4 of the form Iℓ,j,k(v) ≡ iℓ,j +
∑
v∈v iℓ,j,v ·
v ≤ 0, where the iℓ,j , iℓ,j,v are fresh variables. We then transform the
conditions for a quasi-invariant proving safety for the assertion (τexit, ϕ) to
the constraints in Figure 5.9.
4In our overall algorithm, k is initially 1 and increased in case of failures.
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Initiation: For τ = (ℓ, ℓ′, ρ) ∈ EC, 1 ≤ j ≤ k: Iτ,j,k
def
= ρ → I ′
ℓ′,j,k
Consecution: For t = (ℓ, ℓ′, ρ) ∈ C: Cτ,k
def
= Iℓ,k ∧ ρ → I
′
ℓ′,k
Safety: For τexit = (ℓ˜exit, ℓexit, ρexit): Sk
def
= I
ℓ˜exit,k
∧ ρexit → ϕ
′
Figure 5.9. Constraints used in CondSafe(C, EC, (τexit, ϕ))
In the overall constraint system, we mark the Consecution and Safety
constraints as hard requirements. Thus, any solution to these constraints is a
quasi-invariant implying our assertion. However, as we mark the Initiation
constraints as soft, the found quasi-invariants may depend on preconditions
not implied by the direct context of the considered component. On the other
hand, the Max-SMT solver prefers solutions that require fewer preconditions.
Overall, we create the following Max-SMT formula
Fk
def
=
∧
τ∈C
Cτ,k∧
∧
τ∈EC ,1≤j≤k
(
Iτ,j,k ∨ ¬pIτ,j,k
)
∧ Sk ∧
∧
τ∈EC ,1≤j≤k
[pIτ,j,k , ωI] ,
where the pIτ,j,k are propositional variables which are true if the Initiation
condition Iτ,j,k is satisﬁed, and ωI is the corresponding weight. We use Fk
in our procedure CondSafe in Algorithm 5.10.
Algorithm 5.10 Proc. CondSafe for computing a quasi-invariant
Input: program component C, entry transitions EC , assertion (τexit, ϕ) s.t.
τexit is an exit transition of C and ϕ is a clause
Output: None | Q, where Q maps locations in C to conj. of inequations
1: k ← 1
2: repeat
3: construct formula Fk from C, EC and (τexit, ϕ)
4: σ ← Max-SMT-solver(Fk)
5: if δ is a model then
6: Q ← {ℓ 7→ δ(Iℓ,k) | ℓ in C}
7: return Q {(conditionally) safe, return solution}
8: end if
9: k ← k + 1
10: until k > MAX CONJUNCTS
11: return None
In CondSafe, we iteratively try “larger” templates of more conjuncts of
linear inequations (in our implementation, MAX CONJUNCTS is 3) until
we either give up or ﬁnally ﬁnd a quasi-invariant. Note, however, that
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here we are only trying to prove safety for one clause at a time, which
reduces the number of required conjuncts as compared to dealing with a
whole CNF in a single step. If the Max-SMT solver is able to ﬁnd a model
for Fk, then we instantiate our invariant templates Iℓ,k with the values found
for the template variables in the model δ, obtaining a quasi-invariant Q.
When we obtain a result, for every entry transition τ = (ℓ, ℓ′, ρ) ∈ EC the
quasi-invariant Q(ℓ′) is a precondition that implies safety for the assertion
(τexit, ϕ). The following theorem states the correctness of this procedure.
Theorem 5.11. Let C be a component, EC its entry transitions, and (τexit, ϕ)
an assertion with τexit an exit transition of C and ϕ a clause. If the pro-
cedure call CondSafe(C, EC , (τexit, ϕ)) returns Q 6= None, then Q is a quasi-
invariant for C and P is (τ,Q(ℓ′))-conditionally safe for (τexit, ϕ) for all
ρ = (ℓ, ℓ′, ρ) ∈ EC .
Proof. That Q is a quasi-invariant follows directly from the structure of the
generated constraints.
We prove the claim about conditional safety by contradiction via induc-
tion over the length of evaluations. Assume that there is an unsafe execution
(ℓ1, σ1)→τ1 (ℓ2, σ2)→τ2 . . .→τn (ℓn, σn)
of length n ∈ N>1 such that t1 ∈ EC ∪ C (i.e., ℓ2 is always a location in C),
τn = τexit, σ2 |= Q(ℓ2) and σn 6|= ϕ. We will show that no such evaluation
can exist, implying our proposition as the special case τ1 ∈ EC .
As the component graph is a DAG, τ1 ∈ EC ∪ C and τexit is an exit
transition of C, we have τi ∈ C for all 1 < i < n.
We ﬁrst consider the case n = 2 (n = 1 would be the case where τ1 is
both an entry and exit transition, and thus infeasible). Let τ2 = (ℓ1, ℓ2, ρ2).
Then, σ2 |= Q(ℓ2) ≡ δ(Iℓ2,k) by choice and deﬁnition, and δ(Iℓ2,k)∧ ρ2 → ϕ
′
by constraint Sk. Thus, no unsafe evaluation of length 2 is possible.
We now assume n > 2 and that the proposition has been proven for
evaluations of length n− 1. Let τ2 = (ℓ2, ℓ3, ρ2). For length n, we have that
the valuations σ2, σ3 satisfy ρ2, and σ2 |= Q(ℓ2) ≡ δ(Iℓ2,k). These are the
premises of our consecution constraint Cτ2,k ≡ Iℓ2,k ∧ ρ2 → Iℓ3,k, and thus
σ3 |= δ(Iℓ3,k) ≡ Q(ℓ3). Hence, we instead have to consider the evaluation of
length n− 1 starting in (ℓ2, σ2), which by our hypothesis is infeasible.
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5.2.2 Propagating local conditions
In this section, we explain how to use the local procedure CondSafe to prove
safety of a full program. To this end we now consider the full DAG of pro-
gram components. As outlined above, the idea is to start from the assertion
provided by the user, call the procedure CondSafe to obtain preconditions
for the entry transitions of the corresponding component, and then use these
preconditions as assertions for preceding components, continuing recursively.
If eventually for each initial transition the transition relation implies the cor-
responding preconditions, then safety has been proven. If we fail to prove
safety for certain assertions, we backtrack, trying further possible precondi-
tions and quasi-invariants.
The key to the precision of our approach is our treatment of failed proof
attempts. When the procedure CondSafe ﬁnds a quasi-invariant Q for C,
but proving (τ,Q(ℓ′)) as a postcondition of the preceding component fails
for some τ = (ℓ, ℓ′, ρ) ∈ EC , we can still use the Q to narrow our program
representation and ﬁlter out evaluations that are already known to be safe.
As outlined above, in our proof process we treat each clause of the con-
junction Q(ℓ′) separately, and pass each one as its own assertion to preceding
program components, allowing for a ﬁne-grained program-narrowing tech-
nique. By construction of Q, evaluations that satisfy all literals of Q(ℓ′) after
executing τ = (ℓ, ℓ′, ρ) ∈ EC are safe. Thus, among the evaluations that use
τ , we only need to consider those where at least one literal in Q(ℓ′) does not
hold. Hence, we narrow each entry transition by conjoining it with the nega-
tion of the conjunction of all literals for which we could not prove safety (see
line 19 in Algorithm 5.12). Note that if there is more than one literal in this
conjunction, then the negation is a disjunction, which in our programming
model implies splitting transitions. So, in order to avoid a combinatorial
explosion, when narrowing a transition ρ with ¬(L1 ∧ · · · ∧ Ln), our imple-
mentation is adding n transitions ρ∧¬L1, ρ∧L1∧¬L2, . . . , ρ∧L1∧. . .∧¬Ln.
We can narrow program components similarly. For a transition τ =
(ℓ, ℓ′, ρ) ∈ C, we know that if either Q(ℓ) or Q(ℓ′)′ holds in an evaluation
passing through t, the program is safe. Thus, we narrow the program by
replacing ρ by ρ ∧ ¬Q(ℓ) ∧ ¬Q(ℓ′)′ (see line 20 in Algorithm 5.12).
This narrowing allows us to generate disjunctive quasi-invariants, where
each result of CondSafe is one disjunct. Note that not all disjunctive in-
variants can be discovered like this, as each intermediate result needs to
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Algorithm 5.12 Proc. CheckSafe for proving a program safe for an asser-
tion
Input: Program P, a (possibly narrowed) component C, (possibly nar-
rowed) entries EC , assertion (τexit, ϕ) s.t. τexit is an exit transition of
C and ϕ is a clause
Output: Safe | Maybe
1: let (ℓexit, τexit, ℓ
′
exit) = τexit
2: if (ρexit → ϕ
′) then
3: return Safe
4: else if ℓexit = ℓ0 then {Base case}
5: return Maybe
6: end if
7: Q ← CondSafe(C, EC , (τexit, ϕ)) {Find quasi-invariant}
8: if Q = None then
9: return Maybe
10: end if
11: for all τ = (ℓ, ℓ′, ρ) ∈ EC , L ∈ Q(ℓ
′) do {Propagate backwards}
12: C˜ ← component(ℓ,P)
13: E
C˜
← entries(C˜,P)
14: res[τ, L]← CheckSafe(P, C˜, E
C˜
, (τ, L))
15: end for
16: if ∀τ = (ℓ, ℓ′, ρ) ∈ EC , L ∈ Q(ℓ
′) . res[τ, L] = Safe then
17: return Safe {Precondition holds in all preceding SCCs}
18: else
19: EˆC ← {(ℓ, ρ ∧ ¬(
∧
L∈Q(ℓ′)
res[τ,L]=Maybe
L′), ℓ′) | τ = (ℓ, ℓ′, ρ) ∈ EC}
20: Cˆ ← {(ℓ, ρ∧¬Q(ℓ′)′ ∧¬Q(ℓ), ℓ′) | (ℓ, ℓ′, ρ) ∈ C} {Narrow component}
21: return CheckSafe(P, Cˆ, EˆC , (τexit, ϕ))
22: end if
be inductive using the disjuncts found so far. However, it works well for
so-called phase-change algorithms [Sharma et al., 2011], where execution of
a loop goes through diﬀerent phases.
Based on this, we can now formulate our overall safety proving procedure
CheckSafe in Algorithm 5.12. The procedure expects a program, a compo-
nent, its entry transitions and an assertion (τexit, ϕ) as input. The helper
procedures component and entries are used to ﬁnd the program component
for a given location and the entry transitions for a component. The result of
CheckSafe is either Maybe when the proof failed, or Safe if it succeeded. In
the latter case, we have managed to create a chain of quasi-invariants that
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imply that (τexit, ϕ) always holds.
Finally, the next theorem claims that CheckSafe is sound.
Theorem 5.13. Let P be a program, C a component and EC its entries.
Given an assertion (τexit, ϕ) such that τexit is an exit transition of C and ϕ is
a clause, if CheckSafe(P, C, EC , (τexit, ϕ)) = Safe, then P is safe for (τexit, ϕ).
Proof. We prove the proposition by induction over the number u of recursive
calls of CheckSafe.
In the base case u = 0, we have that τexit → ϕ
′, i.e., the condition to
prove is always a consequence of using the transition τexit, and the claim
trivially holds.
Let now u > 0, and we assume that the proposition has been shown for
all calls of CheckSafe that return Safe and need at most u− 1 recursive calls
of CheckSafe.
We now consider a program evaluation
(ℓ0, σ0)→τ0 . . .→τm−1 (ℓm, σm)→τm . . .→τn (ℓn, σn)
with τm−1 ∈ EC and τn = τexit.
First, we consider the case that CheckSafe returns Safe in line 17, where
all preconditions are satisﬁed for all entry transitions. By the condition ∀L ∈
Q(ℓm). res[τm−1, L] = Safe and our induction hypothesis, we know that the
program is safe for (τm−1,Q(ℓm)). By construction of Q and Theorem 5.11,
this then implies that the program is safe for (τexit, ϕ).
The second case is returning the result of CheckSafe on the narrowed
program in lines 19 and 20. For this, we need to prove that our program
narrowing is indeed correct. Assume now that the considered evaluation is
unsafe, i.e., that σn 6|= ϕ. We will show that our narrowing preserves unsafe
evaluations. Then, as the recursive call of CheckSafe (with recursion depth
u − 1) is correct by our induction hypothesis, we can conclude that Safe is
only returned if there are no unsafe evaluations.
We ﬁrst consider the narrowing EˆC . By our induction hypothesis, we
know that σm |= (
∧
L∈Q(ℓm),res[τm−1,L]=Safe
L′) holds. Now assume that the
narrowed version of τm−1 is not enabled anymore because of the added
condition. Then σm 6|= ¬(
∧
L∈Q(ℓm),res[σm−1,L]=Maybe
L′) holds, and thus
σm |=
∧
L∈Q(ℓm)
L′. But then, our evaluation is safe (by the same argu-
ment as in the proof of Theorem 5.11), contradicting our assumption that
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the considered evaluation is unsafe. Thus, unsafe evaluations are not broken
by our narrowing of entry transitions.
Similarly, we now consider the narrowing Cˆ. We consider an evaluation
step (ℓw, σw)→τw (ℓw+1, σw+1) with τw ∈ Cˆ. If the narrowed version τˆw ∈ Cˆ
of τw cannot be used, then either σw |= Q(ℓw) or σw+1 |= Q(ℓw+1) holds, and
again, by an argument similar to the proof of Theorem 5.11, this contradicts
the assumption that our evaluation is unsafe. Thus, unsafe evaluations are
preserved by narrowing of the program component.
Example 5.14. We demonstrate CheckSafe on the program displayed on
Figure 5.15, called P in the following, which is an extended version of the
example from Figure 5.3.
We want to prove the assertion (τ5, x 6= y). Hence we make a ﬁrst call
CheckSafe(P, {τ4}, {τ3}, (τ5, x 6= y)): the non-trivial SCC containing ℓ2 is
{t4} and its entry transitions are {t3}. Hence, we call CondSafe({τ4}, {τ3},
(τ5, x 6= y)) and the resulting quasi-invariant for ℓ2 is either x < y or y < x.
Let us assume it is y < x. In the next step, we propagate this to the
predecessor SCC {τ2}, and call CheckSafe(P, {τ2}, {τ1}, (τ3, y < x)).
In turn, this leads to calling CondSafe({τ2}, {τ1}, (τ3, y < x)) to our
synthesis subprocedure. No quasi-invariant supporting this assertion can be
found, and hence None is returned by CondSafe, and consequently Maybe is
returned by CheckSafe. Hence, we return to the original SCC {τ4} and its
entry {τ3}, and then by narrowing we obtain two new transitions:
τ ′4 = (ℓ2, ℓ2, x
′ = x+ 1 ∧ y′ = y + 1 ∧ ¬(y < x)),
τ ′3 = (ℓ1, ℓ2, x < 0 ∧ x
′ = x ∧ y′ = y ∧ ¬(y < x)).
Using these, we call CheckSafe(P, {τ ′4}, {τ
′
3}, (τ5, x 6= y)). The next call to
CondSafe then yields the quasi-invariant x < y at ℓ2, which is in turn prop-
agated backwards with the call CheckSafe(P, {τ2}, {τ1}, (τ
′
3, x < y)). This
then yields a quasi-invariant x < y at ℓ1, which is ﬁnally propagated back
in the call CheckSafe(P, {}, {}, (τ1 , x < y)), which directly returns Safe.
5.2.3 Improving performance
The basic method CheckSafe can be extended in several ways to improve
performance. In the following, we present a number of techniques that are
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useful to reduce the runtime of the algorithm and distribute the required
work. It is important to note that none of these techniques inﬂuences the
precision of the overall framework.
ℓ0
ℓ1
ℓ2
ℓ3
τ1 : x < y
∧x′ = x
∧ y′ = y
τ2 :x ≥ 0
∧x′ = x− 1
∧ y′ = y
τ3 : x < 0
∧x′ = x
∧ y′ = y
τ4 :x
′ = x+ 1
∧ y′ = y + 1
τ5 : true
Figure 5.15
Using quasi-invariants to disable transitions
When proving an assertion, it is often necessary
to ﬁnd invariants that show the unfeasibility of
some transition, which allows disabling it. In our
framework, the required invariants can be condi-
tional as well. Therefore, CheckSafe must be called
recursively to prove that the quasi-invariant is in-
deed invariant. In our implementation, we gener-
ate constraints such that every solution provides
quasi-invariants either implying the postcondition
or disabling some transition. By imposing diﬀer-
ent weights, we make the Max-SMT solver prefer
solutions that imply the postcondition.
Handling unsuccessful proof attempts One important aspect is that
the presented algorithm does not learn facts about the reachable state space,
and so duplicates work when assertions appear several times. To allevi-
ate this for unsuccessful recursive invocations of CheckSafe, we introduce
a simple memoization technique to avoid repeating such calls. So when
CheckSafe(P, C, EC , (τ, ϕ)) = Maybe, we store this result, and use it for all
later calls of CheckSafe(P, C, EC , (τ, ϕ)). This strategy is valid as the return
value Maybe indicates that our method cannot prove the assertion (τ, ϕ) at
all, meaning that later proof attempts will fail as well. In our implementa-
tion, this memoization of unsuccessful attempts is local to the initial call to
CheckSafe. The rationale is that, when proving unrelated properties, it is
likely that few calls are shared and that the book-keeping does not pay oﬀ.
Handling successful proof attempts When a recursive call yields a
successful result, we can strengthen the program with the proven invariant.
Remember that CheckSafe(P, C, EC , (τ, ϕ)) = Safe means that whenever the
transition τ is used in any evaluation, ϕ holds in the succeeding state. Thus,
we can make this knowledge explicit in the program and change the transi-
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tion in the original program. In our implementation, this strengthening is
applied only if the ﬁrst call to CheckSafe was successful, i.e, no narrowing
was applied. The reason is that, if the transition relation τ was obtained
through repeated narrowing, in general one needs to split transitions, and
it is not correct to just add ϕ′ to τ .
Namely, assume that τo = (ℓ, ℓ
′, ρo) is the original (unnarrowed) version
of a transition τ = (ℓ, ℓ′, ρ) ∈ EC . As τ is an entry transition of C, we have
ρ = ρo∧¬ψ′1∧. . .∧¬ψ
′
m by construction, where ψi is the additional constraint
we added in the i-th narrowing of component entries. Thus what we proved
is that ψ′1∨. . .∨ψ
′
m∨ϕ
′ always holds after using τo. Hence, we should replace
τo in the program with a transition labeled with ρo ∧ (ψ
′
1 ∨ . . . ∨ ψ
′
m ∨ ϕ
′).
Since we cannot handle disjunctions natively, this implies replacing τo by
m+ 1 new transitions.
Note that, unlike memoization, this program modiﬁcation makes the
gained information available to the Max-SMT solver when searching for a
quasi-invariant. A similar strategy can be used to strengthen the transitions
in the considered component C.
Parallelizing & distributing the analysis Our analysis can easily be
parallelized. We have implemented this at two stages. First, at the level of
the procedure CondSafe, we try at the same time diﬀerent numbers of tem-
plate conjuncts (lines 3-7 in Algorithm 5.10), which requires calling several
instances of the solver simultaneously. Secondly, at a higher level, the recur-
sive calls of CheckSafe (line 14 in Algorithm 5.12) are distributed onto sev-
eral processes. Note that, since narrowing and the “learning” optimizations
described above are considered only locally, they can be handled as asyn-
chronous updates to the program kept in each worker, and do not require
synchronization operations. Hence, distributing the analysis onto several
worker processes, in the style of Bolt [Albarghouthi et al., 2012b], would be
possible as well.
Other directions for parallelization, which have not been implemented
yet, are to return diﬀerent quasi-invariants in parallel when the Max-SMT
problem in procedure CondSafe has several solutions. Moreover, based on
experimental observations that successful safety proofs have a short success-
ful path in the tree of proof attempts, we are also interested in exploring
a look-ahead strategy: after calling CondSafe in CheckSafe, we could make
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recursive calls of CheckSafe on some processes while others are already ap-
plying narrowing.
Iterative proving Finally, one could store the quasi-invariants generated
during a successful proof, which are hence invariants, so that they can be re-
used in later runs. E.g., if a single component is modiﬁed, one can reprocess
it and compute a new precondition that ensures its postcondition. If this
precondition is implied by the previously computed invariant, the program
is safe and nothing else needs to be done. Otherwise, one can proceed
with the preceding components, and produce respective new preconditions
in a recursive way. Only when proving safety with the previously computed
invariants in this way fails, the whole program needs to be reprocessed again.
This technique has not been implemented yet, as our prototype is still in a
preliminary state.
5.3 Related work
Safety proving is an active area of research. In the recent past, tech-
niques based on variations of counterexample guided abstraction reﬁnement
have dominated [Ball and Rajamani, 2001; Henzinger et al., 2003; Clarke
et al., 2005; McMillan, 2006; Podelski and Rybalchenko, 2007; Bradley, 2011;
Grebenshchikov et al., 2012; Albarghouthi et al., 2012a; Cimatti and Griggio,
2012]. These methods prove safety by repeatedly unfolding the program rela-
tion using a symbolic representation of program states, starting in the initial
states. This process generates an over-approximation of the set of reachable
states, where the coarseness of the approximation is a consequence of the
used symbolic representation. Whenever a state in the over-approximation
violates the safety condition, either a true counterexample was found and is
reported, or the approximation is reﬁned (using techniques such as predicate
abstraction [Flanagan and Qadeer, 2002] or Craig interpolation [McMillan,
2003a]). When further unwinding does not change the symbolic represen-
tation, all reachable states have been found and the procedure terminates.
This can be understood as a “top-down” approach (starting from the initial
states), whereas our method is “bottom-up” (starting from assertions).
Techniques based on Abstract Interpretation [Cousot and Cousot, 1977b]
have had substantial success in the industrial setting. There, an abstract
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interpreter is instantiated by an abstract domain whose elements are used
to over-approximate sets of program states. The interpreter then evaluates
the program on the chosen abstract domain, discovering reachable states.
A widening operator, combining two given over-approximations to a more
general one representing both, is employed to guarantee termination of the
analysis when handling loops.
Recently, the use of abduction (i.e., inference of preconditions for certain
facts) in safety proving has been investigated [Dillig et al., 2013]. This work
is closest to ours in its overall approach, but uses fundamentally diﬀerent
techniques to ﬁnd preconditions. It also searches for inductive invariants
using a backwards-reasoning technique, constructing veriﬁcation conditions
similar to our constraint systems. However, instead of applying Max-SMT,
the approach uses an abduction engine based on maximal universal subsets
and quantiﬁer elimination in Presburger arithmetic. Moreover, it does not
have an equivalent to our narrowing to exploit failed proof attempts, though
a syntactic version of it [Sharma et al., 2011] could be combined with the
method. In a similar vein, [Pa˘sa˘reanu and Visser, 2004] uses straight-line
weakest precondition computation and backwards-reasoning to infer loop
invariants supporting validity of an assertion. To enforce a generalization
towards inductive invariants, a heuristic syntax-based method is used.
Automatically constructing program proofs from independently obtained
subproofs has been an active area of research in the recent past. Splitting
proofs along syntactic boundaries (e.g., handling procedures separately) has
been explored in [Godefroid, 2007; Yorsh et al., 2008; Godefroid et al., 2010;
Calcagno et al., 2011; Albarghouthi et al., 2012b]. For each such unit, a sum-
mary of its behavior is computed, i.e., an expression that connects certain
(classes of) inputs to outputs. Depending on the employed analyzers, these
summaries encode inputs that lead to errors [Godefroid, 2007], under- and
over-approximations of reachable states [Godefroid et al., 2010], or changes
to the heap using separation logic’s frame rule [Calcagno et al., 2011]. Fi-
nally, [Albarghouthi et al., 2012b] discusses how such compositional analyses
can leverage cloud computing environments to parallelize and scale up pro-
gram proofs.
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5.4 Implementation and evaluation
We have implemented the algorithms from Section 5.2.1 and Section 5.2.2
in our early prototype VeryMax, using the Max-SMT solver for non-linear
arithmetic in the Barcelogic system (see Section 2.1.3).
The ﬁrst set (which we will call HOLA-BENCHS) are the 46 programs
from the evaluation of safety provers in Dillig et al. [2013] (which were col-
lected from a variety of sources, among others, [Gupta and Rybalchenko,
2009; Gulwani et al., 2008b; Beyer et al., 2007c; Gulavani et al., 2008;
Bradley and Manna, 2008; Mine´, 2006; Jhala and McMillan, 2006; Sharma
et al., 2011, 2012; Gulavani et al., 2006; Gulavani and Rajamani, 2006; Dillig
et al., 2012], the NECLA Static Analysis Benchmarks, etc.). The programs
are relatively small (they have between 17 and 71 lines of code, and be-
tween 1 and 4 nested or consecutive loops), but expose a number of “hard”
problems for analyzers. All of them are safe.
On this ﬁrst benchmark set we compare with three systems. The ﬁrst
two were leading tools in the Software Veriﬁcation Competition 2015 [Beyer,
2015]: CPAchecker5 [Beyer and Keremoglu, 2011], which was the over-
all winner and in particular won the gold medal in the “Control Flow and
Integer Variables” category, and SeaHorn [Kahsai et al., 205], which got
the silver medal, and also won the “Simple” category. We also compare
with HOLA [Dillig et al., 2013], an abduction-based backwards reasoning
tool. Unfortunately, we were not able to obtain an executable for HOLA.
For this reason we have taken the experimental data for this tool directly
from [Dillig et al., 2013], where it is reported that the experiments were
performed on an Intel i5 2.6 GHz CPU with 8 Gb of memory. For the
sake of a fair comparison, we have run the other tools on a 4-core machine
with the same speciﬁcation, using the same timeout of 200 seconds. Ta-
ble 5.16 summarizes the results, reporting the number of successful proofs,
failed proofs, and timeouts (TO), together with the respective total run-
times. Overall, we can see that both versions of VeryMax are competitive,
and that our parallel version was two times faster than our sequential one
on four cores. As a reference, on these examples VeryMax-Seq needed 2.8
overall calls (recursive or after narrowings) on average, with a maximum of
5We ran CPAchecker with two different configurations, predicateAnalysis (PA) and
sv-comp15 (SV).
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16. The number of narrowings was approximately 1, with a maximum of
13. Our memoization technique making use of already failed proof attempts
was employed in about one third of the cases.
Tool Safe Σ s Fail Σ s TO Total s
CPAchecker-SV 33 2424.41 3 61.28 10 4489.73
CPAchecker-PA 25 503.05 11 19.72 10 2271.12
SeaHorn 32 7.95 13 3.477 1 211.56
HOLA 43 23.53 0 0 3 623.53
VeryMax-Seq 43 330.25 2 42.00 1 572.27
VeryMax-Par 44 180.28 2 74.69 0 254.97
Table 5.16. Experimental results on HOLA-BENCHS benchmark set.
In our second benchmark set (which we will refer to as NR-BENCHS)
we have used integer abstractions of 217 numerical algorithms from [Press
et al., 2002]. For each procedure and for each array access in it, we have
created two safety problems with one assertion each, expressing that the
index is within bounds. In some few cases the soundness of array accesses in
the original program depends on properties of ﬂoating-point variables, which
are abstracted away. So in the corresponding abstraction some assertions
may not hold. Altogether, the resulting benchmark suite consists of 6452
problems, of up to 284 lines of C code. Due to the size of this set, and to
give more room to exploit parallelism (both tools with which we compare on
these benchmarks, CPAchecker and SeaHorn, make use of several cores),
we performed the experiments with a more powerful machine, namely, an
8-core Intel i7 3.4 GHz CPU with 16 GB of memory. The time limit is 300
seconds.
Tool Safe Σ s Unsafe Σ s Fail Σ s TO Total s
CPAchecker-SV 5978 534621.26 282 9218.96 61 10797.01 131 591886.32
CPAchecker-PA 5854 21230.37 221 758.48 159 774.68 218 79624.17
SeaHorn 6081 4315.31 235 149.71 72 18.07 64 24287.32
VeryMax-Seq 6098 5953.48 0 0 299 20661.59 55 43116.71
VeryMax-Par 6098 4335.10 0 0 354 21034.34 0 25369.44
Table 5.17. Experimental results on NR-BENCHS benchmark set.
The results can be seen in Table 5.17. On these instances, VeryMax
is able to prove more assertions than any of the other tools, while being
about as fast as SeaHorn, and signiﬁcantly faster than CPAchecker.
Note that VeryMax is at an early stage of development, and is not yet
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fully tuned. For example, a number of program slicing techniques have
not been implemented yet, which would be very useful for handling larger
programs. Thus, we expect that further development will improve the tool
performance signiﬁcantly. The benchmarks and our tool can be found at
www.cs.upc.edu/~albert/VeryMax.html.
Chapter 6
Conclusions
In this thesis we have obtained results in program analysis using as starting
point the constraint-based method [Colo´n et al., 2003] and its application to
termination analysis [Bradley et al., 2005]. In contrast to the original pre-
sentation of this method, in our approach we replace the use of constraint
solving techniques by the use of optimization-based techniques, being Max-
SMT our key tool for handling constraints. Thanks to this, we have ob-
tained a new method for proving automatically termination [Larraz et al.,
2013a] and non-termination [Larraz et al., 2014a] of sequential programs,
and developed a new framework for compositional analysis [Brockschmidt
et al., 2015] of program properties. Additionally, we have provided a ver-
sion of the constraint-based method that applies to generate invariants for
programs with arrays [Larraz et al., 2013b].
In Chapter 3 we present our new constraint-based method for the gen-
eration of universally quantiﬁed invariants of array programs. Unlike other
techniques, it does not require extra predicates nor assertions. It does not
need the user to provide a template either, but it can take advantage of
hints by partially instantiating the global template considered here. We
also provide extensions of the approach for sorted arrays. To our knowl-
edge, results on the synthesis of invariants for programs with sorted arrays
are not reported in the literature.
For future work, we plan to extend our approach to a broader class of
programs. As a ﬁrst step we plan to relax Theorem 3.13, so that, e.g., over-
writing on positions in which the invariant already holds is allowed. We
would also like to handle nested loops, so that for instance sorting algo-
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rithms can be analyzed. Another line of work is the extension of the family
of properties that our approach can discover as invariants. E.g., a possibility
could be considering disjunctive properties, or allowing quantiﬁer alterna-
tion. The former allows analyzing algorithms such as sentinel search, while
the latter is necessary to express that the output of a sorting algorithm is a
permutation of the input.
Moreover, the invariants that our method generates depend on the coef-
ﬁcients and expressions obtained in each of its three phases, which in turn
depend on the previous linear relationship analysis of scalar variables. We
leave for future research to study how to make the approach resilient to
changes in the outcome of the diﬀerent phases, paying special attention to
the use of Max-SMT techniques.
In Chapter 4 we describe new methods for proving and disproving ter-
mination. In Section 4.3 we present our novel Max-SMT constraint-based
approach to proving termination. Thanks to expressing the synthesis of a
ranking function and a supporting invariant as a Max-SMT problem, we
achieve a better guided and more ﬁne-grained termination analysis than
SMT-based methods. Max-SMT reveals to be a convenient framework for
constraint-based termination analysis. In addition to our method, other
techniques such as unaffecting score maximization [Cook et al., 2013] can
be naturally modeled in Max-SMT. However, one of the shortcomings of
our approach as it was presented, is that invariant synthesis is restricted to
a single strongly connected component (SCC). If invariants from previous
SCC’s have not been generated but are later required, our technique can-
not prove termination. But this can be ﬁxed integrating our termination
proving technique into our compositional analysis framework, described in
Chapter 5, as it is explained later on.
For future work, an interesting line of research would be to adjust and
incorporate to our approach already known techniques from static analysis
of programs and automated termination proving. E.g., ﬁxpoint computation
a` la abstract interpretation [Cousot and Cousot, 1977b] would complement
the constraint-based approach in the generation of invariants.
Other techniques from abstract interpretation, such as view abstractions
[Elder et al., 2010], could also be useful so as to extend the class of ranking
functions that we can discover.
Another possible hybridization could be the combination with transition
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invariant-based techniques. The point is that even when we do not succeed
in proving termination, at least we prove that some part of the transitive
closure of the transition relation is disjunctively well-founded, and moreover
we are left with a transition system that characterizes the part of the tran-
sitive closure that may still contain an inﬁnite execution. Thus, termination
counter-examples can still be found by analyzing this residual transition
system. On the other hand, if this part of the transition relation is proved
disjunctively well-founded too, we can conclude that the program is termi-
nating.
In Section 4.4 we introduce a novel Max-SMT-based technique for prov-
ing that programs do not terminate. The key notion of the approach is
that of a quasi-invariant, which is a property such that if it holds at a
location during execution once, then it continues to hold at that location
from then onwards. The method considers an Strongly Connected SubGraph
(SCSG) of the control ﬂow graph at a time, and thanks to Max-SMT solv-
ing generates a quasi-invariant for each location. Weights of soft constraints
guide the solver towards quasi-invariants that are also edge-closing, i.e., that
forbid any transition exiting the SCSG. If an SCSG with edge-closing quasi-
invariants is reachable, then the program is non-terminating. This last check
is performed with an oﬀ-the-shelf reachability checker. We have reported
experiments with encouraging results that show that a prototypical imple-
mentation of the proposed approach has comparable and often better results
than state-of-the-art non-termination provers.
As regards future research, a pending improvement is to couple the reach-
ability checker with the quasi-invariant generator, so that the invariants
synthesized by the former in unsuccessful attempts are reused by the latter
when producing quasi-invariants. Another line for future work is to com-
bine our termination and non-termination techniques. Following a similar
approach to [Brockschmidt et al., 2013], if the termination analyzer fails,
it can communicate to the non-termination tool the transitions that were
proved not to belong to any inﬁnite computation. Conversely, when a failed
non-termination analysis ends with an unsuccessful reachability check, one
can pass the computed invariants to the termination system, as done in
[Harris et al., 2011]. We also plan to extend our programming model to
handle more general programs (procedure calls, non-linearities, etc.).
Finally, in Chapter 5 we present a novel approach to compositional safety
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veriﬁcation. Our main contribution is a proof framework that reﬁnes inter-
mediate results produced by a Max-SMT-based precondition synthesis pro-
cedure. In contrast to most earlier work, we proceed bottom-up to compute
summaries of code that are guaranteed to be relevant for the proof.
We plan to further extendVeryMax to cover more program features and
include standard optimizations (e.g., slicing and constraint propagation with
simple abstract domains). It currently handles procedure calls by inlining,
and does not support recursive functions yet. We plan to deal with such cases
similarly to loops, by introducing templates for function pre/postconditions.
In the future, we are interested in experimenting with alternative precon-
dition synthesis methods (e.g., abduction-based ones). We also want to com-
bine our method with a Max-SMT-based termination proving method, and
extend it to existential properties such as reachability and non-termination.
We expect to combine all of these techniques in an alternating procedure like
the one explained in [Godefroid et al., 2010] that tries to prove properties
at the same time as their duals, and which uses partial proofs to narrow the
state space that remains to be considered. Eventually, these methods could
be combined to verify arbitrary temporal properties. In another direction,
we want to consider more expressive theories to model program features
such as arrays or the heap.
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